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Albuquerque; New Mexico, Tuesday, December 26, 1922
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French undertaking establishment, where it will be viewed
by the coroner's jury at 10 a. in.
today. The hour of tho inquest
lias not been set owing to the fact
that it is not known when Mrs.
Whitney will be. in fit condition to
be examined in regard to the tragedy.
Friends of the Whitneys say that
C. T.

Mr. Whitney has been depressed
for somo time past. Ho has been
In poor health, suffering what is
termed a "generally run down condition" for more than a year.
Through a coincidence ho met
Officer Fred Itenfro, the same officer who investigated the tragedy
for tho police, several days ago on
Central avenue. Officer Kenfro
says that Mr. Whitney had a small
bag of candy with him at the time
and offered him some of the candy,
saying:
"You had better take some now,
because I may not eeo you Christmas."
Horn In Michigan
Mr- Whitney was born in Michigan 64 years ago. Ho engaged
in business in Winfleld, Kans., In
early life, and after a successful
career in that city, came to Albu
querque in 1S00. In this city he
became associated with Solon Hose
and Brother, hardware men. Later
he organized the Whitney Hardware company on South Second
street near the First National
bank. Still later his busIuVes was
merged with that of the Floumoy
Mercantile company, which occupied the building on South Second
where the Crystal theater now is
located. Afterwards ho took tho
hardware branch of tho business
and operated on South First street
opposite tho Alvnrado hotel under
Aha name or t'.ie Whitney Company,
Tmtil 1907, when he engaged in tho
wholesale business for a short time
on First street near Marguctte avenue.
In 1909 Mr. Whitney separated
himself from the Whitney Hardware company and organized the
Crescent Hardware company, which
has been in operation since thut
time nt 31 S West Central avenue.
Mr. Whitney was president and
manager of tho company, and for
-

the past several years John H.
Wagner has been secretary and

treasurer.

Mr. Whitney is survived by his
wife, Mi's. Mary 10. Whitney, and
W. H. Utile, COS
a brother-in-la-

North Fourth street.
ApiM.'iircd lindly Worn
He had been ill several times
(luring the fall, and in October suffered a severe attack of angina
pectoris. He was at his place- of
business until the closing hour on
Saturday night, and his associates
noticed that he appeared
badly
worn down by the hard work of
the Christmas rush-Mr- .
Whitney was a member of
the Odd Fellows lodge. He was
not much In public life, as he was
naturally of a retiring disposition,
excellent company and
though
much admired by his friends. At
one time he was associated with
Messrs. Gillonwater, Flournoy and
McMillen in the ownership, and operation of the Water Supply

ERASTUS BRAINERD,
VETERAN

EDITOR OF
IS DEAD

SEATTLE,

Seatttle, Wash., Dec. 23. Eras-tu- s
Bralnerd, formerly editor of the
and long a leader in public life in this state, died
today. Mr- Bralnerd, who became
editor of tho
in
1900 and retired from that position
in 1911, had been in failing health,
but his friends were not aware that
death was near.
Mr. Bralnerd was born In
-

Conn., In 1855 and graduated from Harvard University. He
was connected with the editorial
staffs of tho, Times and the World
in New York, the Press in Philadelphia nnd the Atlanta Constitution. He was
of
the Atlanta Star, the Philadelphia
s
News, and the
and the
in Seattle.
Mr. Brainerd declined appointment a governor of Idaho, offered
him by President Arthur.
editor-in-chi-

III DIES AFTER
DRINKING PART!:
ARE JAILED

Farmers Near Shelby, 0., to
Face Murder Charge; Say
They Cannot Account for

HE

R
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Denver, Deo. 25. New Mexicor
fair
Wednesday,
Tuesday and
south, unsettled north portion,
rain or snow, somewhat
colder.
Arizona Cienerally fair Tuesday
and Wednesday; colder north portion Tuesday.

pos-Blb- ly

,

'

.
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Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday.
J recorded by the university:
54
Iff (Highest temperature
.i
i.owesi

ltanga

Mean
Humidity at 6 a. m
Humidity nt 6 p. m

Precipitation
i

Wind velocity
Direction or wina
Character f day

31

KILLS 3 PEOPLE

AT NAVY DRILL

GATHERED ABOUT

as
When1

CHRISTMAS TREE

Old Iowa to Be Used

Floating Target
United States Fleet Goes
U. S. Senator From- Illinois
Emil Neuriter, Seattle Ferryon Maneuvers
Says Nations of Contiman, Slays Members of
Washington, Dec. 23. The newnent Must Use UnpreceFamily of Girl Who
ly constituted United States fleet,
dented Wisdom
and
Pacific
tho
both
of
Spurned His Advances
consisting
'

Atlantic naval forces, will rendezvous at Panama February 13 for
gun
GERMAN CURRENCY winter maneuvers and great bati
target practice against the!beold
will
lowa'whlch
' '
In
Otherwise t h e Money of, tleship
during tho firing.
today the maneuver
making
?
France and Italy Will! schedule, public
anSecretary Denby also
tin; alignment of ships
Take Downward Course' nounced
under th,. new consolidated fleet
Similar to the Mark
plan.
The brittle fleet commanded by
Eberlc whoso flag will
Admiral
Washington, Dec. 25. Possibility
V. S. S. California,
of "gravest evenls before the end fly from (lie
Pacific coast ports
of tho winter"
In continental will sail from
!t for Panama,
while the
February
Europe unless tho allied govern- - scouting
and
fleet
train will leave
ments "act with an economic1 cast coast
on January 3 for
wisdom, prudence and foresight (luantnnamoports
to Join the batbay
foreign lo Jln-ipolicy
Princess Anastasia, formerly airs. William B. Leeds, and her husband, ishitherto
fleet at Panama. Vice Admiral
seen by Senator MeCormick of: tle
McDonald, aboard the U. S. S.
Prince Christopher uf Greece.
Illinois, who has Just returned Wyoming,
will command.
from a trip through Europe.
Admiral Jours, commander-in-chieSenator
In a stale-- !
MeCormick
his f kinship, the Marywith
Princess
her millions wre spent to ment issued
Anaatasia,
formerly
tonight indicated land, and the battleship" Arkansas
Mrs. William ii, Leeds, widow of aH the former King Constantino's that
his
of
the
survey
European
Florida, will leave th, Atlantic
the American "tin plate 1:1ns," Is rec.iiue.
The royal pair arc
situation had convinced him that) and
coast after th scouting fleet to
back in tho land of her birth with
to remain in America indef- tho nations of
maneuvers,
in
Europe must solve participate
the
her royal husband, Prince Christo- - initely, inasmuch us revolutions, their own problems.
whi-iwill continue until March 31.
and executions
pher of Greece. Tho princess, on
"If t Ii o governments
cannot
As now assigned, the battleship
her arrival in New York, denied air not daily affairs.
agree upon a sound and reliable division of the battle fleet will be
program for tho definitu and; commanded by Vice Admiral Shoefinal settlement of the total sum maker aboard the New Mexico, the
of
reparations which Germany New Mexico. Idaho and Tennessee
shall pay and can pay," ho said. forming th,. fifth division, and the
DRY
"if they cannot
among- New York, Texas and Oklahoma
agree
themselves and with bankers ami! the third division.
'investors upon a plan which will
Itear Admiral Btirrnso aboard
stalilize
we the old cruiser Charleston, as flagGerman
currency,
IN
DF may expect the franc
and lire! ship, will command the destroyer
to start down the declivity in pur-- i squadrons of the battle fleet, which
(suit of tho mark, the crown and! for the maneuvers, will employ two
ruble.
squadrons of 19 destroyers each,
as
general
propositions the units being designated
h ought to be included in a squadrons 11 and 12. In addition,
reparations sett lenient were the battle fleet Includes light cruisoutlined by the senator as:
ers, submarines and air craft divinone of which are now in
tho?i sions,
New Yorkers, Prevented Two Arrested for Crime
aty,r8rU
rommission.
v t horn
Fran (; e ,
Pattleship division 1 is assigned
From Getting Much Liq-- I
Committed Near Denver,; . oKxtmiHinn
(if n ninrn t rtriitm tn to the ,vcoutini fleet and Includes
tun Flali. North Dakota and Deland Police Have a Third V:i ma?y for evera Joars; co-- 1 aware
uor, Enjoy the Day Play- with the Florida and ArkanClaus
cured bankers' loan to stabilize sas to join later. With thn scoutUnder Surveillance
ing Santa
will
fleet
to
the mark,
balance tho current ing
destroyer squad-lo- u
tl
8, consisting of
destroyers
New York, Dec. 25. Tradition
budget and to contribute
Denver, Colo.. Dec. "5. A cor- German
reconstruction
this and the flagship liochester.
has it that there is only one Santa oner's iimuest will be held tomor' to French
Is assigned as
S.
U.
S.
The
Wrii'ht
Claus. but tradition was given the row at Deer Trail. Odo a moun- year.
The prompt withdrawal of the flagship and tender of the aircraft
lie direct In New York today tain resort near Denver, to fix the barbarous
squadrons, scouting fleet. Captain
or.
Chrrardi commanding. The
when
every one from responsibility
nearly
fcr the death of Mohammedan troops from thai W. It.will
leave January 7 for the
Governor-elec- t
Smith down to the Howard Hamilton, Denver voca- - Rhine and the progressive wllh-- i ship
via Key West.
drawal of other troops as the rendezvous, golujr
humblest
citizen donned
rod ,1 .1 .',wl....t s ..ml ilirt
will le 17
the moratorium si a re Tho airpluiitt Mqulpnu-n- t
coat and vhixksrs, In- public or wouii,,.,',
or
P.nrl Coeur, U
18 torpedo
and
scouting
planes
are
fulfilled
agreement
parations
was
nnd
was
Jt
old.
a
ars
of
shot
Hamilton
Santas.
private.
city
planes.
The new governor was tho first killed early Sunday morning while by Germany.
Pear Admiral T,. Tl. Pn SUeigtior,
"More Important to the rehabilto set the
home
fashion.
tho I". S. S. Kelief, will
Returning accompanying Miss Coeur ns
aboard
he itation of Europe than any con- - command the train, Including
from midnight mass to his apart- from a dance at loer Trail,
rement in the Hotel Biltimore, ho turned toward an unidentified as- - ference. than any agreement
hospital, fuel mid other auxwho ha, i ohiit and badlv tween statesmen, anil fintinchrs pair,
mounted a step ladder and began
ships, while Hear Admiral J.
('an he." ho added, "is the exor- - iliary
V. Chase will command tho fleet
stringing glistening ornaments on wounded his ominlon.
a sturdy Christmas tree. Then
I.eH. Mexican laborer, andicisni or uie spirit or naie which basn force, including mine layers,
Jal
and Tri- sweepers nnd similar vessels, his
governments
plain "Father Al Smith" he seat- (ieorgn Griffith, a visitor from Il animates
are
Unless tho
peoples
ed himself on a low stool be- linois. arr"si"d soon after the ples.
a
to pence flag flying on tho U. S. S. Trocyon.
moved
Christian
will
by
neath tho tree and began distrib- shouting', will be taken under
can
Christian
and
there
wher
comity
Littleton.
by
from
they
guard
uting the family's gilts.
Meanwhile other Santas were have been held ir. jail, to Deer be no real peace in Europe."
for th Inquest.
harnessing their theoretical rein- Trail
TO
Denver police have been given
deer for a snowless journey
AND EL PASO
DEMING
of
at
orders
the
request
Arapahoe
around town. There were private
Santas
but it was tho (county authorities, to lake into cus
galore.
TO MEET ON GRIDIRON
Santas In hospitals and prisons, tody another man whose name be-is
TAX-FRE- E
ON NEW YEAR'S DAY
street corner Santas and Santas being kept secret and who is
In missions that drew the most lieved to have been implicated in
the shoot n
eyes. It seemed as If New York
Doming, X. M.. Dec. 25. The
A jealous
suitor is believed by
tho great city of nearly six milof Doming'
to be connected with sporting population
authorities
lion souls had barkened to the
g
will
have an opportunity of
cry of darker, war time days and the shooting.
a
class football game
first
was giving until it hurt.
on New Year's day when the ComNot even prison bars could shut
mercial team of El Paso meets
cut the Christmas cheer. In
the Denting Wampus Kitties on Decennial Census to Have
that forbidding building
the local high school gridiron.
with its Bridge of Sighs. Santa
as Main Object to DeterThe game is scheduled to start
strode the stone-- f lagged corri-jdor2:30 sharp and tho excitement
at
his pack on his back. A
mine Affect of These Inshould be great from tho first
ENGLAND
real Christmas dinner, with mince
whistle to the last.
vestments on Taxes
pie and fixln's, was spread before
Tho Commercial team Is one
u60 men and 20 women.
of tho fastest organizations that
On Ellis Island, that famous
Washington, Dec. 25. The debus been developed in tho 5'nes
gateway of the immigrant, 1500
cennial determination by the cenfor several seasons.
City
They
of the
future Americans ate their first
have, gone down in defeat but sus bureau of ttin wealth
what
Christmas dinner in America untwice this year, once to tho Cur-de- n people of tho United States,
amount
of
der the very shadow of the Lady
Grocers and once to tha Iiich taxes they pay and the
county
their
state,
Liberty.
public debts,
'Micsu Instances
both
school.
In
of
Mosul
Into the hospitals, whero the Occupied
Illegally, the score was very close. The and city, and other subdivisions
will be
grown ups and youngsters lay on
last game of the Commercials permited to issue 1.securities,
Believe
People was
They
Say;
In
officials said
bed
their
pain, marched the
on Sunday,
December
17, started January
d
were
their
his
virtually
with
nnd
plans
toys
figure
of District Want Turkish when they defeated tho strnns today
sweets.
At his entry eyes thnt
for tlio work, which, it
seventh cavalry team
by the oomplctp
a moment before had been dull
Is expected, will bo accomplished
Rule
13 to 0.
score
of
In about six months.
and empty. lighted up.
Much interest attaches to the
Among the most generous of the
Asso2'i
Dec'
th,.
Lausanne,
census of the public debts because
Santas were the stjigo folk from ciated Pressl. The Near Eastern ROBBERS CHLOROFORM
of
the move for a constitutional
Into hospitals, into conference will resume tomorrow
Broadway.
FAMILY IN CHICAGO; amendment prohibiting the furslums, into tho homes of the with a good many wounds to heal.
bonds nnd
issue of
Side The English nre nlainlv annoyed
hopeless they penetrated.
GET A HEAVY HAUL ther
because it is not now known the
by side with Salvation Army las- over the Turkish answer concernof
to
sale
tho
which
sies they labored, spreading Joy
lengths
ing Mosul. The Turks, insisting
have
securities
gone.
Chicago, Dec. 23. After chloroamong those who couldn't buy vigorously
Mosul belongs to
that
their amusement at the box of- Turkey, alleged that the ImirMhIi. forming thf wife and two children Treasury officials have said that
of
the
issue
continued
a maid at the. hrime of Adam
fice.
without proper authority, occupied and
.1... -- 0 securities
have forced a much
...AMr.l.n,
til.n,,
Tongues were not long enough
thVTiouse and woaped with higher federal tax rate because of
looted
to carry the cry of "Merry Christ- i,:nI,.!.1""or.T.
that
and Jewelry estimated at (he tendency of large taxpayers to
mas." During the day the radio tricts of Irak have
elected cash
$10,000 according to a report made Invest in that form of securities.
took up the greeting ..until tho to Join Turkey, and already
whose
Mosul,
Efforts will be made, once the
very heavens were full - of good Kurd population is. more sympa- by the police today. Thn robbery amount
securities is
of
place last Thursday, but the
cheer.
thetic with the Turks than the took
news
of it was suonressed at the computed, to establish the cost to
But the note of tragsdv inevit- Arabs, will undoubtedly- do likeas
American
a whole of
the,
time.
people
able as fate was introduced in- wise if a plebiscite is held.
tho continued issue of
to at least one home.
The English delegates said tocensus
of
ten
The
bonds.
years ago
Mrs. Rita Diaz, a young Porto day that they would continue to
no criterion for estimating
jglvi-d contend that Mosul
Rican, had joined with her
lielongs to Trak
or
amount
tile
present
outstanding
in a Christmas cva party. A and would hold it until the Irak
such bonds, it was said by offitree, music,
the government decides to cedo it to
dancing and
who pointed out that the war
cials,
guests had petted
the Diaz's Turkey.
Issues of securtime and post-wseven months old baby. A tiny
Th Russians
spent Christmas
had
of political
white sock was hung for baby's moodily at their hotel. M.Tchltch-eri- n
2 ities
increased
the total.
tremendously
presents.
declared tonight That the
wa: asserted,
new
The
issues,
it
Then husband and wifo quarrel- straits question would never be sethad como nt a time when the feded.
tled without Russian consent. He
eral government vas Increasing its
In tho night the wife arose, pav the impression that the Rusdebt and taxes nt a rate un-- i
;Own
DEAD
passed tho stocking Santa had sian delegation never would sign
in .he nation's
equalled
history.
packed, entered tho bath room any agreement '"inlying opnlng of
conse
(The federal government,
and drank poison.
the straits to European warships.
was
been
it
nad
said,
quently,
Tchltcherin
She
ceurt England of
on the way to tho
forced to pay higher interest rates
Attends
Disaster
to
Russia,
Reeking
trying
destroy
hospital.
Holiday and vaise its taxes to unprecedentProhibition officials who as- to estrange tho English and Rusr
because of the flow of
Celebration in a Battle ed fixures
serted that Broadway had ex- sian neonle.
money Into tho bonds which paid
snent
lookThe
Christmas
Turks
fhe driest Christmas
perienced
Creek Home; Father Finds no taxes either on principal or inever in its history, largely ' be- ing listlessly nt the bote, Christterest.
and
cause of the defeat which thev mas tree, bright, with
Collection of the data, by the;
Youngsters Suffocated
claimed the Bahama rum fleet had tinsel. Ismet Pashn declared that
census bureau is regarded as one of
,
met at tho bands of the dry navy, his country desired neuce, but had
Rattle Creek, Mich., Dee. 23., Its hardest tasks-- second only to
concessions. Two
mnc( many
tho census of the population. The
pointed as proof of the fact that already
19
children,
Willlson,
yearn
must got
the west side court, which usually All that Turkey wanted. Iio faid, old, and Harbara, 8, wero suffo- bureau's representatives
with the nations
boasts many drunks on Christ- was to
thn union and;
eery county in will
in their homo here today, Into
In eoiiip instances
mas day, had no offenders be- of tho west, hut these nations must cated
have to!
show proper respect for Turkish shortly after their parents, Wayn-fi- d search records i.f school and road
fore It.
finMrs.
and
had
Watts
Walts,
.
districts as well as the files of
Police assigned to watch res- sovereignty.
Roth the French
and English ished decoratlns their Christmas other, local authorities.
taurants and cabarets reported
tree.
are
anxious
for
delegations
results
law
they had seen no liquor
A
broke out in the basement
COMIC SO.Vtl WINS
violations along the Gay White and will undoubtedly attempt to and fire
Dec.
hurry preparations for the actual
25. Comic
spread rapidly through the
New
Way.
Watts dashed Song at Orleans,
S to 1 easily finished first
The English first floor roomstreaty of peace.
smoke and flames to the in tho ono mile Christmas handisaid tonight:
spokesman
through
OLD SETTMOK DEAD
children's bedroom, but failing to cap here this afternoon before the
ran from the largest crowd of the racing seafind them there,
Farminglon, N. M., Dec. 25.
CHoiiisTEit is
Frank Zanolio, for many years a
St. Louis, Dec. 25. A. H. Rhode. house believing tho littlo ones al- son ut Jefferson raco track.
Ralco
resident of this section, passed 41 years old. music instructor and ready dead.
was second and Tippety U'lcbet
In
lust
Juan
San
the
away
When the flames were checked third.
organist at St. Anthony's Ca'holle
Twelve horses ran fur a
hospital
Thursday following a brief illness. church, died suddenly of heart firemen found tho bodies of the purse of $2.5110. Comic song, rid- He was 01 years of age. His wife disease while preparing to ring the children in the bathroom, where :den by Chic liing, carried 117
was with hint at tho e idchurch bells today.
they had gone to ejscapc tho smoke. pound"1.
1
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Remainder of Winter

-

T
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NO TRACE IS FOUND

Ohio,

Dec. 25.

i

cuumer-reviihitio-

CHRISTMAS

STUDENT KILLED

nyui

ri ppt in ni imp

rLttMb MUtt

DEFENSE

GIRLGOIPANIONb

j

1

OF THE TUG CORNELL
MISSING FOR 4 DAYS
Cleveland,

f,

1

i

The

mystery surrounding tho disappearance of tho tug Cornell, inls-lu- g
for our days, remained unsolved tonight, and for the first

time, It wtis conceded by vessel
men that the tug, with its crew
of eight, probably had gone down.
Four tugs which spent Christmas
cruising Lake Erie reported today
they failed to find any trace of the
missing vessel.
That tho Cornell, thoroughly
dried out by more than a season
of Inactivity, had taken fire and
that the crew had sacrificed its
chances of escape by remaining too
long to fight tho flames, was the
explanation most commonly suggested by Cleveland vessel men tonight.
If.' B. Shaver, superintendent ol
the government air field here, today received orders from tho postmaster general to enlist all air mail
machines In the search for tho Cornell.

FOOTBALL COACHES
Shelby. Ohio. Dec. 25. Phillip
TO HOLD A MEETING
Wieganott, 56 years old, and Lester Elston, 35, tonight are being
TO DISCUSS RULES
held to tho
Richland
county
grand jury on charges of murder
Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 23. Footin connection with the death yesterday of Kalph Longley, 32, af- ball coaches of tho country, parter he drank moonshine whiskey ticularly east of the Mississippi rivat a "Christmas PartyV.
Two er, were headed toward New York
other men who partook of the tonight for the annual
score
were
blinded
a
and
meeting of tho American Football
liquor
mid-wint-

Coaches Association nnd of the National Collegiate Athletic association.
Tho meeting will bo held Wednesday at Hotel Astor, according
to Dr. J. W. Wilce, director of football at Ohio State university, and
secretary of the American Football Coaches association.
Discussion among the coaches
will focus on practical football
problems nnd rules.

GONZAGA LOSES

tm.ii

M-,-

GOVERNMENT
CHECK

I

u-

'

FEDERAL

iiee-in-

BONDS

TURKS CONTEND
TRAT

ACTEDJftSTILY

red-cla-

(y

pt

E

r!

"f.

SC0RE11TQ13

tax-fre- e

Fumbles

Prove

Costly

for

Westerners in Game at
San Diego With the West

Virginia Team
PEN N STATE-TRIEOUT ROSE BOWL,
The east proved superior to the
west in football today, when the
SCENE OF BIG CLASH West
Virginia team of Morgan-towW. Vn., triumphed over the
25.
Penn
Ca,Hf.,
eleven
of
pep.
Oonzaga
Pasadena,
University
Stale football' players,' contrary to Spokane, Wash., in San Diego's
second annual intersectional gridexpectations; today tried out
In, the, Rpse. Bovyl, w.her
Ney iron contest, by a score of 21
Year's day they will meet the Uni- to 13.
Both elevens resorted to forversity of Southern California team
In. the .annual, east .vs. west sports ward passes for their offense and
feature of the tournament of roses. if OonSags hud not fumbled so
They .tried nut th .' field and much in the first half the score
went .through a limbering up pro- might have been different.
cess. Secret practico will be beThree long runs thrilled the
gun' fnhiorrow.
spectators. Captain Meredith of
Arrangements have boon made West Virginia Intercepted a- forfor the Lions to divide the use of ward pass and ran 8 yards In
Rose Bowl with the Southern Cal- tho second period to a touchifornia Tro.lans. who plan to move down.
In the last half. Matt
over from Los Anjeles tomorrow. Bross, an IS year old freshman,
Each team will have certain per- who was substituted
for
iods of both morning and after- halfback Garrity of Gonzaga Right
comnoon set aside for Its excluctve use. pleted two runs of more than CO
yards. Both of Bross' runs startTRKMBLOn AT WELLINGTON
ed the bulldogs on the way to
n,

Dec. 25. A touchdowns,
Wellington, N. Z
vere earthquake shock was felt
Nardacci, for West

and

Virginia,
38 here at 3 o'clock this afternoon. It Stockton, for
Gonzaga, played a
71 is feared that considerable
dam- slashing game for their respective
28 age has been done In, the country teums,

Only enough
straight
0 districts.
Great fissures opened at football wns used
to keep the
7 tho bench nt Wnlkukt?, while at other
team from sotting their
some places Hip buildings awHycd defenso.to combat tho aerial at.Clear. in alarming fa&hlon.
tack.

KILLS SELF" ?TER
MURDERING CHILDREN

radio-controll-

j

Washington, Dec. 23. The employment situation is encouraging
and prospects are bright for tho
remainder of tho winter, according to a survey just completed
by the employment service of the
Nearly all
department of labor.
states reported a condition much
better than ut this time lust year,
and tho situation was described a3
fair to good In most sections.
States affected by seasonal suspension of logging operations or
farm work, anil thoso where transportation Is hampered by strikes
and car shortages, were tho only
ones reporting unfavorably and In
all of them ;mproventent was
expected soon after the first of
the year.
Building operations throughout
tho country were reported hold
ing a pace almost unprecedented.
only a few states in the north
showing a blowing up because of
the weather.
The manufacturing states, almost without exception, reported
shortages of skilled mechanics.
Textile mills were running full
blast and needed labor.
The
automobile
was
also
industry
running 10(1 per cent but the
labor supply about equalled the
demand. The steel industry showed a general expansion,
with a
demand for all kinds of labor
and "the call for metal workers
generally exceeding the supply.

the-fiel-

W E A T

UPHEAVAL.

BATTLESHIP

MUST STABILIZE

Situation En
couraging; Prospects Are
Believed
Bright for the

the Fatality

mado ill.
Elston was arrested today on
his farm on a warrant sworn to
by Weiganott. When arraigned
both men admitted selling the
liquor, which tho authorities believe contained wood alcohol, hut
pleaded not guilty to' charges of
murder.
An investigation Into Longley'e
death was begun today by the
coroner.
Samples of the whiskey
have been sent to the state chemist for' analysis'.
When officers arrested Elston
they confiscated a still and six
Elston said,
gallons of liquor.
according to the officers, that he
had been making the whiskey for
several months and that no deaths
from it had occurred previous to
He said he
that of Longley.
purchased the farm last October
and formed a partnership with
Weiganott, tho latter disposing of
the product while Elston devoted
his entire time to the manufacture, the authorities said, he told
them.
Robert Blane and Earl CHne-bel- l.
who were blinded and last
night were said to bo dying, will
recover, physicians said tonight.
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President cf Crescent Hardware Company
Discovered in Bathroom of Home With Top
of Head Blown Away and His Revolver
Clutched in Handj Wife Swoons After the expansionITshown
Tragedy; Condition Serious
by steel industry

llf

A

BELIEVE

Are Reported
Operations
Holding a Pace Almost
Unprecedented;
Only a
Few States Slowing Up

f

VERGE OF A.

ON

'$"

William R. Whitney, 6t years
old, founder of the Whitney Hardware company,
president of the
Crescent Hardware company for
more than 13 years and a resident
of Albuquerque for 3:1 years, was
found dead in the bathroom of his
home, ut 302 South Walter street,
at 0:30 o'clock lust night. Every
indication pointed to suicide. .Melancholia because of ill health is
believed to have been the cause.
Mrs. Wthitney, wifo of the dead
man, heard a uhot from the bathroom of their home at about 0:30
last niyht. Hushing to the bathroom, which is on the second floor
of the house, she found the body
of her liuaband, with the entire top
.
of hia head blown uway.
Mrs. Whituey telephoned to Dr.
nn.a l.i(tir-'T
I..
il I
father has been fumily physician
J for the Whitney family lor years
M but was out of the city yesterday
...
v.. .
s? dimi luu
.....i
juuiifiti jiiuu Auavi:ieu nit;
call.
Mrs. Whitney Swoons
Arrived at the Whitney home,
Dr. Cornish found that 11 r. Whitney was beyond aid and thut Mrs.
'Whitney had swooned immediately
after having found the body. She
was removed to a hospital. Jt was
stated from the hospital last night
that while her condition is serious
It is rot critical.
Dr. Cornish called the police and
Judge George Roddy, who is Justice of the peace in Precinct No.
2, in which the Whitney home is
situated. Officer Fred Kenfro conducted the investigation for the
police.
Both, Judgo Jtoddjr and Officer
Renfro stated last night that they
found the body of Mr. Whitney in
the bathroom, with a revolver still
clutched In hie right hand. The
revolver was a .38 caliber, frontier
model Colt, mounted on a .45
frame. One bullot had been firedThe officers say the death wound
((had been inflicted by placing the
m lizzie or me revolver ugauisi me
tomnla ami pYt)rApi1 the hp- Jfc
ViiilMr Whttniiv must, have
utood before tho mirror in the
bathroom and fired tho shot. The
bullet had taken an upward passage and after tearlns a long furrow In tho ceiling had dropped into
the bath tub.
Top of Skull Torn Off
The officials state that the concussion had torn off tho entire top
of the dead man's skull and that
brains and blood hud been spattered about on tho walls and ceiling of the bathroom.
After viewing tho body, Judge
Roddy ordered it removed to the
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Helen

Engel, His
Victim, Makes
capes Through
Babe With Doll
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PLAN TO PROHIBIT
ALIENS HOLDING

PROPERTY OPPOSED
Paris, Dec. 25. The points In
the earlier stages of the bill recently voted by tho chamber of
deputies without discussion, wherecannot hold real
by foreigners
estate in France without special
ara
from
the
government,
permit
point out that tho price of real
torial, whlcn declares:
"It is impossible that the senate,
will adopt a bill so opposed to the
real interests of France."
The bill was introduced in the
chamber some years ago when Uf.
Mlllerand was premier at that time
it contained no reference to exchange, but aimed only to Insure
the security of France. Its clauses
affected only the frontier departments. When it reached the chamber committee on civil and criminal legislation, its" scope was enlarged to cover tho whole cf
France.
The Temps objects to the retroactivity of the bill, which it asserts,
is contrary to the fundamental
principles of legislation and disturbing to foreign opinion. and
number of friends in Albuquerque,
estato has followed closely the fall'
in tho value of the franc, while the
purchase of real estate by foreigners brought to Franco and kept
there large sums of money.

HEAVY DAMAGE DONE
BY WIND IN PUGET
SOUND'S VICINITY
Seattle. Wash., Dec. 23. Flood
waters of western Washington rivers swelled yesterday by heavy
rains and melting snows, were receding today under tho Influence
of a drop in temperature. Rains
had ceased in the Cascade mountains and the weather was colder.
of dollars damage
Thousands
was caused by a high wind yesterwhich
swept the Puget Sound
day
country, tearing down telephone
poles, smashing plate glass windows and tearing loose log rafts.
The wind had subsided today.

TRAFFIC

j

'

Es-

Window;'
Shot

Seattle, Wash., Dec. 25. Reof his advances
jection
last
spring tow ards Helen Engel, 16
years old and pretty, is believed
to have so crazed Emil Neuriter,
40, a ferry boat proprietor, that
he entered her homo here
and turned Christmas Joy today
Into
tragedy by killing her two sisters
and one of her brothers and then
ending his own life.
Neuriter,
when ho came into the house,
asked for Helen.
Helen said that Engel attempted to shoot her when she repelled
him last spring.
Neuriter took
to tho Engel homo today thjee
pistols and two pockets full of.
cartridges.
Neuriter, according to the coroner, hid himself in tho woodshed
at tho Engel home, waiting until
D. C. Engel, father of Helen,
came out of the house, leaving
his family around tho Christmas
ree
distributing gifts.
Engel
said that Neuriter pointed two
Pistols at him and ortlered him
into the house.
In the house.
Neuriter told Engel to lock all
doors.
i
"Get Helen for me," Neuriter is
alleged to have shouted with the
pistols in his hands. "I'iu here
for business and I'm going to
kill Helen
I'll kill you all."
Anna Engel, 17, sister of Helen
sought to wrest tho pistols from
A bullet tore through
Neuriter.
her uplifted arm and into her
heart.
Leaping over Anna's body, according to the story pieced together by Coroner Corson, who
talked to all the surviving members of the family, Neuriter commenced shooting at Helen, at
Krntst, her brother, Iu and at
Mr. and Mrs. Engel.
Helen and
Ernest jumped out of a window
and the parents fled through the
front door.
As tho parents ran they saw
thvir daughter Lilly. aged 3,
standing in a chair with two dolls,
just taken from the Christmas
tree, hugged to her bosom. Sha
later was found dead with a bullet in her forehead.
Hans, a brother, aged 14, ttm
crouching In a dark corner of
his bedroom when Neuriter enHis body and that of
tered.
Neuriter were found in this room,
the lad's with a bullet wound In
the left temple and the man's
with one tn the chest.
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HEAD OF
FRISCO IS DEAD

St. Louis, Dec. 2,". Alexander
Milton, vice president of the St,
Louis and San Francisco railroad.'
who had been suffering fr.oin a
nervous breakdown, died tt the
He
Frisco hospital hero tonight.
was well know n among railroad executives of the country and for
years was a leading figure In tho
southwest In transportation circles.
Hilton had chargo of the traffic department of tho Frisco, to
which position he was elected recently. He entered the. service of
the Frisco in 1301 as ceneral passenger agent, and In 1 HI 3 was appointed passenger trnffio manager.
He was 57 years of uge. He is
survived by his widow and twu

son.

EXPERT PERFECTS
LAW OFFICE AT
CAN 0 GRAPEFRUIT
MINUS THE SQUIRT

KAHFJ SUGGESTS

CANCELLATION
OF PART OF

f

THE

V

vestment Would Be
Worthwhile if it Changes
Europe's Attitude

PLANFOR

HAD

A

GRADUAL PAYMENT

Would Create Sinking Fund
of Certain Percentage of
Obligations; Would Can- eel in

47 Years

It

Tork. IVe. 23. Otto
Kalin. banker, in a letter to
Keod Smoot of Utah, member
of the cieht refunding; commission,
made public toibtv bv a committee
of American business men, hns
outlined a Plan v.'herebv he believes America can consistently aid
toward relieving- the European situation and at the same time meet
of the country
the sentiment
which teems opposed to the cancellation of the allied indebtedness
to tlin United States.
Jlr. Kahn expressed himself as
lieinp stroncly in favor of the policy of cancelling at least a portion
of the Indebtedness of the allied
Now

Pen-Bt-

or

nation.

"I am convinced that It would be
to our ultimate advantage to r
po," he wrote. "I feel sure that
such action would turn out a Kood
inveitment.
"But if public opinion and congress will not nt present consent to
the relinquishment on our part of
a portion of the a"led debt," the
letter continued, "which relinquishment, be it understood, Is stfrt;est-e- d
only in return for, and simultaneously with, measures on the
part of the Knropean nations to
brinir shout that chancre of mental
nnd moral attitude and actual conwhich

ditions

is indispensable

Ralph Polk
inat it hn nrrlvpil: Kfiulrtless
grapefruit. No more will one need
an umbrella at breakfast, accord
ing to Kulpli i'olK, Jnuianapous.
Polk claims to have perfected a
method of canning the popular
breakfast fruit and nt the same
tlmo eliminating the hitherto un
controllable syuiit.

if

questions nnd aid
in the recuperation of
He declared that "it has now become fairly incumbent upon the
United States to Indicate precisely
and officially, what aro the terms,
under
conditions and limitations
which America would bo prepared
to tako part in an organized nnd
permanently established international effort to nid the maintenance of peace and promote understanding, fair dealing and good will
among the nations."
tie controversial

THREE READ AS
RESULT OF WEEK

if

1ho world Renin is to bo on nn even
Veel then my suprtrestion would be

CRIME

the follnwlnc:

"Of tho two and
Mlllon dollars,
or thereabouts,
which our government loaned to
xhf allied nations after the armistice, that portion nt leaft, was not
applied to the settlement of war
contracts here, or is offset by valid
ounter c'aim. Is intrinsically
from the balance of
iliG allied debt to us. It should be
promptly put in th way of repayment with a reasonable rate of
Interest.
For Instance, America
lrilpht stipulate Interest nt the rate
of 3 per cent or 3'-- per cent, and
erf annual sinking fund of one Per
cent, beElnninp after, say, five
J ears. Th refunding commission
ouht to be "riowered, according
to its Judgment, to postpone the beginning of interest payments likewise for five years.
"As to the remaining seven and
ft quarter billion dollars or there
abouts, there should be no attempt
to apply the same formula to every
Th refunding commis
country.
sion should go thoroughly into the
economic and financial and general situation of all countries concerned and make a fair and final
pettlement, subject to the approval
of congress.
"Kven upon America's financially most potent debtor. Great Britain, she should not Impose the exceedingly heavy burden of paying
4 Vi per cent Werest from the start
end redeeming the principal within
25 years.
I would suggest In the
case of that country, P" an illustration, that there be paid an anof 1 per
imal sinking fund of
cent. Such a sinking fund If invested at the rate of 4 per cent,
would extinirulsh the debt In 4 7
years. In addition to the sinking
fund of K of 1 per cent, Interest
should be charged on th,. debt at
the rate of, say. 2 per cent for the
first period of eight years, 2 per
rent for the second, 3 per cent for
three-quart-

E

Five Are Held in County Jail
at Trinidad to Answer
Charges of Murder; One
Victim Is Prominent
Trinidad,

Colo., Dec. 25.

Three

the death toll of violent crimes
holi
which marked the week-en- d
days In Laa Animas county. As a
In
men
the
are held
result, five
county Jail, three accused of slay
Is

ing, and two detained as witnesses
William Jamison, 62, a well
known resident of this city, was
shot nnd killed lute Sunday night
at a road house operated by- - August Maleziu, at Klmoro. Malczia,
who surrendered to Sheriff Mar
ty, is alleged to have fired five
shots at Jamison. He claims he
acted in
after Jamison
had started to "shoot up" his place
with a revolver.
Candelarlo Aragon, EO years old,
a rancher of Long's Canon, last
night was slain when he was struck
on the head with the stock of a
rifle. Jerry Saiz surrendered to
police. He made no statement.
Dometrlo Aragon, 45 years old.
died at a hospital hero from bul
let wounds inflicted last r rliiay
night, when he was shot at Tercio.
where a danca was being held. He
was no relation to Candelarlo Ara
gon.
Tom Martinez was arrested after
the shooting and lodged in jail. He
is alleged by officers to have shot
Aragon during a quarrel.

SHOOTS AT WIFE;
KILLS HER MOTHER
AT CHRISTMAS TREE

the third, S's per cent for the
fourth, 4 per cent for the fifth and
ii
Jacksonville,
Fla., Uec. 13.
per cent for the final seven
Claudius I Cibson, 33 years old,
years' period.
ithalt
into
bis
home tonight
staggered
Mr. Kahn wrote he believed the where his family and relatives
"United States should be officially made merry around a Christmas
represented on the reparations tree, fired five times nt his wife
commission.
and Instantly killed bis mother-in- "Our government," he added, law, Mrs. Agnes Gore, aged 55, ac
should also take official part In cording to the police. Gibson was
the work of other commissions of subdued by members of the fam
a similar character destined to set- - ily and taken to the city Jail.

r
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STUFF OF

500

Veterans' Bureau Boasts of
Having What Is Probably
the Largest Legal Staff
in the World

In- -,

Banker Says

WASHINGTON
A

FOREIGN DEBTS
American

THE PROPER WAY TO TREAT PILES
Valuable advice and information for the
treatment of every form of Piles is enclosed
with each box of PAZO OINTMENT.
The remedy is guaranteed.
The price of PAZO OINTMENT is 60c and
you can get it at any drug store. The advice
and information goes with it

Washington. Dec. 23. What Is
probably the largest law office in
tho world a survival of the war
1h located
in this city. Practically
all of tho "biggest things" In Washington belong to Undo Ham, and
the record breaking law practice is
no excention.
Thft 500 lawyers of whom we
write work for the government In
tho legal division of tho veterans'
bureau. They handle ouestlons of
domestic relations,
lval estate,
criminal law, contracts: in fact, all
varieties of legal problems that
arise in tho course of administercompensation,
ing the insurance
0
and rehabilitation affairs of
war veterans.
is
500
needed
are
That
lawyers
enough to show the immensity of
the task, and it is not likely that
tho legal force will bp cut down to
any extent for tho next four or five
years.
There are still a great many
cases that require legal decisions. There are cases in which
a soldier dies and two or more
people claim to be the rightful
In
beneficiary of his insurance.
thousands of cases soldiers have
make their Insurance payable to
their estates, ani in thousands of
others the teneflc!iry named has
died. As the men involved In the
cases have scattered to all parts of
the country, nnd even to Kurope,
Asia and the South Sea islands, the
bureau lawyers have to ascertain
and apply the laws of every Jurisdiction in tho world.
One of the most 'unusual features of the law work of the bureau relates to contracts for training of veterans.
Tbp average student who i placed In a school pays
as ho goes. The Veterans' bureau
has 1)S. 000 men In vocational training with 5.000 lntMitirns nnd Instructors, and the only way to keep
track of the different arrangements
agreed to by (;o many schools and
individuals is to draw up legal
contracts.
The real estate nnd contract section, which now has probably the
most work of any section in the
legal division, also handles all the
contracts for hospitals being built
under the two I.anglev bills. The
first of these bills calls for an expenditure of ti 8,600.000 and the
second $17,000,000. all for hospi- C00,-00-

Inw Vlolntors Proserntert
Another section prepares
for
prosecution cases where the law
is violated.
An official of the bureau snys that considering the immense number of cases the bureau
has to handle there are not so
many cases of fraud and false
claims as might be supposed, lie
says that of th
cases actually
prosecute
hy the department of
Justice, however, the proportion of
nofiuittals is almost negligible,
that the courts are not
Inclined to be lenient with persons
who defraud the
man
and the government.
Special attention lias been given
by thls section to cases involving
excessive fees of attorneys.
The
original war risk insurance act allowed claim agents and attorneys
to charge not more than 10 per
cent of the sum awarded a client.
Unscrupulous claim agents saw in
this provision a great
opportunity
for business and they pestered
every person having a semblance of
a claim against the war risk bureau.
The condition became so
objectionable that congress amended the act in 191S making It unlawful to chargo more than three
dollars for assistance rendered as
agent or attorney in any one case
and Imposing a penalty of fine and
imprisonment at hard labor for vio- latlon of this provision. Even this
did not put a stop to extortionate
fees.
An official says: "Flagrant vio- unions stui occur, in a recent outstanding case a fee of $5,000 was
charged for obtaining $10,000 war
risk insurance where the only thing
done or necessary to be done for
the claimant was to write a few
letters to the bureau In reference
to the claim."
At ono time the work of this government
law office was even
heavier than it is now. The exemption section was four years ago
the biggest court of domestic relations in the world. This was when
the allotment and allowance business was at its height.
Enlisted
men misunderstood
the law and
failed to arrange for allowances for
their families. Other enlisted men
with families were claiming exemption from making compulsory allotment, and wives were
that tho government makeasking
their
soldier husbands contribute to their
support.
All Kinds of Cases
The questions that the government lawyers had to settle in those
mixups ran fhe gamut of domestic
experience. One case would center
on the possibilities of a soldier being a bigamist, another on Insanity
of a wife, and others on
alimony
nnd funeral expenses. More than
100,000 of these cases have been
investigated nnd settled.
This domestic relations court existed on a large scale less than a
year. In the spring of 1918 its
work began to grow and by fall
IOu employes were struggling with
un avalanche of cascs.-Afte- r
Christmas tho worst was over, nnd now
that the allotment and allowance
26 employes
law is Inoperative
handle all the hang-ove- r
adjustments-While

this section Is In tho main
past history. It represents nn of
most
the
interesthumanly
ing phases of tho Veterans' bureau work. Most of the evidence
was obtained by correspondence.
nnd this made the cases more In
formal than If they had been
brought to a solemn court 'room.
Bureau officials found that when
plaintiffs are not restrained by
oath to tell the truth' and nre rot
subject to havine their testimony
shaken by cross examination as in
court there
almost no limit to
wnicii they will not go in order to
a
case.
prove
The cases ran from the pathetic
to the humorous.
One of the near
tragedies was that of a blind soldier married to a woman who said
that she wanted only to take care
of him. Taking advantage of his
blindness sho had mado herself out
to bo much vounccr than hn
and a woman of wealth.
io had
mm mm mat she was an interior
decorator, artist, musin teacher and
wireless operator. Once mnrrted
she took what money the blind sol
dier naa nnd then filed claim for
compulsory allotment and fainllv
allowance.
Ilcr pretenses worej
1

ES1N0L

ready to stop that itching torment

Don't spend another sleepless night tossing
lAtit luiuucui'y iuc uumingiicuoi eczema.
Insure
i
restful sleep by the application of
Its
nothing, healing Resinol Ointment
comforting medication cools the inflamed
jsmrfaces and stops the itching almost in

j

JStantiy.
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Remnol Ointment and Kestnol Soap
contain nothing that could injure or
Irritate tin ttnderest skin. In a4ditioft
to
to e elective for fthinc tkim
trfm bits, they kelp to dear away Grotctn
en, rednetti, roughness and other cvm
pletion defects.
Ycnr dntftitt U$ Resin? 5cw
and Oitititttut,
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WOMAN WHO TOURED
WORLD URGES HELP
FOR FOREIGN GIRLS

mnisiiT
NATIONAL

HIE

GUADALUPE

MT

WITHIN TURKEY

"i

KEEP

JOB

Request to Be Presented to Death of Man Recently
Lausanne Conference; Elected to Office Brings
About Condition" Unprece-edente- d
Dominion Form of Gov- Asked
ernment Is
in State

''A

In. )
''-."-

L

In contention of his opinion the
district attorney quotes the state
supreme court as follows: "An
incumbent in office Is not ousted
by the mere election of appointment of his successor, when the
statutes require such officer to
qualify for office by doing certain
acts, his right to the office not
being complete until he has qualified for the same as directed,"
Jf it is decided that a vacancy
will exist there is no doubt but
that the county comtnlssione.-will have the right to fill the vacancy by appointment. No supreme court decision on a question similar to this one has been
rendered in New Mexico, so that
there can bo no certainty as to
how this question will finally be
decided.

T REASURER OF

I

Miss Ann Wigcin.
Miss Ann Wifrpin of New York
has just; returned from a fourteen
months' trip around the world. She
is now touring: the United States
lecturing on girls' activities , the
world over. Miss Wigfjin spent
most of her time in China, where
she studied conditions of women
business, factory end the home.
She is giving her services to the
Y. W. G. A. to help them in their
foreign servico ..'ork.
1

discovered, and the claim was not
allowed.
At hi; other end of the emotion
al scale was the case of a colored
soldier who madH affidavit that his
wife was dead. He continued to
exchange letters with her while he
was in service, however, and she
regularly tent him generous samples of her cooking. Una day, she
learned that she bad thn right to
make lier husband support her
promptly wrote a letter to the gov
ernment filing a claim and send
husbands letters
ing some of h
as proof that ho was In service.
The letters showed that while
the soldier might find it convenient
to have his wife officially dead,
she was certainly alivP to him. Ono
of his letters, written in verse, ended with tho line, "Just kindly remember wherever you roam that
Shakespeare was right there's no
place like home."
The letters were Incriminating
evidence against the soldier who
would bn a widower. His wife was
officially restored to life and
granted her allotment and allow.
ance.
1

HOLIDAY FIGHTS

SE DEATH OF
3 CELEB

Lausanne, Dec. 25 (by the Associated l'ress). The Armenian plea
for the establishment of an Arnicn- inn national homo in Turucy wm
be .presented to tho Near Eastern
conference tomorrow by President
Pasha of the ArKoradunghian
He
menian national delegation.
was onco minister of foreign affairs in the Turkish cabinet and
has been invited to appear before
on minorities
the
to explain the desires of tho Ar- -i
enian people.
Tho Turks have announced their
decision not to attend this meeting.
For one thing, they say, they have
made up their minds definitely not
to set aside any part of Turkey
for the Armenians; for another,
they assert that as the Armenians
an. Turkish subjects they should
ple'ud their cause before the Turks,
not before tho conference as a
whole.
Noradunghlan says that his people will accept any locality in Turkey which the conference decides
upon and also a dominion formnim-il-of
government under the Turks
to that enjoyed by Canada and
Ireland under the English. If the
territorial limits of the republicErl-v;-of
Erlvan are to bo extended and
proclaimed the real home of
the Armenians, then he thinks Russia should be asked to guarantee
the independence of Erlvan, vhlch
now threatens to become a Hussian
bolshevik! province.
The liev. George R. Montgomery
of New York and Connecticut, director of tho Armenian-America- n
Society, who is in Lausanne laboring for the cause of the Armenian
peirj.lt', said tonight that the goal
of all the friends of Armenia was
to procure a national home under
conditions which would provide
som'" inspiration for the Armenians
in the future: ho had not abandoned hope that some territory
would be set aside for this purpose.
The Jlev. Mr. Montgomery has
been in close touch with tne leaders
of all the delegations and personot
ally favors allocating a section
Southeastern Ciciiia lo mo Armur
bins, making it an autonomous
state, perhaps under the supervision of the league of nations.
"1 want to emphasize the Justice
of the proposition for an Armenian homo," he said, "from the
standpoint of the allies who have
mado definite promises and from
the standpoint of the Turks, be- .
cause of the right of the Armen-!:in view of the terrible plight
of tho refugees, to have a small
territory set
section of Turkisli
aside for them."
He estimated that a million Armenians reside in F.rivan, and 400.-00- 0

freaks

eJpare yourself
th wstsry, hurting eyes,

mucous, sore chost and
Othef disagreeable results of
cold. This simple treatment will
oothe the roughened, itnlned
throat, has irritated tissues and
break ytror cold quickly. Why
Wait ask yocr druggist bow for

Santa Rosa, N. M., Dec. 25.
ENGINEER DISCOVERS
The lamentable death of treasur
E. M. Luooro hns brought
MEN TEARING UP RAIL
about a chaotic condition as to
AHEAD OF FAST TRAIN
who will be the treasurer after

January

atvnili

1, 1923.

The present board of county
commissioners
has received an
district atopinion from the
torney to the effect that under
the state constitution and laws no
vacancy exists nor will exist after
the first of the year, and that
the present Incumbent, Mr. Simon
Seranno, will retain the office until his successor is elected In 1924.
The district attorney's contention
is that section 2, article 20 of
the state constitution which says
"Every officer, unless removed
shall hold his office until his
successor has
oualif ed"
duly
gives Mr. Serrano the office until
1 924 In view
of the fact that Mr.
Lucero died before
qualifying.

Chicago, Dec. 25. An attempt
tonight to wreck train No. 5 of thel
Snnta Fe railroad, a flyer carrying-maland several Pullman can
bound for Texas and Oklahoma,
was reported y tho crew when
tho train rtached Jollet, Us Unit
stop.
The engineer was slowing flown
for the station when he noticed
several figures apparently working
over the rails in the glare of the
headlight and stopped so suddenly
that passengers were thrown from
their seats. He reported that an Investigation disclosed that 14 spikes
had been drawn and the fish plates
torn aside. One complete section
of the rails had been loosened.
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Kellfiftg'a Bran, cooked and krnm-Tlewill permanently Telieve the
most severe cases of constipation because it is ALL BEAN not a food
mixture that cannot possibly have sufficient natural corrective properties.
Once constipation geta into your system you must fight it to the finish.
Kellogg 'b Brae is the weapon. It will
win for you. Don't taka half-wameasures; don't temporize.
Kellogg ' Bran is permanent relief
for constipation if it is eaten regularlyat least two tablespoonfuls
daily; in chronie cases, with each
meal.
And, Kollogg's is a
Leeaufio it is dolicioug and
comes to you as a highly palatablo,
desirable food, as well as a corrective.
Ton will greatly enjoy Kellogg 'a
flavor.
Bran, as a cereal; its

m

y

taste-delig-

nut-lik- e

MONEY
3 This
advertisement is directed to the people who
have received money for

Improves any hot or cold cereal, and

innumerable Inviting bakery batches
can be made vMii Kellogg 'a. Try some
Kellogg 's Bran paneakes. They're
Or, raisin bread or gems I
great
Kellogg recipes are printed on each
1

world, or hope to enter, to
what better use could you
put this money than for a
course
at the Western
School?

We suggest:
Stenography

package.

Tor health's sake, get the whole
family eating Kellogg 'a Bran Just as
quickly as possible, because it is ALLi
BKAN and it will make over the
health of every big: and little member. Your physician will recommend
Kellogg 'a Bran because it is positivo
and because it will sweep and cleanBa
and purify, and put color lack into
faded cheeks. It will help children
grow big and strong ; it will clear and
tone and brace up the system of every
one who eats it regularly. All grocers
sell Kellogg 'a Braa because its use la
universal

1

AST.

Bookkeeping

Secretarial
Accountancy

Tijeras at Eighth.
Wind Shield
J.

Glass-Lumb-

er

O. BA1.11HIIMIB
LUM1IKK CO.
421 Snatb
tilreet
Pboae 03

tint

360

Parcel Delivery

What's a
good dessert
for
bleak, cold days?

And Messenger
Messages-Packages-

-

Service.
Baggage.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OtTLAB
REFRACTION
101 S. Fourth
I'hnne 1057. V

None such

ALCOHOL
188 PROOF
Pints, quarts, gallons
For Your Car

MINCEMEAT

"LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE

ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.
Phone 421
423 North First.

MERRELLSOULE COMPANY
SYRACUSE,

N.Y.

a

j

STARTING WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 27,

Alamogordo, N. lit., Dec. 25.
Vernon Ruth, Infant daughter of
d
Mr. and Mrs. M. o. Peckham,
a safety pin Saturday, December lfi, and after an examinaan operation was
tion by
performed and the pin'succcssfully
removed. At about the samo day
and hour, the infant daughter of
Mr. nnd Mrs. CI. E. Outlaw of
Vaughn swallowed a safety pin,
and was operated upon for ita rerecovering.
moval, subsequently
The baby was brought here for the
were
Poth
operations
operation.
by Carrlzozo doctors
performed
last Tuesday.

ENDING SATURDAY, DECEMBER

30

8wal-lowe-

We Will Offer Unheard of Bargains for Four Days Prior to
CASH--NO
DELIVERY.
Inventory-PRIC- ES
8d Nails, per keg
20d Nails, per keg.

TWO ALLEGED LIQUOR
MAKERS ARE ARRESTED

El Paso, Texas, inada two impor!ti Panta Rosa last
week. Tho houses of Guadalupe
nnd
Pablo Almendarcz
Kodriques
were searched under warrants issued upon the application of. G.
In the house of Guadalupe Rodriguez, which It was
thought, had been used as a still
houso for a number of people,
Gabriel Chacon was found operating a still and two copper stills
of 15 gallons. Each were seized
with mash and distilled spirits. In
the house of Pablo Almendarea a
gallon of whisky was found, this
house being used, It is said, as a
sales room by Almendarez and
other. It is reported that the two
stills seized at the Rodriguez houso
were URed by several different outfits for distilling, the mash being
made et various places and carried
there for distillation.

andS

tant arrests

Miss Monica
tho distinction
woman lawyer
Englfsh courts
case as well.

Cobb not only
of being tho
to appear in
but won her

has
first
the
first

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &

Mauger's, or
phone 305.

tele-

$5.00
4.75
06
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

a

Nails, pound
Betty Bright Aluminum Percolators
Betty Bright Aluminum Percolators
Betty Bright Aluminum Double Boilers
Betty Bright Aluminum Double Boilers
Electric Iron (unlimited guarantee) . . 4.00
Standard Brand
Same with Patent Switch
4.50
30
Champion Electric Light Globes, up to
1.40
In packages of 5
75
Old Copper or Dull Brass Inside Lock Sets
No. 160 O. C. or D. B. Half Surface Butts,
.35
pair
25
Universal Aluminum Ware, discount,
....25
Pyrex Glassware, discount
25
Community Silverware, discount..
Ammunition, discount
....25
25
Jap a Lac, discount
nt

Santa Rosa, N. M., Dec. 2w Prohibition enforcement officers from

50-W- att

Vnooas
3oFTEH

THE
1

WATER

1

WESTERN SCHOOL FOR
PRIVATE SECRETARIES

re

f F0RTHE

frmtrlt

THAT CHRISTMAS

PHONE

In Addition, an Officer Is
The exodus has reduced
Armenians in Asia Minor to
Killed in Fayette County, the
He thought that about
70.000.
would be immediately
50.000
Pa., Coal Fields Christ- available
for the proposed national
mas Day
home and concluded:
"And let us not forget that there
25. Four are 50.000 Armenian orphans we
TTniontown, Tn., lice.
men were killed during Christmas must take care of somehow."
celebrations in the Fayette county
coal fields lust night and today.
J'OIXCAISK HOLDS CONFAl
One of the dead is Frank Hall, forParis, Doc. 25. Premier Poin-cant
of
Kansas
but
Mo,,
City,
merly
today received M. Bompard,
the time of his death a. member of the French ambassador to Turkey,
the H. C Frick Coke company's and M. Harrere of the French delepolice force.
They gave
gation at Lauranne.
Hall was shot to death today the
details of the proceedwhnn he attempted ' to arrest ings premier
of the near east conference.
"romp" Allen, a negro, who had
been engaged in an argument with
Seven women were returned for
a number of companions.
Allen parliament as a result of the recent
fired one shot and Hall, although parliamentary
in the
elections
fatally wounded, pulled his revol- Netherlands.

TWO BABIES SWALLOW
PINS; BOTH OPERATED
ON. WITH SUCCESS

fnV rminht

Christmas.
Your faith in KelloggV Bran can
never be misplaced IT IS ALL BRAN! J If you are in the business

there
in the Trans-Caucasu- s;
are 102,000 in Greece and the Aegin
9,000
Syria and
ean islands,
about 40,000 refugees in Constan-(inopl- e.

ver and killed his assailant.
The
shooting occurred at Gates, a mining camp near here,
Ed Lindsay, a negro, was killed
in a revolver duel at Foot Dale. A
third negro was killed in a pitched
battle at Huffington.

ooi

31s-inc- h,

,

30x3 American Casings
30x312 American Casings
30x3 Gray Tubes
30x312 Gray Tubes
30x312 Red Tubes , . :
Puttee Leather Leggins, pair
Knockabout Hunting Coat
Mill Black Diamond Files, dozen
Mill Black Diamond Files, dozen
ch

10-in- ch

7.50
8.00
1.10
1.20
1.60
. 2.00
3.50
2.00
2.40

Thine are a few samples of our Clearance Sale Prices.
Everything in the store reduced for these four days of Bargains.

Whitney Hardware Company
RUSSELL F. MEAD, Manager.

December 26, 1922.
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ARIZONA'S STATEIHET TIGHTEHIHG

BI

SONG WRITTEN
A

L B U

0 UEROUEAN

ABOUND

IB

01
SUSPECTS

Composed by Mrs. Many of the Alleged Ring
M. Lauretta Green; Works
Leaders Will Probably Be
Ell
Are Praised by
Served With Warrants
Before January 5
Wheeler Wilcox

Was
I

are

While few Albuquerqueans
Bastrop, La Dec. 25. The probiawafe of the fact Arizona's adopt- ability that the next chapter in
ed state none: was composed by an the Morehouse kidnaping- investiAlbuquerque woman, Mrs. M. Lau gations would be written soon in
retta Green, of 1007 South Second Mer Kouge' loomed strongly here
street. The title of the state song tonight.
is "Arizona, I Am Gonna Come
Attorney General Coco's anHack to You."
nouncement in Marksville, La.,
Mrs. Green composed her official where he is spending Christinas
State Song of Arizona in Novem that the state expected to arrest
ber. J 918. She submitted it to at least six or seven more persons
Governor George Hunt and he aP' on charges of murder in connecproved it, recognized it as the of' tion with the death of Watt Danfieial song of the state and gave iels and Thomas Richards, is exit the state seal. The song was pected to be fulfilled in the Mer
state
introduced at the Arizona
Kouge community.
fair, in Phoenix, immediately after
It is believed that many of the
its adoption and has been one of men the statu suspects as ring
the recognized features of the Ari leaders of the August whito robed
zona state fair since that' time.
and masked mob will be served
Mrs. Green, who is a composer with warrants beforo January 5,
and poetess, os well as a song the date set for the open
writer, has also written a book of here. Developments at thehearing
hearverses, entitled "Stray Thoughts.
ing may bring about the arrest oi
This book is now being revised.
recent others. Federal ayents have deOne of Mrs. Green's
"Wasted clared they have tho nanus of
entitled
was
Doems
members of the mob.
Years."
Wilcox, twenty
Ella Wheeler
Believes Burnett Is Guilty
poetess of international repute, has
state believes T. J- Burnett
"The
heartily endorsed many or airs,
murder charge upon
Green's works. In reference to guilty of the
which he was arrested Saturday,''
this particular poem. Miss Wilcox the
attorney general declared today
wrote:
.
"I should indeed be proud to in speaking of the lone suspeet
"We
held
in the Jail at Bastrop.
publish this ovem over my signa
further believe we have the eviture and claim it as my own."
.
Ono of the verses from this poem dence upon which to convict those
we arrest," he added.
js as follows:
An order as issued today denyrose
of
couch
leaves, ing visitors permission to communI sank on my
but found them withered and icate with Burnett except in the
presence of an officer of the miliold.
,And I knew. In that hour of an- - tary detail. Burnett's friends, who
are
caao
ttuu
many, are rallying to his supgulKIl, Llie Illusively ui
port.
gold
The state forces penetrating into
I thought of my selfish, wasted
past, and grieved as a woman the mystery, and the populace of
Morehouse relaxed today under the
grieves:
d
1'or out of that whole
influence of the Christmas spirit.
The troops stationed hero and at
life, I had nothing but leaves
dead leaves.
Mer Rouge rested on their arms as
the townsfolk brought them good
Mr. Green has also written an things to eat and
helped them to
other song, a beautiful version of be merry.
the Nativity. This song has Deen
Governor at His Desk
published quite recently and has
Governor Parker was at his desk
It at Baton
gained wide circulation.
Rouge summarizing the
has been approved by Ella Wheeler
of tho
past week
; Wilcox
and other prominent wrlt-ler- developments
movewhich
with the
began
A number of church bodieB ment that succeeded troop
in locating
'Tiqva nntpinnlated nurchase of the
the bodies of two men believed by,
copyright to have it incorporated the state to have been killed
the
in their song services, ims poem, hooded mob. The governorby disnhlch is quite apropos of the sea pensed with the traditional Christson is as follows:
mas dinner with his aged mother
. Mrv. Mother. Oneen of Earth and relatives at New Orleans to
his post.
JOh, Mary, Mother, Queen of earth, remain at
A conference of ttioso conducting
What happy lot was mine;
the inquiry was announced today
To live, and suffer and to glv
ior Thursday at New Orleans. At
I The world its King Divine!
that time plans for the hearing
will be outlined and the lindinga
There, on thy tender mother of
the coroner's jury which held
the inquest over the bodies of Dan; That sacred head was pressed
HThat sought through after years, iels and Kionards will be discussed.
The report of the pathologists win
and found
be caretully weigned. It is re-- J
The cross its only rest.
garded by the state as going lur
those baby toward clearing up the manner in
When
jOh, Maryl
which the former service man and
nanas
,
his companion met death.
So frail, so small, so weak
Bodies Well Preserved
Caressed thy lovely, bending face
The bodies, lying in cool water
And wandered o'er thy cheek
4
at the bottom of the lake lour
Did ne'er appear before thine eyes, months beiore being shot to the
In mingled pain and dread,
surface by unidentmed
midnight
A Hhnrlnw on each tiny palm,
dynamiters, were said to have been
red?
with
stained
A nail wound
The heads and
well preserved.
' The ball was in Arizona ter limbs were missing. Tho patholoritory most of the time during gists are not in a position to state
.the second halt but tne Aggies whether these parts were backed
were unable to get within the off by the executioners, or blown
scoring zone. Attempts to vary away by the blast or eaten off by
;thelr plunging game with
tish.
passes were unsuccessful;
The physicians disclosed that evi?only one of five passes tried bedence indicated the men were beata
for
that
and
gain
ting completed
en and their bones broken before
fit only ten yards.
died.
The wildcats were helpless on they
Doctor Being Sought
'the offensive during the second
Department of justiceB- men are
Unable to pierce the line
half.
M.
or olrcle the ends, they also tried seeking to locate Dr.
tormer mayor of Mer Rouge,
a. long forward pass attack and
for interrogation.
The
n wanted
;when this failed they relied
mayor .uit Mer Rouge following
Pfersdorf's toe to put them an
to
made
assassinate
out of danger when they succeed- him. attempt
He went to Monroe and then
ed in stopping the Utah rushes,
to
New
Orleans
and
52
upon
departPfersdorf's kicks averaged
from- here declared he was en
yards from the time he went in ing
Ahe third period, and one long route for Johns Hopkins University
, Baltimore for a post graduate
spiral, covered 63 yards. one. of at
course. Efforts to locate him there
fumble
of
Schaub's
;
Ipfersdorf's punts gave the Wild- have failed and his whereabouts
cats a chance for a second score are unknown to officials. It was
but the Aggie quarter fell on the the aKempt on his life that is beball on his own two yard - line lieved to have culminated in the
'.after a race with Thomas, Ariz- event of August.
Knowles kicked out of
ona end.
Testimony of a sensational nature implicating many substantial
tdanger.
! Arizona fumbled five times dur- citizens of Mississippi and Arkangame; Utah six times. sas as well as Douislana is exing therecovered
eight fumbles, pected to be developed by the state
jUtuh
'Arizona three
Utah was penal- at the open hearing.
none.
Arizona
six
times;
ized
The line up:
J
Position I'tah Aggies LEGION HONORS THE
(Arizona
LB
Woodsido
ilacobson
BIRTHPLACE OF THE
LT
Maughn
J.'lark
LG
Harris
vl'uett
MOTHER OF PERSHING
-

s.

rd

illustkatcd

By

cse

h'

COUNTY SCHOOL
CHILDREN VACCINATED
BEFORE THE HOLIDAYS

MANY

Exactly

200

children

In

the

county schools were vaccinated
between December 1 and December 23, according to tne report
which has just been submitted
by Miss Bupo Leon, county school
nurse. The report was submitted
for only 23 days as there is no
school between tho 23rd and the
end of the month.
The report shows
that 200
children were excluded from the
schools for not being vaccinated
and tho same number reported
for vaccination and received it.
It was largely this unusual rush,
of
forced by the examinations
Miss Beon. which exhausted the
the
Health
of
at
vaccine
supply
office.
Some of the children were
loath to be vaccinated for a time,
in spite of the fact that failure to
be
would
vaccinated
prohibit
their attendance at school and
failure to attend school would
make them amenable under the
compulsory school law. Then it
was ruled that no children who
had not been vaccinated would be
permitted to attend any of the
Christmas trees, since danger of
spreading infectjon was considered fully as great there as In
school.
Tho barring from school and
consequent discipline under the
law had no terrors for some. But
as soon as they learned of tha
Christmas treo ruling the rush
began and every one reported,
bright faced, to show the required certificate of vaccination.
Following is the monthly report which has been submitted
by Miss Leon for the month of

Gardner
Hendricks

C

KG
KT

JBarkley

Croft
Conroy

RE

.Thomas

(Captain)

J

Schaub
QB
JMcMillan
LHP.
Knowles
'MeClellan
RHB
lOilliland
Stanger
Hobbs (Cpt) FB
Woolwy
Score by periods:
7
0
0
Arizona
0
6
0
JUtah Aggies
j Summary:
Touchdowns Hobbs, Knowles.
J
touchdown
after
Goal

07
00

Van
Arizona
Substitutions
Dusen for Jacobson;
Carpenter
Pfersdorf for
Jfor Puett;
McClellan for Van Dusen.
for
Utah Siegfried
Conroy;
JConroy for Siegfried.
Perkins (Kansas)
J Officials:
Referee; Rico (Montana) Umpire:
fileidenrlch (Oregon) Head

J

llnes-Jxna-

i

n.

i

FIGHT

New York, Deo. 25. Through a
committee composed of Jews and
jGentlles, it was decided at the clo- sing session today of the twentyifourth annual convention of the
JZeta Bola Tau, the national Jewish fraternity, to carry ori the
S

program for the eliminawhat they called
in institutions of learn-JinThe committee's work will be
Jbased on what was said to be a
Jsurvey of the32status of the Jewish
institutions which
students in
was submitted at the convention.
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sory education if a boy were destined to know and to be only that
Oil AT PINEHURST
which his father and grandfather
and
had been
In
beforo
the re-hlni, as
mote days of English history to
North Carolina
which Mr. Chesterton refers with Famous
such longing. But suppose the boy
Classic
Drawing Sportswants to know something that his
men From Every Section
father can't possibly teach him and
that none of the elders of his vilof the United States
sic.
lage can teach him? Suppose, born
In a farming community, he as- 11 Y NKWTON ROM1G
re.mtil-After a three month's
ARE
VHAT5 AN
of the elusive clay bird aga Insets RESERVE
EDUCATION?
our blood tingling as
OF INJURY TO

SPIRIT

yi

in--

OF BANK
ACCUSED
WELFARE

Midwinter Tournament
at
North Carolina, appears on
Washington, Dec. 25. The practo inaug- tice
horizon
trapshooting
of some banks In advertising
urate a new season. Outside the that
they aro neither members of
Grand American itself, the Pine-hur- the federal
reserve nor do they use
tournaments of the past hnve its discounting facilities
Is critcontributed, more trapshootng his- icized ns Injurious to the public intory than any other individual clay terests by Kugcne Meyer, Jr., manbe
taruet rnet't. It pniilH hnrHlv
of the War Flnanc"
otherwiso in view of the great aging directorin a letter to J. 11.
fields that have been attracted to corporation,
l'ulicher, president of the AmeriPinehurst by the long Us ot val- can
Bankers' association. Mr.
uable trophies and cash prizes that
in the later that the bankers'
have been put up to bo shot for. association
take prompt steps with
down there, during the past fif- a view to
stopping the practice.
teen years.
When the sixteenth "annual"
.binu- - NEW MEXICO WINS A
ODens on Mondnv mornincr.
ary 8. we will again be mingling
SOCCER GAME FROM
wuu me cream ot me irapsnoot-fraternitof this country. Be it
COLORADO PLAYERS
tlie
however.
that
understood,
cream of this vast fraternity doe?
Tlenvei
Tine ?m
fhf.i
Turnlnr
not necessarily mean only the topexperts, lur ine jriiii'uiaL- tables on Colorado in the second
management has built up a repu- game of the interstate soccer conuc f ftl fin test staged hero over the holiday
lH,, fr- ii nliLmil
New Mexico
defeated
anil handicapping that has, liberal week-enthe locals, S to 1 today. Colorado
OL
lllO emuiJU jjii-aily Ulften luro
won yesterday, 4 to
of the game.
An lnvlta- i
A decided change has been no- hum ii, i:- - i
CMirjiui'ii mi; v..v,iu- ticed in the program just cumo to rndo team, composed of local Play-- ,
hand. The usual consolation han- ers, for a return series nt Raton,
dicap has been dropped and the N. M., nt the end of tho season.
tournament program cut clown from
six days to five. Knowing and loving pinehurst as I do. 1 feel that ABLE TO WALK AFTER
this should be a popular move be18 YEARS IN BED
cause there are many attractions
at this beautiful southern village
25. Miss
Allentown, Pa., Dee.
that many shooters miss when the
IS
tournament covers the entire week. Kdith Dryer, morn .s In China,
w.-able for the
years agn, toiray
So Friday, the day of the big midin
to
first
her
her
life
leave
time
be
getwinter handicap, will also
away day as far as the big meet bed and walk. A hip affection has
prevented her walking until fh'i
is concerned.
Again a featureful program will was operated upon at the Mayo
be offered the clay target devotees, hospital at Rochester, Minn.
Today at tho reunion at the
for the events are Interspersed
with many special contests that home of Dr. 1). A. Miller, retired
add interest and snap. Not the newspaper publisher, Miss Dryer
She
least of these will again be an East was able to walk unassisted.
and West team. Holding a tourna- is the daughter of Frederick Dryer,
ment as far east as Pinehurst chief of the Inland mission in the
would suggest an unfair advantage province of Shansi, China.
In favor of the eastern shooters, it
fact that the
being an HHSiired
eastern shots will predominate) by MAGDALENA MAN IS
nimut fiui, in nne If i sii riirisinir.
KILLED BY AN AUTO
however, how closely these races
are contested, lasi year lurumiiuiK
Sppclul tn The Jourmil
a splendid example and a great
Magdalena, N. M., Dec. 25. A
portion ot the thrills during tho man named Agnew, who had refirst three days of the tournament. sided In
for somo time,
The west had an unusual array of was foundMagdalena
dead at 10 o'clock this
talent at that tournament in Frank
morning under his overturned Ford
Troeh, Washington; Frank Hughes.
car, near tho smelter. Mr.
South Dakota; Chief Wheeler, Ok- touring had
attended a Christmas
and Agnew
lahoma; Fred King, Colorado, Pitat the Presbyterian
entertainment
the Jenny brothers, Illinois.
beted against these stars were Hank church the night before. It is
and lieved he was instantly killed when
Pendergast, W. H. Patterson
Mr. Agnew was
his car upset.
t,
Tracy Lewis, New York: C. A.
65 yearso of age. He has
Ohio; Steve Crothers, John about
no
here.
relatives
Allen
Kshelman. Dr. Aber and
and U. R.
Pennsylvania,
Hell,
Brooks and Paul Earle from South
OFFICER IS SHOT .
25.
Carolina. It proved one of the
Dec.
O.,
Steubenville,
races
closest and most exciting
Charles "Dickey" Blinn, state proever staged in connection with a hibition officer, was shot to death
the east in a dark alley in tho Polish sec-- !
Pinehurst tournament,
tion of Steubenville, late tonight,
nosing out on the last day by five
no
limo
previous to Ills body with two bullet wounds.:
targets and at
greatthe
was
margin
final
one in the forehead, and the other
the
day
In tho left shoulder,
er than three.
was found
this
will
The handicap distances
Blinn,
shortly before midnight.
Tho
23
16
to
yards.
leader of a squad of eight enforce-- ;
year bo from
Thursday
for
Is
suited
ment
officers, for months had been
Preliminary
and the big Midwinter will bo the
waging an active war on bootleg- beAs
sole attraction on Friday.
has gers.
fore stated tho Consolation Conthe
Bast
year
been dropped.
WEALTHY" l'.VIU BOBBED
solation furnished ono of the real
Chiiago, Dec. 2 5. Two bandits
excitements of the week, and tins tonight
attacked end robbed
...oo
fin the
Alexander
Flower, president of
and
IranU
Pendergast
Hank
either.
Roosevelt State Bank, and
me the
Troeh, two veteran stars oi and
Mrs. Evelyn Dreis, his companion.
honors
game had tied for top of
one of the two took
the real aFlower said
the shootoff was one
$4,200 diamond ring and S1S0
were
old time thrillers, for both dead-iihim.
Mrs. Dreis tried to
.i from
After
extreme backliners.
by ono
ovtrn events. Pen- - flee. Tint was overtaken
i
of
men
and beaten, police
the
dergast was eventually the winner said, when she resisted his atby the narrow margin "i won
by tempts to steal her diamond rings.
bird. The Midwinter.Ti was
One Of the
t i. - Tr I7ul,nlmati
FOG CAI SES DEATH
enthusiasts of the
Chicago, Dec. 25. Unable to
lieu
famous Lancaster
find his path ahead of him because!
i
ma that he will bo on of
v..
a dense fog, Andrew Hazzard
hand at the coming tournament.
early today walked off the bank
into the Calumet river and wnsi
drowned while on his way to work.
BANQUET FOR BLIND
of
the
One
25.
Dec.
Another
Denver,workman,
hearing his
features of Denver's cries, rushed to his aid but could
outstanding
elabfind nothing but a floating dinner
ChriBtmas celebration was an
orate banquet given for 230 blind pail. Police later recovered the
here
hotel
local
a
of this city at
or body.
today. They were the guests
the LAST PRISONER RELEASED
El Jebel Temple. Nobles of folTaris. Dec. 25. France has re- The banquet
Mvstio Shrine.
of local charitable leased tho last German war pris- lowed a
were
They
undergoing
institutions
by members of the oner.
for offenses against
shrine, who distributed "goodies punishment
tho common law committed dur- to the InmatesIng their detention as war pris- IK)G AIDS THIEVES Deon oners.
Wnohn Dec. 25.
Natoll. who has been living in a
suburb of this city, admitted today
he had Expd impurities with
that with the aid of a dog
trained, he had robbed more than
100' Seattle homes this year,
KING'S PILLS
The dog is
iinHee.
tn
said to havA stood on watch out.
constipation
Kx?m
side dwellings wnnrt ns ran'ii-i.V.
Used
tl
inV0
la allaffAil in
work
truck to haul away the loot,
ed inside.
TAFT ADMINISTERS OATH
Baltimore. Dec. 25. Chief Justice William Howard Taft will administer th cam of office tomorrow to Judge John C. Rose, recently appointed Judge of the' federal
circuit court of appaels, in tie?
No
FOR
United States district court.
doubt is now entertained of Mr.
Taft being physically fit to fill the
In the evening there
engagement.
will be
Banquet nt which the
chleft Justice and Judge Rose will
be guests of honor.
st

Coats, Suits, Dresses,
and Skirts

Mey-urge-

pires to be a radio operator or an
interior decorator? That's one of
the many arguments against Mr.
Chesterton's plan. But on the
other hands, is there not some

McGRAW MAY GIVE
UP MANAGERSHIP
FOR PRESIDENCY
New York, Dec. 25. Charles A.
Stoneham wishes to resign the
presidency of the New York National league club and as principal
stockholder has offered it to John
.1.
McGraw, vice
president and
manager, It became known tonight.
McGraw said the subject held
been informally discussed but that
ho had not yet decided what he
would do.
"Mr. Stoneham has pressed me
to takp the presidency and relieve
him a number of times," McGraw
said tonight, "I have always refused. He is a bupy man and feels
that he is not giving the baseball
club the attention that it deserves,
and believes that timp and trouble
might be saved if I took the presidency.
"I may," he added. "If I do,
of course I will give up tho managing part of the game and thnt
is what is going to hurt the most.
I have been active In baseball
for
30 years and it isn't going to be
an easy thing to give up that active
connection."

CATTLE THIEVES AT
WORK IN NORTHERN
PART OF THE STATE
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Roswell, N. M Dec. 25 A big
Marmon car which was taken from
Ray Brown of Kansas City was
recovered last night by members
The car
of the sheriff's force.
was found eight miles south of this
According to lrown's story,
city.
he and his traveling companion
were held up ten miles south of
this city by three masked men who
represented themselves as federal
officers. After being hold up they
were handcuffed and tied to a telephone post where they remained
until near midnight. The men
drove away in the car and Brown
and his companion got loose and
found their way into this city,
where officers were notified. The
car was found in good condition,
but the contents valued at more
was missing. The car
than
Maryville, Tenn.,! Dec. 25. The is said$4,000
by officers to have contained
bronze tablet which has been presented by the Tennessee Historical liquor.
society to the Captain J. Bonas
post of the American legion to be POLICE WATCH FOR
placed at the birthplace of Gen
ATTACKS ON CHURCH
eral John J. Pershing's mother, has
arrived and is now in the hall of
PROPERTY IN CANADA
The
of
the legion.
the local post
tablet will tie placed on exhibition
Montreal. Dec. 25.' Despite ru
at an early date.
Since it became known that the mors of outrages contemplated on
was
Catholic churches on the
Montreal
General
mother of
Pershing
of
born in Blount county, the local oeension of the celebration
post took up the matter of provid- Christmas midnight mass, nothing
ing a suitable memorial to mark untoward was reported today.
the birthplace, and Robert Barker, A canvass of the Catholic
chairman of the fine arts commit- churches of this city elicited the
tee, took the matter up with the information that, in view of the
Tennessee Historical society, which very large number of the congrefurnished tho bronze cast. It has gations estimated at 150.000 permore than the
decided just sons somewhat
not been definitely
what will be erected on the spot usual force of police was in attendbe
used.
wll
with
ance to deal
but the bronze tablet
emergencies.
It is approximately two by three There was, however, no especial
feet in size and bears the follow- call for their services.
ing inscription:
"Birthnlace of Anne Elizabeth PREFERS JAIL TO
General
mother of
Thompson,
John J. Pershing, born February
FACING THE COLD
Erected by Captain Em15, 1836.
erson J. Lonas Post No. 13, AmeriNew York. Dee. 25. Asserting
can legion, Tennessee Historical
that jail Is preferable to hunger
Society, 1922."
The memorial will be placed on and cold, Frank R. Robb, 66 years
the farm now owned by O. W. old and penniless, sought shelter in
Shields near Maryville. Stones of Bnllevuo hospital tonight, telling
the police of. Cleveland
the old Pershing home are under surgeons
were searching for him. He said
the present house on the site.
he had been clerk In the city engineer's office in thnt city and had
CAVADA EXPORTS PAPKK
weeks ago
several
fled
Montreal, Dec. 25. A spcclaWn-por- t when inhofear
found his books $200
by tho Canadian Pulp and short.
Paper association covering exports "I can he no worse off than I
of pulp and paper from this counam now," he said. "Can you ar
try for November last puts the total value at $11,425,998, an in- range it with the ponce?",
The Cleveland police have heen
crease of tl. 020, 505 over the previous month. Of this amount, asked to verify the man's story.
$9,711,732 went to the United
States. Pulp wood exports for the
Women, now tho equals of men
valued under the law in Wisconsin, must
months were 64,452-cordat $B60, 974, compared with 49,476 bear tho responsibilities of their
cords valued at ?(ll 4,974 in No- new privileges granted by the women's rights bill enacted in 1921,
vember, 1921.

(Rule Slorc

ALBUQUERQUE,
AN QUO STORE WITH A NEW

tho

25.
Dec.
Springer,
Stockmen are complaining of cattle thievery that seems to be carried on quite extensively In this
part of tho state. Now and then
a steer or a cow is missed from
the ranch and on several occasions a hide has been found, evidence sufficient that some one
unlawfully drove the animal from
the pasture and butchered it.
Dr inner:
The C. S. Cattle Co., with more
No. of . School Visits
cattle than any other company in
4.
Santa Barbara, Rooms
this part of the state, have for
South Broadway Rooms 4.
some time been missing an aniAlameda Rooms 4.
mal now and then, at the same
Old Town, Rooms 8.
time finding a few hides and
9.
X. 4th Street, Rooms,
heads. It is known that the stock
No. of children excluded. 2Q0.
has been stolen. This company
No. of children vaccinated, 200. is endeavoring
to capture some
No. of children examined
of 'tho miscreants.

AUTOMOBILE STOLEN
BY BANDITS FOUND

S?ofA?v

New York, Dee. 25. Formation!
of a society to suppress suggestive
dance
the!
sung
music, with
of prominent orches-- !
In
New
tra leaders
York hotels;
and restaurants has been started
j
by I.ouls H .Chulif, dancing
slructor. He recently complained
to Mrs. George W. Loft, deputy police commissioner, thnt the cjhjec-- !
tionablo steps in modern dancing!
resulted chiefly from vulgar mu- -

sense In what he says? Does modern education equip a boy as well
tor practical life as the home trainbeen learned."
of long
do
Well, what
you think about ing and apprenticeships
it?
ago?
Which Is better? Tell me what
There Is no doubt that we could
dispense quite nicely with compul- - you think.

up-'o-

Witten

TOURNAMENT

icohinson

G. K. Chesterton is a very famous man so perhaps there may bo
mueh wiwilnm in tho fnllnwincr rn- marks.
Or, again, perhaps thero
may not be. late isn't always an
antiseptic against saying fool
things. Be that as it may, Mr. Ches
terton says that "thero never were
any uneducated people until there
was compulsory education."
And
if he had his way we'd all go right
back to the good old
method of acquiring knowledge.
Be says "The very nature of
family llfo had always involved the
transmission of all sorts of tricks
of trade or tales of a grandfather.
Practically all children were taught
something about their forebears in
tho past, l'racthally all children
were taught something abuut how-tearn their living in the future.
We may think that this stream of
information from father to son
very insufficient; but it was a
stream that never stopped until a
great dam was built across it by
modern
For the
bureaucracy.
school did discredit the parent
and tho parental tradition- It never dreamed of injuiriug what the
parental tradition was. The schoolmaster never taught a village child
all the very cunning crafts of an
laborer; lie never
agricultural
taught them because he never
learned them
Instead of that
the village school lias taught for
fifty years a tanglo of things that
the parontt! knew and cared nothing about. And the result is now
that the children know as little and
care less. 'The new things have
been taught, but they have not

VULGAR MUSIC
FOR DANCING
IS CONDEMNED
IS

midwinter

Lister,Worl&!

Page Three

BABY JOINS SUNDAY
SCHOOL MINUTE AFTER
SHE ENTERS WORLD
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 25.
today claimed- the youngest
Sunday school member in the
world
Jean Valiant,
Margaret
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Edgar
A. Valiant. Margaret was born at
12:14 p. m. today and at 12:15 her
name .was enrolled In the cradle
roll department of Cyprus Street
Baptist Sunday school.
According to local churchmen,
the enrollment record previously
was held by a "Waterloo,
Iowa,
child, who became atached to the
Sunday shool 20 minutes after
birth. Rev. Valiant is superintendent of the Baptist Union of St.
l

Paul.

nt

ore-cra-

j

ON ALL BROKERS
New York, Dec. 25. W. S.
president of the Consolidated Stock exchange, announced
today that a questionnaire was bewho have
ing sent all
wire connections with the exchange
ore take its ticker service. Any
firm failing to answer the questionnaire satisfactorily would have
Its ticker removed and wire service discontinued at once, he said.
The quotations of the exchange
are frequently the greatest asset
for obtaining business that a small
brokerage house has, Mr. Silk worth
explained, and tnose using the exchange's service must conform to
the same standards as those set
for members.
Silk-wort- h,

rs

.

Dt

"for

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache $

RAILWAY "MAX DIES
Paul. Minn., Dee. 25. WilParis, Dee. 25. France has a liam M. McCaulley, 49, assistant
Gerto
from
right
reparations
general superintendent of transmany and in default of payment portation of the Northern Pacific
SOLD EVERYWHERE
she will take guarantees.
This, railway, died In a hospital her
in brief, sums up an editorial in
today's Temps dealing with yesterday's meeting at the French
foreign office to lay out this country's program for the meeting of
the allied premiers on January 2.
"It Is useless asking her if
those guarantees will be more or
less productive?" tho Temps declares.
"The policy hitherto pursued lias produced nothing at all.
Telephone 627
Opposite City Hall
"Even if we suppose that the
A
THOROUGH
BUSINESS
such as is
TRAINING,
seizure
ot guarantees produces
in our DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS would
very little which in no way seems
given
to us Inevitable nobody can deny
assist you to a good position.
,
,
that there is Infinite distance between nothing and the. smallest
WINTER
TERM
JUST
STARTING
It is that inpositive quantity.
Enroll now.
finity whilst the French intend
May & Hosking.
to put between themselves and

INDIGESTION

St.

Reduction Saie of

$6.50 Chamoise Coating $3.98
Beautiful soft quality shades of navy, copen,
deer, and African brown. 54 inches wide.

'0

0

-'
"

bankruptcy,"

...

rein-

$7.09 Chamelon Coating $4,39
Sponged and shrunk, 54 inches wide, shades of
reindeer and brown.

$4.95 Wool Crepe $3.89
54 inches wide, shades of reindeer and African

brown.

t

$2.75 French Serge $1.98
Guaranteed all wool 54 inches wide, shades of
reindeer, grey and black.

S5.G0 Poiret Twill $3.89
Our best quality Poiret Twill in navy only, 54
inches wide, sponged and shrunk.

$5.00 Tricotine $3.69
54 inches wide in navy and black, beautiful quality.

$4.50 Navy Stripe Serge $2.49
All wool serge, navy with narrow white stripe, 54
inches wide.

50 Inch All Wool Broadcloth $2.95
Splendid quality of chiffon broadcloth in navy and
black.

$3.50 Suede Velour $2.69
54 inch sponged and shrunk, shades of copen, navy

and brown.

54 Inch Fancy Skirtings
$5.75 Quality at
$3.79
$8.50 Quality at
.$4.80
All 54 inches wide, good color combinations.

$4.50 Crepe lona $3.19
New silk weave for spring dresses, capes, etc., 40
inches wide, in brown and black.

Millinery Reductions

'

.

Off The Regular

Prices

Stomach Trouble

-

.

1- -3

tur

.

PARIS TEMPS FAVOR
TAKINGGUARANTEES

33

Flow

ani-or-

-

STOCK EXCHANGE TO
ENFORCE ITS RULES

Four hundred garments, consisting of Coats, Suits,
The seasons smartest styles
Dresses and Skirts.
in
the
finest
materials and produced by
developed
the best makers.

Closing out entire stock of Women's and Children's
Hats in three lots.

Vi

LOT 1 FOR 79c
Values to $1.95
LOT 2 FOR $1.98
Values to $6.00
LOT 3 FOR $4.95
Values to $15.50
WATCH

THE PAPERS FOR DAILY BARGAINS

J

FRENCn FEATHER KING MAY GET CRACK
AT JOHNNY KILBANE'S

HE-MA-

N

Eugene Criqul,
tcnsational
MANY CHILDREN
French
featherweight,
More Than 10,000
may get the
Flock to Elks'
firtt chance to
Christmas Tree; Presents
knock the
Given to 4,285 Children
feather craven
from the gray
Chubby, happy, rollicking, genlocki of Champ erous Kris Kringle has paid his
annual visit and returned to his
Johnny
He has gone,
home in Toyland.
Kilbane,
but his memory will live ever so
Cleveland'
long oh, for weeks and weeks
In the minds of the children of Alaged itar.
the
And probably
buquerque.
Criqui if laid
brightest, and therefore the longest memory of tho perennial, kind
to have
old follow, will be the picture he
accepted Ton made as he offered Christmas Joy
O'Rovrke'i
to every child In Albuquerque who
at the beautiful
offer for a bout camo to visit him
tre which hafl been erected at the
to be itaged
Elks club.
Good, kindly old Santa, with six
next tummer
assistants, held forth at the Elks'
Christmas tree from 2 o'clock unCriqui paclct
He betil 6 yesterday afternoon.
a mean
gan at 2 and for a full three hours
he was kept busy as could be.
wallop.
There were 4,285 children who visited him and he had remembered
So doe
all of them. A wonderful memKilbane.
ory has old Santa.
Santa Claus had announced the
So help
hour of his arrival and the Elks'
had decided to meet him. For
band
yourself.
It would not be fitting for him to
come Into his realm without a fitting escort. So the Elks' band left
their buildlne at 1:45 yesterday
afternoon.
They marched down
Gold avenue to First street, playas is sweet to the
musio
such
ing
old King of Toyland.
Then they
turned north and marched over to

rV5t

Remainder of Game Is on
Defensive, but Manages
to Beat by a Score of
7 tc 6
fhoeriix. Ariz., Dee.

zona University won its intereec-lionfootball game with tho
Utnh Aggies here today, 7 to fi.
The Wildcats scored their seven
first period,
joints early In the executed
forwhen a brilliantly
ward pass paved the way for a
d
touchdown and McClollan
for the extra point. Durs
of the remainding or
outer
the game they were winplayed but maintained their the
lioldin.fr
ning margin by
touchplunging Aggies toIn one
the second
down, made, early
and Mocking Sehaub's
period,
attempt to kick 6oal for the tyscore.
ing
Utah showed marked superiority
in ground gaining, making nine
first downs to three for Arizona.
Thev failed mainly through
to vary their attack when
the Wildcat defense had stopped their plunges.
f,
The brilliant punting of
substitute half back, was a
ball
the
In
keeping
big factor
awav from Arizona's goal in tho
second half. Penalties at critical
moments also contributed to the
Aggies defeat.
Knowles Individual Star
star
Knowles,
The work of
Utah left half back, was tho outTime
feature.
individual
standing
after time he plunged through
ihe center of tho line or off tackle
for substantial gains, to be stopped only by the secondary
Stranger, right halfback
and Croft, used on a tackle back
formation, also hit the line for
good gains.
The Arizona backfie.d played
consistent football but failed to
whow anything sensational except
for their brief flash in the first
Barclay at right guard
period.
was the main strength In the
linf.
Utah kicked off at the start
and after two extf tho game
changes of kicks It was Arizona's
lino
ball on the Utah
when Knowles' punt went out of
bounds.
Hobbs threw a long pass, which
"fcClellan, racing along the sideline grabbed out of the eir and
line,
carried to tho Aggie
on tho third play Hobbs pulled
the fake pass and hidden ball
i,lav and circled right tend for a
McClellan drop kicktouchdown.
ed the goal.
Utah started a powerful attack at the beginning of tho second period and carried the hall
line in a
across from the
Sehaub's
aeries of plunges.
to kick the goal was
Worked.
Near tho end of the period the
Aggies again had a. ochance to
plunges
rore after a series
und a brilliant end run by
Knowles had put the ball on Arizona's five yard line. An attempt
10 forward pass over tho goal
lino failed Just before the period
al

.
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J
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drop-kirke-

three-fourth-

Pfer-sdor-

e.
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WOMAN LEGISLATOR
GOES INTO POLITICS
WITH AN OPEN MIND
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dee. 25. Hamilton county's first woman stato
Kenatoa. Jlrs. Nettie B. Loughead,
a republican, will go to the Ohio
upper house with an open mind

In formulating conto
structive legislation, she said following her election November 7.
Although Mrs. Dnughead has
been in publio life for ten years,
this is her first venture into pol-

itics. A member of several clubs
and educational societies, she also
is interested in philanthropic work
und has taken keen interest In the
chilmaintaining of the Invarious
Cincinnati.
dren's institutions
During the war she was active
worker In the various war drives.
Her election campaign was of
the straight political type. During
the last two weeks preceding the
Mectlon. she was a speaker at
mass meeting,
every republican
stressing the Importance of women
and
in politics
urging them to cooperate with tho men.

JAKE FLOERSHEIM IS
LEADER
OF HARDING DEMOS.
Mosquero, N. M., Dec. 25.

The

democratic county central committee of Harding county has
the following officers:
elected
Floer-NheiCounty chairman, Jake
reelected; Vice chairman,
A. A. Wynne; Secretary, W. K.
Juan Lujan;
Coplen, Treasurer,
Mrs. K.
'Chairwoman,
Vice chairwoman, Mrs.
Chas. Cason.

County
Tj.

V.

Keller;

-

Answers

NEGRO ATTACKS

the Y. M. C. A., where his reindeer had brought him from Toy-lan-

to Questions.
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Classy Fight Card Is Given
on Christmas Day in Philadelphia; Hart Defeats

Shade

'4J

H

Duke

j(n&lcT.

trans-Atlant-

PUEBLO

BfaHy

ic

RABBITS GIVEN
NEEDY IN DENVER

brtter than

ready-mBd-

im

e

a Mint vj.
cnatiy ana qtucitijr prepared,

cornel! tvnnin. And
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If you combined the curative prop
"
erties of every known
cough remedy, you probably could
not get as much real curative power
aa tfiere is in this simple
cough syrup, which is easily prepared
in a frw minutes.
Get from any drusgist 2Vi ounce
of Pisex, pour it ir,!o a pint bottlo
and fill the bottle with syrup, usinj
either plain pranulated sugar synrp,
clarified molasses,
honey, or eorn
The result is a
tyrup, as desired.
fiill pint of really better cough syrup
for
than you could buy
three times the money. Tastes pleasnever
ant and
spoils.
This Pinex and Syrup preparation
(rets right at the cause of a cough and
gives almost immediate relief.
loosens the phlegm, stops tho nasty
throat tickle and heals the sore, irritated membranes go gently and easily
(hat it is really astonishing,
A day's uso will usually overcome
the ordinary cough and for bronchitis,
croup, hoarseness and bronchial asthma, there is nothing better.
Fines is a most valuable concentrated compound of genuine Norway
pine extract, and has been used for
generations to break severe, roughs.
To avoid disappointment, ask your
druggist for "2V3 ounces of l'ihex"
with full directions, and don't accept
anything else. Guaranteed to give
or
satisfaction
absolute
money
promptly refunded. The Pinex Co,
Ind.
Ft. U'ayno,
"ready-made-

home-mad-

Jtlrs. Susie BcaL

Mrs. Suslo Beal of Brockton,
VIOLENT GALE ON
Mass., claims she is heir to a quarTHE ATLANTIC OCEAN ter of a billion dollars worth of
A
property In lower Manhattan.
Queenstown, Dec, 25. Reports will recently discovered has reaccumulate of the violence of the vealed that Princess Annette Jan
gale which has prevailed in the Bogarlus, Mrs. Beal's
Atlantic. The captain of the steamdid not barter tho tip
er New Columbia, which returned of New York for two bushels of
to port to repfenlsh her oil fuel wheat.
The valuable property
supply, said he had received an S. takes In the buildings around Trinl
O. H. from three ships to which he lty church, Mrs. Beal, through her
replied, but heard no more. Ho attorneys, Is seeking title to tho
believed they foundered.
land.
The Celtio had lifeboats and deck
and the third
fittings smashed
class saloon flooded, compelling MASCOT MULE OF THE
removal of passengers to other
CADETS SUFFOCATED
quarters. The Carmunia, which
arrived Saturday, reports she was
obliged to heave to for six hours
Philadelphia, Dec. 25. Black
Friday, She lost life boats and Bu- Diamond, the mascot mule, used
ffered considerable damage to her by the West
point Cadets in the
decks- recent army-nav- y
football game
at Franklin Field, was suffocated
In the Ruhr district, between by smoke from a fire that desGermany and France, women la- troyed r building adjoining the
borers till the fields, handle trunks stable in which he was
and freight about the railroad sta- Soveral trained horses qunrtered.
and dogs
tions and dig and haul peat from belonging to a New York show
wet
lowlands.
the
troupe, bIbo were killed.

Denver, Colo., Dec. 25. More
than 2,000 rabbits have been distributed to the needy of Denver,
as a result of a campaign staged
The bunby a local newspaper.
nies were killed by hunters in the
Vicinity of Holyoke, Colorado,
Another rabbit hunt Is to be held
In Moffat county after the first of
the year. Hunters have promised
to secure 5,000 rabbits which will
be shipped to Denver
free of
of
charge through the
railroad officials for distribution to
needy families.
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Mahas o Family Supply
or Lough Kemeay

weighed 135 V4 pounds.
Ad Stone, the "fighting marine"
of Philadelphia, defeated George
Shadn of California in the light
heavyweight bout. Btong weighed
176, Shade 174.
"Whitey" Fitzgerald, Philadelphia, won a popular decision over
Jimmy Hanlon, Denver.

ot

2,000

Mr.

Philadelphia. Dec. 25. Sailor
Friedman of Chicago won decisively over Bobby Barrett of Clifton
Heights, Pa., in thp principal eight-roun- d
bout of a Christmas day card
here today. Friedman weighed
138
and Barrett 139.
Alex Hart of , Cleveland beat
George Cheney of Baltimore, Each

Ireland's foremost sportsman, the
Duke of Leinster, has come to
America to confer with William
Washburn Nutting, whose challenge he has accepted for
race in forty-fosailing
vessels. His escapades on land and
a
real
him
as
sea stamp
The duke is the hereditary king of
Ireland.

d.

But the Journey from Toyland
(Any reader can get the answer had been a weary one and the
to any question by writing The reindeer were not accustomed to
Albuquerque Journal Information the paving of city streets. So Krl
r,
Kringle loaded his toys Into anBureuu, Krederlo J. Haskln,
Washington, D. C. This other sleigh which has been offerapplies strictly to informa- ed him by good old Tony Ortiz, a
A
LOT offer
tion. The Bureau cannot give ad friend of children. Another great
lover of the kiddies, Captain John
vice on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt V. Harn, had furnished horses
from
to settle domestic troubles, nor N. M. his headquarters troop of the
Police Arrest Man That Vic- to
national guard, to draw tho
undertake exhaustive research
sleigh,
Write your quoa-tlotim Identifies by Finger on any subject.
e,
Up Centrnl avenue went the
plainly and briefly. Give full
Elks' band before
the
with
Bitten Out of Glove; Mob name and address and enclose two and Maurice Klein,
slbstltutintf
for
cents In stamps for return postage Santa, beaming to
right and left
Violence Feared
All replies are sent direct to th Arrived at Fifth street
th sleigh
inquirer.)
turned
south
drew
and
up before
Pueblo. Colo., Dee. 2j. ruehlo
the throne which had been erected
police are calling reserves to duty
Q. What were tho lines that for Santa Claus.
Santa Cuius rules supreme at
fearing mob violence as a result Mark Twain wrote when Mrs.
of an assault ly a negro upon a Clemens died'.' M. A.
this season and all his servants had
Sathere
A.
girl telephone operator
worked faithfully to fulfill his
urday night. The girl is in a hos- Warm summer sun shine kindly wishes. Colonel George E. Breece
had furnished the tree. The A.
pital while the negro who was
hero.
arrested here today is in the county Warm summer wind blow gently T. & H. F. railroad had brought
to
prevent
it in for him and the Albuquerque
jail with extra guards
here;
an attack on the jail.
Green sod above He light! lie light! Gas and Eleetrio company erected
The negro, who gives his name
Good night, dear heart, good it in the center of his throne and
as Orville Carr, was positively idenstrung beautiful colored lights and
night, good night.
detified today by tho girl, who
Q. Is milk food or drink? H. other ornaments on it. others of
was
in
assailant's
her
she
clares
his servants, the policemen and
It. S.
power for more than an hour beA. Dr. Rosenau says that milk firemen,
rendered him valuable
fore aha could escape and drag Is not a beverage and should not assistance in helping the children
herelf to the place where she was be used to quench thirst. It is a to mount his throne and making
food and should bo taken slowly.
rooming.
certain that the grown-up- s
did not
The girl was attacked shortly beQ. Jlow much was tho shilling encroach upon their space.
fore midnight Saturday night while worth in lliblo times? It. Q.
Others also worked well to make
A. Mark 6:37, speaks of 200 the day and the event all that old
crossing a vacant lot near her
boarding house. Tho negro drag shillings worth of bread. The Santa wished it to be. All in Alcorner
of
the
a
dark
into
in Greek denotes a coin buquerque aided the Elks who
word
her
ged
lot. She fought with him and in worth nearly 17 cents.
tho stage for him. There
her desperation bit oft the thumb
Q. Docs tho Miugara river flow were expenses to be met, for alof the glove on the hand he was through valley? y. T. H.
old
Santa Is supreme in all
though
A. it has practically no valley,
holding over her mouth to Keep
Toyland there is material to be
its channel
being cut deeply obtained and he prefers to allow
her from screaming for help.
Th officers arrested Carr today through a plain.
all the good people of the world to
Q. who discovered how rubber help him In
and in his coat pocket found the
caring for tho children.
A. C,
glove with the missing finger. Tho could be vulcanized?of vulcanization
These other servants gathered
A. The process
girl in some manner kept the part was
some
Some of It
together
made independently about the was furnished $1,750. his
of the glove'she had bitten oft and
favorite
through
Charles
time 1843 by
It matched the glove in Carr's same
Miurcea, the newspapers, which he
Goodyear, of New Haven, Conn., puts
to
pocket.
work
him.
for
Members
of
In the meantime we gin naa and Thomas Hancock, an English- tho Elk9 gave their offerings dibeen taken to her home in Avon-dal- man. The credit of priority be- rectly to the Elks.
Hancock
longs to Goodyear, but
Colo., a' farming community did
With all arranged, Santa Claur
much to make the discovery a
east of Pueblo.
Her condition 13 commercial
neckoned from his throne and
success.
serious but not considered dangeroimw
wiuuirii UCSdll iruupini? UP
Wlint is the significance of to him.
us- She was brought into Pueblo theQ. mortarboard
First came the orphans,
that arc 154 of them,
this afternoon and positively iden worn by students? cups
accompanied by the
11
U. G.
tified the negro who claims he has
caVe for them. Then
Sisters
who
to
A. The giving of the cap
camo
Just recently come to Pueblo from students
the
children
from the rtlo
in a university is said to
Nebraska and is 71 years 01a.
Industrial school. There
have denoted that they had ac Grande
of
the
were
65
people
And
Feeling among
after
full liberty, and were no these cameof them.
Avondale is running so high, espe quired
more and still more
longer subject to the rod of their children.
cially among the cowboys, that the superiors.
In imitation of the cus
Some of the children had writpolice removed Can- to the county torn of the ancient Romans who
jail, believing it wag stronger than gave a hcadcovering to their elaves ten to old Santa Claus, asking him
to
remember them especially. To
the city jail.
in the ceremony of making them these
letter he gave individual
free.
Then there were lit- Q. Wlint is the extreme western attention.
TWO HOMES AND A
Vnr. tlioan
children
tip.
rrlnnled
of tho I nlted States? K. ihe
point
had
special gifts.
STORE IN RATON ARE K. P.
he had finished his labors
A.
Alaska, the most. forWhen
the day, 4,285 children had
ROBBED IN ONE WEEK westerlyExcluding
point of the United States passed
before old Santa's throne:
is Cape Alva, In the state of wasn-ingto- Each
had received their pres- Doc25. Two
longitude 124 degreeB, 45 ents
Raton, N. M
from, his own hands. Be-homes were raided in Raton last minutes.
sides the special presents there
Q. What proportion of the but had been
week by housebreakers, and one
n stocking filled with
place of business. Evidently a car. ter is creamery? V. V. or
nuts and fruit nd a presA. The department
agricul- candy,
nival of crime is being staged by
ent for each of the 4,285, who
ture says that nearly
the thieves' union.
from babes in arms to boys
The first burglary reported vas of the butter produced in this ranged
and glrle of 17 years.
from the home of W. T. Chapman, country in 1921 was creamery.
Q. How can I treat cloth to
608 South Third street, where a
The city of 'Westminster, Eng- it pink when It rains and
goodly haul of clothing, jewelry make
blue
when it in dry? C. J.
land, has set the fashion. In its
and numerous other articles of
A. Hygroscopes may be made ladies' dressing rooms, which dol
value was made. The robbery octreating light muslin or paper the city, the City Fathers have cur-- 1
curred between the hours of 7:30 by
sympathetic Ink. Immerse it tailed mirrors, if one desire to
and 9 p. m., while Mr. and Mrs, with
In
the following solution: Cobalt use the mirror they may pay the
Chapman were absent from the chloride,
1
10 parts; attendant two pence and the curhouse. The thieves wanted only water 100 part; gelatine,
parts. The normal col- tain is lifted.
ladles' wearing apparel, not
this
is pink,
changes to viothe clothing of Mr. Chap- oring
let in medium humid weather and
man.
to blue In very dry weather. Such Derby, who thought that the title
On Wednesday evening the home
is usually fashioned kingdom might, be offensive to the
of E. E. Ashley, 312 Vermejo ave- aintohygroscope
a flower, or a frock for a pa- Americans
nue, was boldly entered and rob- per doll.
Q. Is It correct to say that capbed. Mr. and Mrs. Ashley had
Q. Was Canada ever called ' ital Is money? VV. H. I,.
left the house to meet train No- 10. kingdom?
A. It is a mistake to say that
O.
C. P.
When they returned they found
e
A. In the Canadian draft of the capital is money. A
is
and
In
the house
great disorder,
a constitution to Can- a form of capital, but capital is
bill
that all of Mrs. Ashley's clothing ada, granting
neither is
the word kingdom was used. iot
had been taken. A number of For that title dominion wag sub- moijey, although money is acapital
form
packages of Christmas gifts, al- stituted at the instance of Lord of capital.
also
ready prepared for mailing, conwere missing. The disturbed
dition of the house Indicated that BRINGING UP FATHER.
the housebreakers had made a hasty search for money, and falling
to find any, took the garments and
lllll
gifts instead.
On the game night Young's market was entered and the cash regis-te- r
raided of between $7 and $8 in
change. Entry was made by forcing the back door.
No
arrests in either 01 tnese
oases, has vet been made.
On Saturday
morning Mahuel
Ortiz, a drifter, was caught shoplifting in the J. C. Penney Co.
store and placed under arrest. Ortiz admitted his guilt to Judge
liayne and was fined $30 and given
30 days In Jail. The garment taken
was a $12 skirt.

Dec. 25. Tho
Constantinople,
11
American crulRer Pittsburgh,
American
destroyers and two
in
the
other ships, lying
gave Christmas cheer to
several thousand refugee orphans,
hundreds of whom were' picked up
In the streets of Constantinople
by American relief workers. The
warships were gaily decorated.
Turkey dinners were served and
there were gifts for every one
from the Christmas trees. Tens
of thousands
gathered at tho
water front with nightfall to watch
the illumination of the fleet.
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WOMAN IS HEIR TO , REFUGEE ORPHANS
ARE GIVEN DINNER
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"You Are Wanted on
the Phone"
OU are prompt to respond
"y (The
very idea that some

to the ring of your phone.

one has a personal mesfor
interest.
sage
you intrigues your
Has it ever occurred to you that back of every advertisement in this paper there is some one with a personal
message for you? More often than not these advertisements were written with you in mind. It is impossible
for most merchants and manufacturers to give you a
phone call about their goods, their wares or- tiieir services. So they pay us for the privilege of calling these
)
things to your attention in our advertising columns.
Give an advertisement the same attention you give to a
phone call. Many of them are just as important to you
and just as interesting. They will help you economize
and keep posted on news of vital interest to you and
your pocketbook.
Don't lay this, paper aside, today, without reading the

e,

!

'

advertisements.

n,

two-thir-

THEY ARE PERSONAL CALLS FOR YOU
Read Them in the Morning Journal

nr

1NEW COSTA RICAN

DELEGATE ARRIVES

work-hors-

work-horse-

"!Xr

Alfredo Gonzalex

Former President Alfredo Gonzalez has arrived in Washington o
succeed Dr. Beeche as the Costa
Rican delegate to the Central

fAmeriean conference.
treeigncd.

Dr. Beeche

TOTjEDO HIGHS THAVEIi
Toledo, O., Dec. 25. Scott High
School football team, consisting of
20 players, coaches, trainers
and
newspaper men, left late this afternoon
for CorvalliB,
Oregon,
where a game will be played with
Ike High school team of that ity
on New Year's day. On the return
trip the party will visit Ran Francisco, Ijos Angeles, Salt Lake City
and other points,
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have we passed through these ex unreasonably high cost of distriTho peak periods of bution of some farm products.
periences.
booms are times of speculation;
"Notwithstanding tho continued
ot farm
low purchasing putter
wasteful
expenit is fair to say that in
diture
In
products,
industry and commerce,
mi JANE PHELTS
with consequent
destruction of general tho farmers of tho United
BY GAB
Tho Valleys aro periods Slates are in a better financial
capital.
of economy nnd gain in national position than they were a year
Farm
GOES TO
corX' of gossip but Nellie heard little of
The obvious way to or eighteen months ago.
efficiency.
Annebet ,
u.
chuck the losses and misery
TRY.
products arc selling at considerof
es- and
is
it
Miss Pitt declared:
Is to check the destruc-tivably higher prices,
TEAR oppression
FOR
,if the
PETER RABBIT.
l.,4n,l Unit 111,, :i
"I expect she thought over what
extremes of booms. The inChapter 86
A soft, cuddlesome bunny li
telligence of a people who have crops of the country this year Is
Mrs. Roberts waited some time I said and that Influenced her, I
knew from the beginning they nevsolved the prevention of financul aoout a uiinon ami a quarter
certain to delight the heart of the
after Mr. Fallon left, and then er
I'dll- would be happy. fcho isn't in
panic and its interpretation into .l.tlm-- vnnrfi t ll :l n l:lS;f Vim
mall kiddie.
Conditions in Europe Over- the
then went up to Nellie's room. She his class. I expect
sirterablo quantities of these crops
it will be hard
waste- of bankwidespread
to
is
make
the
to
tnd
It
easy
f..
liiw
wiuiertneu
worried about the child; felt for her to go to work again after task
ruptcy can surely apply Itself also Will oe leu, ami Tvhullv
shadow Horizon, but In- to
that even tho
rt.nnv- ,if lie
soma measure of the solution ...In..
a certain responsibility. She bent expecting to be the wife of a rich giver to fascinating
much
in
nnd
pleasure
may
Imtho bare
but
d man."
to tho farmer,
of the prevention of
Are
ered
for
over tho bed and raised the
dications
commodity
this cunning toy,
Donald Horns came in in time to
slumps and their fatal interpretat- tact tnat sucn a large increase
face, talking gently. Then
The pattern No.
in U. S.
cntj in
in vast unemployment,"
provement
ion
she Bat In the little rocker, Nellie hear what Mies Pitt said: He re
'A
one
sire and requires
yard
on her lap, and comforted her qb plied:
Farmer Gets Littlo
pockets this year is most gratifymaterial Price 15c, (tamps
"Miss Riley probably knows her
At every conference on th "state
Secretary Wallace contends that ing and reassuring.
only women of her kind knew how.
coin
are vastly
or
own
conditions
Nelbusiness
"Credit
(coin preferred).
best; but perhaps she
e
Gradually the sobs ceased and
of the union" as the old phrase continued high freight rates,
Interest rates have
won't have to go work."
lie, with a little smile said:
wages, and over- - production improved.
meets
in
has
it
that
Washington,
have brought about the abnormal fallen compared with a year and
"You mean he has given her ali"It's nice to be babied."
formally or informally, the speccondition under which the farm- eighteen months ago. Tho banks
"Now, tell me that is If you mony? Same as if she was mar
dethe
and
fevered
ters
of
Europe
er
to
ried
That
be
dis
would
him?
feel you care to."
much but receives lit- in tho agricultural section arc in
pressed state of American agri- tle. produces
a far better condition to serve
"There Isn't much to tell. He graceful, in my opinion."
unbidor
bidden
culture
attend,
customers, and there
"I mean whatover you want to
was awfully nice about It, very
"If the relationship
evbetween their farmer reason
and
man
business
den.
Every
to believe that
runnlnfl
gentle nnd kind. He seemed sorry, think;" Donald replied,
of prices now were such ns existed seems to bo
either
kn6ws
statesman
that
ery
will improve."
two
on
condition
a
at
I
a
see
this
him
too. But
time,
ueioro
tne
guess I made
upstairs,
light
Mr.
Wallace
war,"
every
these
specters may upset
how I felt about It: and he knew his face that hadn't been there for
"this would bo a prosrosy forecast of the commercial writes,
I was in earnest. He made me weeks. Nelllo wasn't going to
perous year for agriculture, and HAYDN'S IMPERIAL
future.
nnd
industrial
It
appears
a prosperous
keep the ring 'just to remember a marry Fallon after all! Ho could
yen-fothat tho specter of agricultural dis- consequently
the nutlon. With tho distorted
friend by,' he said. I'm Nellie thu think no further. Nellie was free.
MASS SUNG AT THE
content is about to be laid so far
NelMiss
Pitt's
remark
not
egotistical
now;
of
working girl again
relationship
at
govof
the
prices
as
presthe
it
within
is
capacity
MIDNIGHT SERVICES
lie going to be married. It's Queer had been tho first intimation he
Order patterns b number. Send ernment to do
but there are ent lime, the farmers notwithhow I feel when I loved him so," had of what had happened. Then nil orders direct to Cushion De many misgivingsit, regarding Eu- standing their hard work and
her lips quivered. "I feel as if a he heard she was going away. But paitment, Albuquerque
Tha ciitivr.li nt tho Tmmaculate
Morning rope, and a gnawing thought even largo production uro laboring unwns crowded with worweight had been lifted off my it would be only for a month. And Journal, 2.10 South Wells street, in tho mind of the most determined der a terrible disadvantage
as
Conception
she was going with Mrs. Roberts.
heart I've worried so lately."
Chicago, III.
of economic intervention compared with other groups. In shippers at tho midnight mass, the
opponents
me
she
"Do
let
"I told you, dear, It would all
you think
may
celebration of which began at 11:30
in Europn that by doing nothing to contrast with various other
concome out right. I believe It has. have a chance sometime?" he
settle the problems of Europe wo of workers they have produced o'clock on Christmas Eve and
Now I have some good news for asked the old lady, the day before
to
and
rear
abundantly
without
cessa- tinued until 1:30 o'clock on Christ-ma- n
be doing everything
may
Solemn hiirh mass
you. I hope It is good news. I had they left. "I can wait if I have
morning.
portentous problems for ourselves.to tion.
"This year the acreage t the was celebrated by Rev. Father A.
planned ns soon as you were mar- to. wait a long time, if I have anyIt is not surprising, therefore,
M.
fourteen
assisted
ried to Hpend a month in the thing like a bit of hope to go on,"
by deacon
Mandnlari,
find that several of tho cabinet
principal crops was 3.1
That's
"She likes you, Donald,
country with an old friend of mine.
who contribute their million acres, which was 7 mil- and subdeacon.
members
reto
An elaborate musical program In
I will take you along to look after all I know. Give her time
views to the Christmas number of lion acres above the ' n year
cover, my boy. Be patient. Show
me. Will you go?"
Thn Magazine of Wall Street on average, und their production' lo, keeping with the Christmas sea"Will I?" Nellie threw her arms you are her friend, but nothing
what seems to them worthy of re- this year is estimated to bo a son was given by the choir and orunder thi direction of W.
around the old lady's neck. "I'll more. When we come back permark, In the following columns re- total of about 205 million tons, chestra,
Life to tho Bread Box
fer directly or indirectly to the In- which is II million tons above last ,T. Uerrle. Mrs. M. I'alladino pretake tho best of care of you the haps she will lot you slip back into
a
Paste
of
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oilcloth
it?
can
the
afford
ever.
ways."
the cidence of the problem of Europe year and above the
But
piece
best
you
pleasant
nver-n?;There Is food !n abundance, EBiig Haydn's Tmpejjal Mass No. 3,'
Sensibly, Donald took her ad- bottom of your tin bread box and and of our agricultural economics
My money is almost gone."
it will prevent it from rusting.
on tho present condition and the and this contributes to tha pros- one of the most imposing pieces of
"If I couldn't afford it I vice.
Tho
He saw them off on their trip,
business outlook. Th
shouldn't have asked you, dear.
president perity of business and Industry choir music ever composed.
were
eonrlsted
of Eleanor
saw
fruit
with
A
Different
supplied
all
Something
fussy
gave particular attention to the ag- lor a time, but the Inadequate orehestia
they
you get.
1'ou will earn
Over alternate layers of chop- ricultural position in his annual return which the farmer is i
Lynch, violin: John Morelll, clariold woman I'm going to be. Look- and reading matter for the JourEllis, cornet, and Kay
ney. If he held Nellie s hand a bit ped cooked spinach and cooked message, and his disclaimer of re- ceiving, and has received
f..r net; Fredbasi
ing after me will be no sinecure."
viol.
Mrs.
of
his
Roberts, noodles, sprinkle grated cheese sponsibility for Europe betrays
three years, inevitably must re- Ethelha,
Nellie laughed gayly.
longer than that
Walto
not
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and
concern.
seemed
Add
Inward
a
she
like
of
I'd
anyone
seasoning.
sult in readjustments in tha numcupful
Secretary
"You,
fussy.
,
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to this ber of people on the farm") and in PLAYING WITH RIFLE
But Donald left the station milk and bake.
lace, In his contribution
symposium, naturally devotes his I lie cities, which will not be for
"You are so good to me ana 1 whistling, a happy look on his
before
once
A
more
to
COSTS GIRL'S LIFE
than
And
When
attention
tho
face.
some one to be Just now."
agricultural ques- tlie continuing good of the nation.
Help
Sewing
j
If you will thread your needle tion, but he finds that the unset- While
nooerts lei me they reached their destination Nel- s
of
the
I'nrm
price
many
Tactfully Mrs.Nellie
had broken lie spoke of Donald's thoughtful-nes- before cutting the cotton from the tled stato of Europe is a major fac- products has advunced .:uinMor-ablboarders know
Denver, Colo., Dec. 115. The acof what a good sport he was. spool and make the knot at the tor in determining it. Secretary
over last year '.Ills udva-icoff her engagement and that she
cidental discharge of a rifle in tho
Mellon
of
conditions
his
freshly-cuNaturo
Ileal
forecast
t
end
Tomorrow
were
still
tho
thread will
has been
Helps
and her former fiance
brother,
by equally hands of her
tho future on developments in Eu- large or accompanied
Nellle'H Sorrow.
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friends. Naturally it caused a bit
larger advances In ibo causedC the death of Ila;'.el (lood-wirope nnd dwells on thn disparity prices
of
at
other
old,
commodities.
Golden, Coin.,
yeurs
between the prices of agricultural
Stained Hands
Many thousands of farmers have 10 miles west of Denver, yestertnnse
commodities
others.
and
of
stains
be
removed
Dry
may
not been able to weather the day afternoon.
vmsBmBamsmssBSSBS&bi
from tho hands by washing them Mr. Hoover finds the farmer's dis- storm,
Tho accident occurred in the
notwithstanding their , lost
In a solution of heated rain water tress obtruding itself in all his cal- strenuov.H
efforts.
back yard of the Goodwin home.
culations
commerce.
affecting
and a littlo carbollo acid. Use
Kates
Blamed
with her brother, Itny. were
Hazel,
Freight
Note or Optimism
plenty of soap and a nail bru,3h;
"Among the causes which con- playing with n neighbor boy, who
Every contributor to the sym- tribute
rinse and dry thoroughly.
to
abnormal relation- owned the rifle. Tho children had
posium sounds at least a minor ship of thothefarm
prices to other been taking turns at firing tho riI am more to do with him. Aim higher.
note of optimism, but Postmaster
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
In I.leu of Pressing
be
mentioned:
Over- fle.
tilings
may
Ray was handling tho gun
General
Work
with
all
time
A
old.
dispenses
short
To
wrinkles:
a
take
the
out
of
eighteen years
The bulproduction of many crops; con- when it was discharged.
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at
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to
a
fresh
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I
give
tinued
party
ago
let struck Hazel In the stomach.
the
est sister is seventeen and can go
freight
rates;
high
declares
"in
we
the
are
that
boldly
In the
it over a
girl friend's house. The boy I had out with fellows and when. 1 was look, hang close all Una
midst of a commercial and Indus- maintenance e of Industrial wages She died an hour and a halt later.
doors and trial
near
levels; economic
been going with, me came to our that old my mother would not let bathroom,
activity such as this country at
windows
turn
on
and
hot
the
y
and depreciated
Queen Wilhelmina of the Nethhas not seen before."
Attorney depression
door to call for me but he did not me go with any,o
Let
water.
run
room
it
until
the
in European countries; in- erlands has an Intimate acquaintI am twenty-twyears old and is filled with steam. Leave the General Daughcrty mentions nei- terference
want to come in. Ho said he would
the
funcwith
with all the details of pracance
efficient
wait outsido and I should get on the young men do Innot seem to take clothes hanging In this vapor for ther Europe nor agriculture, but tioning of necessary Industries' tical housework.
me as they do tvo
one suspects that the danger of pomuch Interest
room
then
anil
my hat and coat and come along. as
tho
hours,
open
infection from KuroPe was
He had always como In bffore, but in some girls. I have tho blues let the. garments dry in the fresh litical
of what air. You will be pleased at the in his mind when he wrote: "I see
I did not insist and I did as he sometimes when I think
in the flux and change of
good times other girls havo.
said.
renovation from.
this
simple nothing
the times to alarm those who are
LONELY.
Ho acted funny while we were
process.
to base their operaaccustomed
mother feels that
walking over to tho girl's house shePerhaps ayour
tions on faith in tho United States
mistake in not letting
made
va ant inside I realized
911,1 when
HILL
DOG
PARAGRAPHS
of America."
Of course Europe
boys when you wcro
''he had been drinking. .Ho was not you go with
troubles Mr. Hughes, and thB trouin which caso the only
By GEORGE BINGHAM
drunk, but he talked and laughed younger,
bles
of
thn
farmers
and other Ina lot and it was easy to smell the reasonable thing for her to do wus
ternal problems are not ordinarily
wine or whatever it was he had to profit by her mistake and not
topics at the state
department.
had. I was terribly ashamed to be let your little sister suffer as you
Secretary Davis co-- -i almost up to
there with him. When it was time are suffering now from loneliness
Dr.
level
Work's
of
when
optimism
to go honie by girl friend's father I do not believe a girl of seventeen
he declares that industrial peace
said he would drive mo home and is too young to have an occasional nor zz
is near. .Secretary Fall also makes
it would not be necessary for me date, but I think It is a mistake for
a characteristic contribution to
to go with the boy who took me. her to go with boys night after
economic honefulncsn
when be
He didn't like this a bit and since night, regardless of sleep and
speaks of the natural riches yet at
our command at home, and the
then he hasn't asked to take me studies.
stores of them that await our ecoProbably if you had gone with
anywhere. My girl friend's mother
nomic conquests of the tropics.
told my mother about him and now boys when you were younger, you
felt
would
at
have
in
cast
their
cannot
with
him
I
mother says
Perhaps the best annroxlmatlon
go
selfcon-sclou- s
now
of
a composite of statements that
but
feel
Do
company,
me.
you
even
if
he
asks
you
again
deal with both diverse and similar
and unnatural. Don't feel,
think it is fair turn down a boy
ou
are
that
topics Is that all Is surprisingly
cheated,
just because he hasTObeen drinking however, that
well with America at the moment.
FORGET.
you are cheated,
TRYING
once?
openinghut tempered with apprehension.
you. It is not the lot of every
The boy wa8 anything but a genImplied rather than spoken, that
tleman. In the first place he knew girl to be popular, by any means,
'the storms that race abroad may
he was going to the party with you but very often the popular girl
descend
upon us and dash the fairnever
while
her more quiet
marries
and therefore it was unpardonable
list.
99c
est prospect- for him to appear as he did. Be- sister does.
Becretary Hoover says tho most
Don't bo too serious. Even if It
sides he owes you an apology and
remarkable feature of the comIs decidedly ungentlemanly to re- Is difficult to talk to boys, find
modity slump in our history was
sent tho fact that your girl friend's something to say and be gay in
that it was passed without panic.
father took you home when he wan their presence. Also listen with
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Removing Paraffine After reGraham Bread and Butter
at the last meeting by is so improved over a year ago as
designs .,
moving paraffine from Jelly, rinse Interrupted
Milk
Canned Fruit
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scarcely comparable.
and dry It thoroughly and then put a man coming In, will be resumed. to be
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most
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for
that
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PLAY IS GIVEN the first time slump
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a major
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en cupboard. Thus It is ready to
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crisis tho greatest we commodity
ever
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reheated
the
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PROGRAM
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Apple Sauce
fnced was passed without panic.
time Jelly is made, and Is
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BOY SCOUT TROOPS OFF mas program was offered at the
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from bankruptcy that
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such
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meal In by thP handful, stirring
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Make it a thick.
constantly.
This play was entitled "The which has successfully stood the
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cup
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MEN'S OUTING nannel
smooth batter, and at the last stir
Olen O. Ream, commissioner Spirit of Giving," and was render- severest test that can ever be
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war.
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to
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returning
SANTA ROSA GIRL
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youngster
BECOMES MEMBER OF
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Cloth, 4 yards for,,
SISTERS OF LORETTO
vanilla. Cream butter., add sugar Intention of making tho trip are:
Beat Louis McRae, Sammla Blair, Aland flavoring.
pradually
Miss Josephine Gutierrez of San
MADRAS Shirting
thoroughly, adding the stiffly beat- fred Dow, Everitt Renfro. Philip
McMains, Stanley Stubbs, William ta. Rosa, N. M, daughter of Jesus
en white of me egg improves it.
with fibre silk
QQ
Hill, George Depon. Dick Vann, Maria Gutierrez, has Joined the restripes, t yards for..
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Rice, Richard Arlldge. Ed cember 8, tho feast of the Immacu
fit on the shelves and sides and den
Invalid A
good kimona pat- ward
RIcketts, Ned Elder, Joe late Conception. She has been glv- oar oi your i.uunen cupooaro. ana
Chitdnn
terns, 8 yards for. . .
Archie O'Harrow. EW en tne name, or sister Mario Ro
In th drawers. Mak a paste Just Finnigan,
like you would for capering. It erett Walsh, Lustu Thigpen and malne. Miss Gutierrez has a larue The Original
for All Ages.
saves so much work. You only nonen
number of rlends in Albuquerque. QuickLunchatHome,Office&FountaiiM.
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Adopts Resolutions Stating
Necessity Exists for Overthrow of Capital and for
Soviet Rule
New York, Pec. 25. The Workers party of America today adopted
a platform for 1923 at tho second
session of Its convention, which,
avowed that Its 'purpose was to
unite American labor into a nans
movement
against capital. Tho
platform says:
"The Workers party declares one
of its chief immediate tasks to be
to inspire in tho unions a revoluthem
tionary purpose and to uniteuncomin a mass movement ot
promising struggle against capitalism. Tho work of transforming
the labor unions must bo carried
on Inside tho existing unions. The
Workers party declares Its support
of the red labor Internationale and
adopts ns its progrnm for the struggle within tho unions the theses
of the red labor internationalo on
thn American labor unions."
A resolution
culling for open

affiliation

with-

the third

Inter-

which hud been subnationale,
mitted. to the convention, was withC.
E. Ruthenburg, secdrawn by
retary, after a discussion on the
subject. The sentiment was about
equally divided.
Ruthcnberg, addressing the convention, said that tile cause of the
labor party In America was absolutely dependent upon labor unions. Farmers and farm laborers,
for whose support of the program
hid was made, might be done
without, he said, but tho labor
unions wre indispoiuvible.
One of the planks in the adopted
platform said:
"The Workers party will carry
on propaganda to bring to tho
workers an understanding of the
necessity of supplanting the existing capitalist government with
a soviet government.
"The soviet government of the
workers, will, because of the same
of
supnecessity the necessity
be a dicpressing the capitalists
Tho
to
govworkers.
tho
tatorship
ernment expressing the will of the
thirty million workers in tha
United .States will openly use. i's
power In the Interest of the workers and against tho capitalists.
"It will b the task of that government to take from the capitalists the control and ownership of
the raw materials and machinery
of production, upon which workers
are dependent for their life, liberty and happiness nnd to establish cnlleetive ownership.
.

MEXICO CITY PEOPLE
GO ON PARADE; FINE
WEATHER FOR XMAS
Mexico City, Iec. 25. Brilliant
weather brought out thousands of
Christmas promenaders today. The
holiday services at the various
churches were largely attended and
tho aventies were blocked with
traffic. There was almost unprecedented buying at. tbe bazaars where
all things pertaining to the holidays
were sold.
President fVhrcgnn and all the
members of the cahinet spent the
day In town. Tho Spanish and
Mexican Red Cross entertained
thousands of the city's poor at a
dinner.

RAIL LINES OFFER
SFECIAL RATE FOR
THE INAUGURATION
Rant.i Fe. lire. 2.r.. All railroads
in New Mexico now have
advised the corporation
commission they will put into effect a
special rate of a fare and a third
for the round trip for the Inauguration ot James ti. Hinkle as
sixth governor of the state of New

operating

Mexico.

The A. T. & P. F. nnd K. P- - & S.
W., the two larger mails, notified

thn commission they would publish
tills rate. All the others wera
heard from previously.

Want Ads Bring

QuicX

Results

CUTICURA HEALS
ITCHY PIMPLES
On Face. Irritation

Great. Could
Not Sleep. Face Disfigured.

"

My trouble began with an itching
and burning of the skin which later
broke out in pimples. The Irritation
ws so great that I scratched my
face. I was very restless at right snd
could net sleep, and my face was
disfigured.
"I read an advertisement for
Cuticura Soap snd Ointment
nd
sent for free sample. I purchased
mors, and after using four cakes of
Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuti-cu- rs
Ointment I was healed."
(Signed) Miss M. R. Balesterl, S14
Figuerroa St., Monterey, Calif.
Use Cmlcurs for every-ds- y
toilet
purposes. Bathe with Soap, soothe
with Ointment, dust with Talcum.
rratbrWtU. AMrmv "Cqtleirftlat
rtlorlM. Dipl. a. MkldastS.Uu. " gold morr- -

BuRpUEieb

Sep .bin.

S5MyCuticur

without mat.
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TODAY'S THE DAY

HERE ARE THE ITEMS

of another sensational Rosenwald 99c Sale. We don't beToday marks the
lieve that we have ever before presented such an alluring- - array of bargains during a
Sale. Read this
Read every item and save on these household necessities
articles.
and staple

be-fi-

LyT.

99c

.

99c

.,

WOMEN'S

OQ

tlC

colors

W

Household Hintt I

7iC

SATEEN Under-

skirts, black and

OMEN'S

LINGERIE

99c

.8.

W

OMEN'S

rOL Y ANN

ro,:s

99c

99c

99C

U

77C

ttL

32-I-

QQ,
UJs

99c

n

iiC

ttC

--

BUNGALOW APRONS, good

tJJj

40-I-

7jJk

ar

Old-tim-

99c

One-quart- er

one-thir-

Ti':!...;

eve-nln- g.

99c.

tea-mo-

S2-I-

JJ,

two-thir-

S2-1-

f

Food-Drin-

I

Jor.9

99c

itl

nose

Japa- -

AQ

Napkins

IMPORT

ED. JACQUAJRU

Lunch
Cloths

(IQp
JUs

CRETONNES,

good quality,

Pure Silk Tulle, all
high colors,
fifl
hair yard for.
ViJC

WINDOW SHADES,
land finish, guuran- f.'ed rollers

QQ

NEW NOVELTY
Veiling, yard

ne.s:zk

JUs

percale
72-1-

QQ
s'"'C

Hol-

X)Jj

.99c

WOMEN'S STAMPED Night
Gowns
for

WOMEN'S $3.50
Hand Bags

QQ

BEAUTY

.FABRIC WRIST
Band Gloves

QQrt
cV

99c

LUSTRE

$1.75

Yard,

99c

tba:19

ALUMINUM Preserv-

ing Kettles
for

ff
yyc

ALUMINUM
Double Boiler

QQ

$1.50

UVC

OIL

99c

tC

ONE DOZEN"

99c

99c

QQ

.

UUj

lf

LUNCH

f3r:ds

quality

99c

e

A

JAPANESE
Cloths

ONYX AND True Shape Silk
and fibre
QQ V
Hosiery

tt

COTTON

WOMEN'S
7 pairs
fur

JJj

Luncheon
DOUBLE Rolls
Wall Paper

QQ

72x00 SEAMED
Sheets

QQ

HEAVY

iTr18:.

WEIGHT

tJC
UUC

Turkish

99c

CHECKED
House
Dresses

Hose,

QQp

WOMEN'S FELT
Sport Hats

5

OU

tC

QQ

PERCALE
QQ

JJs

WOMEN'S OUTING Flannel
Gowns
QQrt
for

tit

TAPED

CHILDREN'S
Union
Suits

QQ

)Jr

tJJ

BOYS

QQ.
tC

CHILDREN'S

99c-

$1.50 TOPLESS
Corsets

MOLESKIN
. .
Knickerbockers
$1.25

..99c
QQ-Rom-

pers

JXJt

k

99c
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German reparation seems to need an
awful lot of reparation.
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NO COAL
"People must burn soft coal or freeze"
was the announcement in New York when
the last cold wave came. The same situation exists in New England and other
sections accustomed to using anthracite.
The majority of Americans would not
see any hardship in burning soft coal,
because that is all they ever have to
burn. Their trouble now, present or imminent, consists in not having enough of
that for their needs.
And there is enough coal, hard and
3oft, underground in this country, to last
for many generations. Most of it, too,
is easily accessible.
There are pjenty of
men to dig it, if they start in time, .or
work at a moderate pace through the
year. There are cars and locomotives
enough to carry it, if the winter's supply
is not dumped onto them all at once.
It is the old story of prolonged dispute between capital and labor, with one
or both of them recouping in the end,
through higher rates, and the public enduring the privation as well as paying
the bill. And right now, with this
staring the country and the
industry itself in the face, the coal operators and miners have not been able, after long sessions, even to agree upon a
preliminary method of getting
to adjust next year's wage scale, together
and see
little hope of agreement.
Is there to be another strike next
April, with a deadlock all summer and
this same intolerable situation developing
again next winter? If there is, an outraged public will insist on taking the in- obje-

ct-lesson

--

J ts

V

'

)

THE

HOUSE- -

mm E. BERNHARDT

J

IS BELIEVED TO

OUT

There might be a third party in this
country soon enough, if those who want
not afraid it would remain a
jit were
111.
unruJ party.
4
The coal operators and miners must be
well satisfied with the results of their
last strike, the way they're inviting another one.
bit stingy,
Uncle Sam
present on
will

be

p

"wxi

reached when the Oil Trust devotes its
attention to improving automobile
"

lite

'N

re out by Koof
At llio Close of the Day
When the ChristmaB sun la setting
Beyond the distant hills,
We wonder where we will be getting
The coin to pay our bills.
We have the most unhlttable waste basket In
town. Rather than try to put Into It some of the
stuff that rightly belongs there, we take the easier
course and give It to the Dug Out Column.
Some oil wells
oil stock salesmen

no-

The Las Vegas correspondent says the only evidence of liquor remaining In a place searched by
'officers was the smell. Ask any wife If that is not
evidence enow.

loves you " asked the nice old
lady.
"Because he knows I'd knock the
stuffin' out of him if he didn't,"
the boy replied. Philadelphia

Probably the reason Santa Claus came without
reindeer yesterday Is because this territory is sup- posed to be dry.

0

contributes the following on
From the Viewpoint of the Patient:"
Sanatorlums nowadays are run solely for the
benefit of the employes. We are routed out of bed
long before sunup so the help can get an early start
on the day's work, and along about the middle of
the afternoon Bupper is served in order that the
aforesaid may get off early. We are also required
'to regulate and control our sickness to the end
that an "upset" will occur only during certain
scheduled hours; otherwise the nurse cannot attend
us, either taking her rest hours or a day off. And when
we get reSdy to "cash in," if it happens during the
night, the night nurse earnestly requests us to post,
pone it until she goes off duty, and if during the
day, the day nurse also makes the same request
So we are in a quandary to know Just when to
"kick in." But sanatorlums are pretty good places
at that, and I am glad to be in one.
He also gives us this:

O

San wer

A Grove Mistake
"Hello! I want to order a box
for tomorrow."
"What size?"
"There will be six of us in the

s,

A Jug of fragrant Juice from the cow,
A lounging chair, a good temp stick and
Reside me "chasing" In the San,

Thou,

paradise enow.

good many New Tear's resolutions are broken.
And a good many of those who make them are
busted.
A

If you feel that you must resolve at this season,
resolve to do something rather than to quit something. Then you'll be getting somewhere.

the January Munsey by William
Ralne weaves a pretty romance which
curred o'n the Overland in New Mexico.
A story in

Antonio Joseph, Jr., of pjo Callente, was a
senger for California yesterday.

Mc-Le-

oc-

pas-

The DIamond-and XT Cattle companies tried
all last week to make cattle shipments for California from Hachlta, but the inclement weather made
it Impossible to herd the cattle for loading.
A

Governor
Otero has appointed, Charles
Stauffer of Santa Fe county a notary public.

M.

The Albuquerque Ipdian school still holds the
territorial championship.
It played a 0 football
game with the Santa Fe team in Santa Fe on Christ-ma- s

SAMTA CALL!

VETS' CHILDREN

.

feta

J:

Book

Yestidday was my teechers berth-da- y
and I had a present for er,
being a plckture of 2 flying angels
!
an 4 clouds 1 bawt in the 3, 0
and 9 cent store, and I brawt it
down wen I went down to brekfist,
saving to ma. Hay ma, will you
rapp this up nice with this paper
and string so it will look ixpenslve?
Hand it hcer, 111 rapp it for you,
pop sed.
Now Willyum, you know youll
ony make it look like a reck, ma
sed.
I dont know enythlng of the
sort, enybody with Jest a little bit
of confidents caa tie a neet pack-ldgpop sed.
Enybody but you, maybe, ma sad.
Now watch me, jest watch me,
a little confidents is all it needs,
Jest confidents, pop sed.
And ho took the plckture and
started to rapp it up, ony as soon
as he got the paper folded cn one
end it came unfolded on thi. other
end before he had tirne to pat the
seem
string on, ma saying, You Willto be having a little trubblo,
yum.
Not at all, on the contrary, this
paper is too rmall, thats all, pop
sed.
Wy don't you add a little more
confidents to make up for the
scarcity of paper, Ishee hee, ma sed.
no go6d either,
And the string
ware the mischiff did you get a
hold of Butch a slippery piece of
string, Benny? pop sed.
Maybe the string hasent got
enuff confidents, hee hee, ma sedSome perform and others laff,
pop sed. Wlch Jest then the paper
came undid at both ends and the
pop
string broak in haff and
Jumped up mad, saying, A good
workman needs good tools, take
.
i
that Junk away.
And he put on his hat and overcoat and went down to the office
and ma tied the string together
k
agen and rapped the plckture
the ferst time she tried.
e,

per-fec-

f

A

LITTLE

LAUGHTER

day.

J

Bnttloflclrts a la Cnrtc
The annual Christmas tree and dance of the
The Yank buddy was revisiting
St. John's Sunday school will be held on New Year's .battle scenes and was amazed to
see a group of men, all under the
Eve.
direction of a man in uniform of
a discharged French corporal, busEngineer John IX. Kirk is laying off at his home ily digging in a field.
in Las Vegas with a severly frosted foot.
"Queska vous dlggy la. Plcrrs?"
hp asked in his best French.
M'sleu," answerMrs. J. Judell is here from her home in Las ed "Zo shell 'ole, las'
palrr-r-tl- e
of
Pierre. "Ze
to
the
season
Christmas
with her lady and zhentlemen tourists from
Vegas
spend
d
.
.
Amerioue. zey are a leetlo
brothers, the Ilfelds.
wlz ze field of battallle."
For the' third time, thieves have stolen Mrs. American Legion Weekly.
D. II. Cams' chickens.
A number of fattened hens
Or nn Umbrella
which were intended for holiday eating, have dis"Pa, what Is preparedness?"
my son, is the
"Preparedness,
appeared.
act of wearing spectacles to breakknow
when
fast
you
you are goCourt Stenographer II. B. Holt, on his return
to have grapefruit." Lyre.
to his home in Las Cruces from Deming, had the ing
Or a Belle
misfortune to lose his typewriter. He entrusted the
Nora "The fellow I used to
machine to a negro boy to take to a hotel. The boy
keep company with has asked me
never showed up.
to go to the firemen's costume
ball, but I don't know what to
Delegate B. S. Rodey will not return to Albu- impersonate."
Maggie "Why not go as an old
querque for Christmas, but will remain in Washingflame?" Michigan Gargoyle.
ton to renew the fight for statehood.
Pago Charley Chaplin
"My son gets threepence a day
for his pocket money,"
"Threepence a day, and only six
years old! That's a lot."
"eYs, but he nuts in into the
gas meter. T, thinks Its a moneybox." Klods Hans (Copenhagen).
The only gift is a portion of thyself .. .Therefore
Discernment
the poet brings his poem: the shepherd, his iamb:
The Italian Scnatu's unanimous
the farmer, corn; the miner, a gem; the painter, his vote of confidence in Mussolini
somehow reminiscent of an old
picture; the girl, a handkerchief of her own sew- 'is
story:
-- R. w. EilEiSSON.
ing,
"Why do you think your dog
decsnp-polnte-

TODAY'S BEST TiOOGiT

K

Paris, Dec. 25 (by the Associated Press.) Pronounced
improvement was noted today In the condition of Sarah Bernhardt. While
not attempting to minimize the seriousness of her caso, the attending physicians this afternoon expressed the belief that she was out
of danger, for the present, at least.
It seemed ulmost as though that
miracle which the medical men
said was necessary to save the life
or the "Divine Sarah" had happened. Maurice Bernhardt, her
son, said tonight that the improvement was so marked that the doctors had permitted several Intimate friends to visit the patient:
Reports that Madame Bernhardt
was dying spread throughout the
city yesterday following her relapse In the early morning hours,
when she suffered a fainting spell
similar to that with which she was
first stricken last Sunday during
the final rehearsal of the new
Guilty play in which she was to
have appeared the following evening.
Her Homo Besieged
These reports caused her home
to be besieged all day today by
anil
prominent
social, political
theatrical personages, all eager to
know of her condition.
What she now needs Is complete
rest for many- - weeks, her doctors
say, but to the energetic star the
idea of inactivity is almost repulsive.
"Rest!" T can't
If I did
that I would die," she is reported
to have told her advisers.
Cable messages and telegrams
have been received
from many
the United
countries,
Including
States, expressing sympathy and
hope for recovery.
Discussing his mother's condition Mfuiice Bernhardt told the
Associate Press:
"We bel'eve she is out of danger, although at her ngo It is unsafe to make predictions until she
has completely recovered.
She is
still very weak, and needs a long
rest. All her theatrical plans necessarily are out of the question for
a long time."
One Hopeful Sign
Madame Bernhardt's physicians
said tonight that they would issue
no communique, in view of the
change for the better. One hopeful sign, they added, was that their
patient was again taking interest
in food.
For the members of her household one of the biggest problem" Is
to
Madame
Bernhardt's
keep
mind off the theater. She has said
repeatedly that if she could not
act any more, she would be sure
to die.
,

It cost his bondsmen $15,000 to rid the country
jof Bill Haywood. It would seem that the country
'.should willingly pay the bill if it were twice the
amount.

T. B. Shrimp

TERRITORY NOW.

E

rest.

are truly great bores. And some
are truly greater ones.

Is there anything significant In the fact that
body wants to be city commissioner In Clovls?

OF

NO SEIZURE OF

FRI1USSERTS

Pronounced Improvement Is Plans So Far Contemplate
Noted in Her Condition;
Only Attempt to Make
Several Intimate Friends
Germany Produce PayVisit the Patient
ments Under Peace Pact

THE DAY AFTER CHRISTMAS
backToday, with Christmas in the
it
But
ground, some of the magic lingers.
of
think
to
is fragile. Already one begins
the bills even while pausing to remember
with pleasure the joy, the sheer happiness
of those for whose sake the bills were contracted. But this is a workaday world.
And one must be practical. "Christmas
comes but once a year." Does the soul of
Christmas similarly come but as an annual
and a transient guest, a guest whose idealism and selflessness and impracticality
make it quite, quite impossible to harbor
him as a permanent tenant in the heart?
'The sigh with which most of us dismiss
the inner urge to try, at least, to enthrone
unselfishness as a reigning monarch instead of an occasional royal visitor to the
courts of our finer selves offers the hope
to which those who believe that altruism
is possible 365 days in the year must cling.
For if it were not impossible we would not
regret its impossibility. Man has no impulse for what is wholly beyond him. The
very fact that the average human being
feels that he could be disinterested and
noble if others were the same is proof
that disinterestedness and nobility ar?
there, latent, within, as the oak is latent
within the acorn. The urge to transcend
the limitations of our weak and easily discouraged natures finds release at Christmas. And because man is a creature of
fragile faith he lives the rest of the year
content to warm himself at the fire kindled by the fire of Christmas good intentions. It is as though he invented Christmas to prove to himself that he has the
possibility, the germ, the seed, of divinity.
The occasional individual who rises
above the smaller self enclosed in his
own flesh, to the larger self of which the
world and its people are a manifestation
is called a saint or a fool. The race has
not yet, progressed to the stage where
enough of us can understand disinterestedness to give the truly disinterested
person scope for his activities. He whose
birth is celebrated Christmas day was such
a one. His crucifiction was inevitable.
Mankind was not prepared for such a revolution as the law of loving one's neighbor
as one's self would effect.
And yet across the chasm of two
thousand years this law thunders in our
ears each Christmas day. Thunders and
whispers. For while the law reverberates
with all the majesty of the eternity from
which it draws its power, its voice is also
sweet and gentle.

WHEN ALL THROUGH

CHRISTMAS,

Quite a few of us over here are in the
nrpmrampnf. nf .Tnrm Hull vuhn ncfnrrlino'
to Premier Law can't pay what he owes
unless he collects what others owe him.
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AT FORT BAYARD

party."
"But they only come in single
sizes we'll have to have it made
Conspecial."
Disabled
"Is this the Lyceum?"
centrate Their Efforts on
"No, this Is the undertaker."
Widow,

Doubling Up
tpnrher nf mnsiln. in a nnhlln
school was trying to impress upon
ner pupns tne meaning or r and r
in a song that hey wer about to
learn.
After explaining the first
sign, she said: Now, children,
what do you say; If f means forte,
what does ff mean?"
"Eighty!" shouted one enthusiastic pupil. Youth's Companion.
A

GOOD PROFITS ARE
PROMISED FROM THE
BUDGET IN SWEDEN

Seeing That Little Ones
Have a Good Time
to The Journal,
Bayard, N. M., Dec.

FARM BLOC

Rpeclal

Fort

25.

The disabled soldiers of Fort

Bay-

III LEGISLATURE
ard devoted themselves this Christmas to tho task of seeing that the
children in the neighborhood of
here
the big veterans'
hospital
have the Christmas of their lives. Object Will Be to Protect
Convalescent veterans, the wives
of the medical officers and the soAgricultural Interests in
cial workers of the reservation
Legislative Matters, Says
prepared a big community Christmas tree, which was placed in trfe
Leader
center of the parade ground and

from it every child on the reservation received a gift from Santa
Claus, some candy, and others,
who were found to need them nf-ta careful survey received shoes,
sweaters and suits of clothes.
Mother Belle Nye, ns she is affectionately known by
men the nation over, collected from
the American legion auxiliaries all
over the southwest a great amount
of candy, Jellies, nuts and other
Christmas supplies and sent over
GOO pounds to Fort Bayard In one
shipment from Albuquerque, her
This was given out from
home.
the Christmas tree and hundreds
of other articles purchased with
a fund raised among patients and
personnel also was given the kiddies.
The presents were wrapped in
attractive packages at the American legion hall during the past
week under the auspices of the
on
Christmas tree committee,
which were James G. Anderson,
chairman; Miss Edna Collins, J. A.
C.
E. Rucker, and
Kavanaugh,
William Goodbreak.
Among the articles given the
children were 300 toys purchased
by the patients, 300 pounds - of
home made candies, 34 pairs of
new shoes, 40 sweaters, many pairs
overalls and several suits and other clothing.
themselves
Tho sick soldiers
each received a Christmas gift
from the Red Cross and a bouquet
of flowers donated by the business
men of Silver City and Grant coung
ty. After four Christmases of
"returned heroes" the Blck and
decided this
soldiers
wounded
CENTRAL EUROPE IS
Christmas that they wanted .to do
and
someone
else,
something for
LOSING VALUABLE
following out the national slogan
the legion to look after the fuR A I L
EQUIPMENT of
ture fighters, they have devoted
zatlons entered this work as
to the kiddies. .Other
Vienna, Dec. 25. While the
members of the Austrian rolling social service and veterans' organi-uousl- y
stock commission are making efas the legion, and all the
forts to decide how the equipment residents of Fort Bayard have coof the former Austrian railroads operated equally.
shall be divided among the newly
mads states, thousands of loco- LAS VEGAS PYTHIANS
motives and frlcghi cars are rottlr.tr
on the sidings of central Europe,
TO HOLD HOME-COMIN- G
'the commission, which is comMEETING WEDNESDAY
posed of one representative of each
of the seven states erected from
the old Austrian empire, was apSpecial lit The Jonrnul
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 25. El
pointed under the treaty of at.
Germain to dispose of the railroads Dorado lodge No. 1, Knights of
and rolling stock under a plan fav- Pythias, is planning a special enorable to the allies.
tertainment in the nature of a
g
in the lodge hall here
Tho commission has so far been
unable to come to
and Wednesday evening, December 27
it has had to dismiss Its stuff of
It will be a stag affair at which
engineers' and experts because of all members and visiting knights
lack of funds. The British govern- will be expected to be present. The
ment has been advancing money to ,commlttee has provided an interthe commission for its work, but esting and varied program, Includlast summer it refused to loan any ing a radio concert and in addition
further amounts until repayment has arranged for a big oyster
was guaranteed,
The commission "feed." The affair Is looked forhas been unable to do this, al- ward to by the members with great
though the rolling stock in ques- Interest and it is believed that all
tion is said to be worth
who can possible do so will be on
'
hand.

Stockholm, Dec. 25. The various departments of the Swedish
are concerned Just
government
now with the preparation of the
1023-- 2
budget, and surpluses are
expected in many dlrectlors, according to Information received by
the minister of finance.
The customs service reports that
the duties on imports for the next
fiscal year will total about $28,000,-00which is a slight Increase over
the present year. The postal department, already profitable, will
so continue, It Is said, and show
a surplus of about $1,600,000, while
the department of telegraphs Is
expected to take in $4,000,000 more
than it expends.
The state railways, with the exception of the
roads,
expect a surplus of about $8,800,-00This figure will be cut, however, by the deduction for the increase in wages which will continue at a rate not now determined
for several months during the next
fiscal year. The state railways
which serve the Iron mines by carrying ore expect to realize about
five per cent on the invested capital.
A total of $3,000,000 is expected
from the government monopoly in
tobacco, while $2,500,000, It Is believed, will be realized from the
sale by the state of waterpower
and electricity. Another $2,000,000
is looked for from the state domains department.
0,

0.

be-in-

home-comin-

'

Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 25.

Nebras-

ka will have a farm bloc in its
next

legislature,

convening

Janu-

Paris, Dec. 25 (by the Associated

Press) The French program of
reparations guarantees Is still far

from complete, it is understood,
conference
following yesterday's
attended by Premier Polncare and
members of his cabinet, President
B.irthou of tho reparations commission and other officials.
A full week's work still remains
before the plan will be in shape
for presentation to the allied premiers at their conference here beginning January 2. Tho points on
which no agreements were reached
Include the project to take over the
customs
administration of th
Rhlneland us a productive guarantee and the means to be taken to
hasten, In accord with the other
allies, tho flotation of an International loan to enable Germany to
stabilize the mark and pay reparations.
The government Is emphasizing
through the newspapers that no
military measures for the seizure
of territory are contemplated, but
merely steps to assure the payment
of reparations due France under
the Versailles treaty.
I

1

Theaters Today

I

I

Theater Jesse L. Laslty
the Paramount picture,
featuring Gloria Swanson as the
leading star in "Her Gilded Cage";
"15"

presents

also showing Charlie Chaplin as the
star in his biggest success, "Shoulder Arms."

Crystul Opera iloueo The E.
Forrest Taylor Stock company in
an entirely new program.
Theuter
Wesley Barryt
In "Rags to Riches," is
one
of
the
biggest drawing
proving
cards for the Lyric during the year.
It is being repeated todays The
management is also repeating the
two-recomedy, "Tho Skipper'
Sermon."
Lyric

starring

PaMlmo

starring

Theater Norma

Tal-mad-

is at the Pastime today,
in "New Moon"; also pre-

senting tne "Fox News" pictures,
"Mutt and Jeff" cartoons, and a
rattling good comedy.
FILMING SNAILS NO
JKASY TASK, BIT IT IS
DONE IN "GILDED CAGE"

Shooting stars! That is the most
important, but by no means the
most difficult part of a motion picture cameraman's work.
Al Gilk'a, cameraman for the
Sam Wood production, "Her Gildeu
Cage," a new Paramount plcturo
starling Gloria Swanson, which
comes to the "B" theater today,
for a run of three days, had to
make two snails act for a fade-I- n
scene in the picture, where Walter
Hiets, as Bud Welton, an American
in a French cafe. Is served with
snails and, visioning the tiny animals crawling along alive, finds it
Impossible to stomach them.
"You can't get rough with a
snail," said Mr. Gilks, after waiting a halt hour with his camera
focussed on the ground where the
snails had been' placed for the
scene. "If you get impatient and
prick hltn, he will draw in his
horns and fold up. So the only
thing to do is to wait patiently for
him to get into motion."
After two hours' wait, the cameraman finally got a scene of the
snails in action.

.

ary 2, to protect agricultural interests in legislative matters, if
present plans of its sponsors are
was
The movement
successful.
SEEKS JOB
started among agencies of organ- WES BARRY
WITH MISS KEM.ERMAN';
ized agriculture and J. N. Norton,
SEE "RAGS TO RICHES"
former head of tho Farm Bureau
federation, already has come forWesley Barry wants a Job with )
ward with its proposal.
Threatened reductions in state Annette KHerman.
reason is that the freckAnd
expenditures as the result of the led starthe
dislikes one kind of screen
political campaigns has caused tho bath, that is, the bath with ice
fear in some agricultural circles
thrown in for good measthat the legislature may hesitate suddenly
ure.
In appropriating funds which leadThe script of "Rags to Riches,"
ing agriculturists declare to be nec- Warner Brothers' feature starring
essary for the protection of the Wesley Barry, which is being reIndustry.
peated today at the Lyric theater,
A state Income tax, rural credits, called
for a high dive by Wes into
changes in the present revenue a bath tub. The youngster mado
of
removal
and
tax
reduction
law,
the dive in good form, but he lost
party circle In promoting agricul- no time in clambering out. Protural measures, are among other ducer Harry Rnpf had slipped in a
Issues which farmers and others lot of shaved ice into the tub to
are expected to take an active get certain results.
part. ,
"That's tho best bit of acting you
Statements from various mem- ever did," he remarked after the
bers indicate that economy will be cameraman had recorded the hasty
a dominant factor in legislation. exltAbolishment of many state boards,
"If I'm gonna do water stuff,
commissions and inspectorships, as Wes puffed, "I might as well work
well as democratic attack on the with Annetto Kellerman.
state's civil administrative code
law. with a view of its repeal, are PEGGY SHAW SCORER IN
"MY FRIEND. THE DEVIL;"
advocated in several quarters. GoverCharles Bryan and his
nor-elect
COMING THURSDAY, DEC. 28
redecomcratlc legislators pledged
measWould you like to be a leading
peal of the law, a republican
the assembly will woman in pictures? Of course you
ure, although
have a republican majority in both would.
Peggy Shaw didn't want to be
house and senate.
Other proposed legislation In- at first. But now that she Is a
to
equalize leading woman well, she rather
cludes a law designed
didn't
the burden of taxation, a proposal likes the position. Peggy'
to tax Intangible property on the have to climb the ladder from the
inJust
She
cither.
bottom
jumped
same basis with real property,
value, and into tho leading woman rung and
stead of at
will
she
critics
what
the
from
say
to
funds
partly
a law providing
there or go
maintain the state's program of probably remain
Thursseen
be
will
road building by a tax on motor higher. Peggy
28, at the Pastime
vohlcles and relegation of secon- day, December
in the big William Fox
dary road projects to tho counties. theater,
super special. "My Friend the
Devil." You'll like her too. She's
CATTLE
SOUTHWESTERN
young. She's pretty. She's winShe has charm.
RAISERS ARE TO MEET AT ning.
Peggy wanted to be nothing else
13-1- 4
a
than
dancer, fehe began dancing
EL PASO ON MARCH
nt the age of five. That was when
In Pittsburgh. When she
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 25. Plans she lived
to New York she continued
are being made to welcome 1,500 came
Flo Ziegfeld saw her
to 2,000 cattlemen to El Paso dancing.
when she was sixteen and engaged
March 13. 14 and 15, when the her for his Frolic.
annual convention of the Texas
and Southwestern Cattle Raisers'
association Is held herer. f ex- a member of the local committee
Preliminary plans call for an by on entertainment, and announces
to $10,000
a series of trips' down the valley,
penditure of $5,000
of ovor
the members of the chamber
the city and to Juarez and
commerce and tho city, to enter- dinners and banquets for the dele- -,
tain the visitors and to plan for
B. Lucas of Berclalr In
an automobile, industries and fat
stock show.
president of the Texas and Southto
made
are
being
western Cattle Raisers' association.
Arrangements
exposition Cattlemen are expected here from
hold a southwestern
-

one-four-

where livestock, automobiles and
various products would be exhibited. It is planned to invite compaThe coal miners and operators
We aren't in sympathy with nies In West Texas, New Mexico
must bo bitterly
disappointed. 4ho move for a third party; we and Arizona to take part, and for
The strike advanced prices only have already two parties In ex- the show to be free to the visitors.
W. W. Turney, former president
about a quarter a ton. New York cess of our real needs. Columbia
of the association, has been made
Record.
Tribune,

Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California. Colorado, Oklahoma, Kansas and probably other states.

The value of a New Brunswick
murder clue seems to be a close
p
to tho Russian ruble.
Philadelphia Record,

runner-u-

December 23, 1922.
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1m Ewe

a Wand
TdS

rooms, modern, frame, good
and outbuildings.
lot, shade
This property Is located close
and Is furnished. The price Is
only $3,500 and terms.
IN THE FOURTH WARD
5 rooms and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, modern, furnished.
In
la
good
This property
lqcated
neighborhood, on paved street.
Priced at only $3,650.
WHAT BETTER FOR XMAS
THAN A HOME?
4

T. Kingsbury,

210 W. Gold..,

:.

Realtors
Phono
Fourth.

120 S.

FOIK

VAN REALTY CO,

or

414.1

Insurance

tueeo,
porelr,

Phone

W, Gold

240-2- 16

Realtors

223 W. Gold '

New 5 room adobe white stucco
bungalow, modern, lares rooms, oal:
floors, cellar; adob garage to match
house; University llolEhts, near Can-travenue.
white stucco bungalow,
JCl.'ii)
modern, hardwood floors, sleeping
porch, fireplaco, furnace, cellar, garage; corner lot, flno location. Fourth
ward,
Rome rood buys In business property.
Lots and houses In all parts of the city.

Phone

ONLY

FOR RENT
New
house in Fourth
ward, Tliis Is one of the most
complete and up to dalo houses
in the city. Has every, built-iconvenience.
six-roo-

n

Thone

OWN YOUR OWN HOME
frame in good condition,
and the balance on easy monthly garage, trees, east front, gas and
range, on dandy close In lot;
payments will mnko you tho own- coal
f 3,200; part terms.
er of a brand r.etv modern house owner leaving;
apart meats, 2 rooms and 3
in fine location, Lowlands or Un- rooms
with
sleeping
glassed
within four
furnished,
iversity Heights. Take your choice. porches,
blocks
of
garage,
postoffice,
steady renter at $70 month; $1,000
$1,500 to Loan
cash.

57

Loans,

Subdivisions

n

156

J.

907--

Fire,

PURPOSES

No.

hiIff:

desir-nM-

Automobile Insurance,
204 W. Gold
uonas, i.oanw.
l'hone S7..
8. lourtb Street,

Accident,
purely

in

FOR S ALEHouses.
FARMLAND
National Investment Co. FOR KALE
o
on North Fourth Street that will
By nsan, A most
lot 0:1 East Silver. 'leleplione
Realtors
make you monoy at this price;
IC10-Insurance All Kinds.
13 acros on paved road, for only
FOit SALE Three room modern, furReal Estate
$2,100; a real speculation.
niture, and 1:122 Ford, all for 12,600.
List Tour Property With Us.
nouse to
I have a four-rooTerms. Phone Ifi22-206
63S
W.
Gold.
Phone
;J
trade for small farm north of AlFOR BALL! Oil TRADE House and
buquerque.
f'Mir lots, eajy payment. Waggener,
R. McCLUGHAN
Si'., North First, phone H75.
RENT-41ou-

TAKE

A REAL VALUE

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 25.
litical action should never become
the dominant purpose of organized
labor In the opinion of J. W. Hays,
secretary-treasurof the International Typograptitcal Union, according to a statement Issued at
the union headquarters here in
answer to numerous inquiries as to
the organization's plans in connection with the "progressive" movement.
"Necessity has compelled labor
to undertake the achievement of
some defensive and some reform
said Mr.
measure?,"
legislative
Hays. "That does not mean that
the typographical union is becoming radical. On the contrary, we
regard ourselves as conservatives
with extremists on both sides.
What political course will best
serve to protect the Interests of
labor Is a matter in doubt at this
time.
"One thing, however, Is certain:
Congressional blocs are going to
continue doing business In Ameri
And labor Is going
can politics.
to develop strength In that way,
if efforts of labor loaders, I know.
count for anything. Objectionable
as blocs may be to some politicians,
Po-

er

they are a natural development
Geographic representation, alone,
no longer serves, to give voice to
the aims of diveio classes and In
terests of the country.
"The prime purposes of a labor
union are economic, benevolent and
educational, but whenever an organization finds itself unjustly lim--

V

Ited In accomplishing these purposes, it must strike back. The
progressive bloo in congress will
have our hearty support in efforts'
to bring about tho repeal of tho
act and to end rule
by injunction.' We also favor direct election of president and vice
president,
"Threatening the continued development of America we have two
One,
widely separated elements.
the
radicals, would pull
dawn many functioning Institutions
without any very clear ideas us
to how to replace them. The other, the powerful special privilege
class, would continue
exploiting
tho nation until their course
destruction.
brought about their
".Daniel Webster once stated this
conclusion: 'Tho form of govern-- ;
ment Is determined (except where
the sword rules) by tho nature and
distribution of property-- ' And fur
ther: 'Government to be stable
must be founded on men's Interest,'
True enough, und unless It is desired to turn this country into an
incubator of socialists the interest
of every kind and condition of honest men mui3t bo considered. As
Webster concluded: 'Universal suffrage is incompatible with great
inequality of wealth.'
"Tho last contains a warning
which the leaders of America will
This is not a
do well to heed.
government of the sword, although
recent actions of Attorney General
Daugherty and others would Indicate that some persons think it is
such, and the people will not be
forever discovering who are their
foes. Money as power for oppression in the hands of unthinking,
unscrupulous groups is not the sort
of property the founders of this
fovernment aimed to safeguard.
"Participation in politics by the
International Typographical Union
for the present will be confined in-to
supplying members with data
tended to show which candidates
for office are the wisest, fairest
and least likely to fall under the
domination of those who would ex- -'
Esch-Cummi-

farmers, workers and other
producers."
iplolt

COLORADO SHEEPMEN
FORM ORGANIZATION
TO C0MBAJ COYOTES

Dec 23. A
Colo..
Denver,
unique organization devoted ex-of
clusively to the exterminationmemcoyotes has been formed by
bers of the Mt. Lamborn Wool
.Growers association, whose flocks
the
graze along the north fork ofColoGunnison river- in western
rado. The movement may become
general on the part of stockmen
in the range sections of Colorado,
P. Young,
according to Stanley
federal predatory animal Inspector
in this district.
The organization's work, which
with fedwill be in
eral predatorv animal hunters, will2
be financed by an assessment of
cents per head of sheeu which they
own. An extensive poisoning campaign is to bw inaugurated at once,
Mr. Toung declared.
Lamb losses due to coyotes
amounted to ten per cent, prior
to separate noisonin
campaigns
conducted by tho two organizations, according to Mr. Young. One
season's efforts so reduced the
losses' of the stock, that stockmen
in tho work,
decided to
he satd. Ranchers west of
Red
cliff to tho
from
pats
Colorado river ar planning a similar united campaign. Mr, Young
RwerteJ. ,,
-

Tcn-nese- ee

Realtor

FOR

Phone

412--

YOUR CHOICE

An almost new adobe home, six Of two beautiful new homes loheat, built-i- n cated In the cream of tho cities;
modorn,
rooms,
Luna circle, Nos. 1011
features and a complete home in location:
Good adobe ga- or 1021 West New York avenue;
every respect.
built
for
In
homes, priced to sell;
rage, lawn and a good size lot.
in Fourth ward. terms. Sea
fine location
Priced to sell and If interested in
a bargain see me at once. Phone
Zapf, Owner, at
1576-- J
or call at 801 South Edith.
loai West New York
Phone 640 or 1144--

SHH.J

R

HOIS T

IS

HELP WANTED.
Male.
WANTED
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E
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FOR TEXAS

Legion Posts Contributed
Presents for Disabled
In Many Places
Community Trees
Dallas, Texas, Dec. 25 (by the
Associated Pressl. Christmas day
was made cheerful to Texans who
served In the world war and became disabled In "doing their bit"
through the efforts of the Texas
Ledepartment of the American
gion. His and small popts over the
statp contributed presents, includneed of ciging tho
arettes and socks, to the "buddies."
G. L. Folhre. denartment adjutant,
instigated the Christmas
To all posts in
cheer movement.
the state word was sent from his
the
office to not only gladden
Christmas day with -- esents to
some disabled hospitalized "budChristmas
dy" but eomnumltv
s
trees and the hanging of
for needv veterans in nil the
cities and towns of Texas having
American Legion posts were ad
vocated.
rne region is Dringtng a time
Christmas cheer to the boys in the
Folhre dehospitals," Adjutant
clared.
"The disabled buddy on
his white cot In the various
over the country, who went
overseas from the Lone Star stale
did not ask any favors of us, for
they are still tho nrntid soldiers at
heart that thev were when facing
the Gprmnn trims.
"This giving of a little gift and
the glow it brlne-- s to their hearts
makes every Legion man a bigger,
better and cleaner man."
The adjutant arranged to have
the Legion sponsor the community
Christmas tree in many places, enlisting also the Red Cross, Rotary
club, chamber of commerce, Civic
league and American Legion ausil-iliarand other organizations,
the
ever
Christmas
biggest
known in Red River county, ac
to
T.
A.
Hrvce.
cording
post adjutant, was planned by the Clarks-vill- e
post No. 45, known throughout the state ns a particularly
"live" post In the estimation of officials of Mr. Folbre's office here.
"I am pleased to report thnt
there is from the smallest and
most obscure local nost right ud to
state headquarters a general Bpirit
of revival in the Legion," Adjutant
I'oioro concluded.
"In every mail
comes letters from various points
owr the .state, simply bubbling
with enthusiasm. Wherever I go I
meet with the tame spirit. The
cotirnging Immediate volunteer
to have a bigger and
better legion is evidenced.
"Many of the posts already used
all of the 1923 card sent them and
are asking for more. Within the
past month I have had inquiries
from seven towns as to the necessary procedure In the organization
of thB Legion post. In the past
two months, six new posts have
come in. and several have revived
memberships,"
Folbre
Adjutant
Incidentally
spoke a word for preparedness, declaring "the enlisted strength of
the regular United States army at
this time is even below the latest
figure set bv conerosa. wlitoh 4n
itself Is below the danger mark of
pri'Mureaness.
He said he believed flirt T.!vtl-ITshould go on record as favoring a
nuuuKnr rcservo army and as
immediate vnlnnt
on.
llstment in the regular army in or- uer 10 pring u to the 125.000 mark.
ever-prese-

.

Rtook-itig--
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INDEPENDENT WING
OF D0UKH0B0RS MAY
RETURN TO RUSSIA
Toronto. Dec. 25. A report from
lorkton, Sask., says that there Js
a movement among the independent Doukhobora to migrate back
to Russia, whence they came more
man a quarter of a centurv nam
There are about 5,000 of the sect
working farms outside the orieinal
Doukhobor comiflunal colony over
which Peter Verigin is the head.

Verigen's followers In Saskatch-wa- n
and brlthm Columbia are not
involved.
Two agents from tho independent districts, which have beou
formed
offshoota from tho
original communal colony, have
been in Rusisa. and hav returned
to Canada.
No definite information Is available as to the nature
of their report on the proposed
trek back to Europe.
The religious beliefs and prac
tices of tho DouKhobors hav fro
ouently brought them into cm'
flict with tho provincial and fedThe education
eral governments.
e
law and the
draft re
suited In tho movement of a largo
colony to Mexico.
war-tim-

Journal Want

Ad

r an
for
ranch
Mamet,
work. Permanent
place for right
Address Box 887, City.
oouple.
LABORERS 13.00 to SS.2H
per day.
Good woman cook, $60 per month. Employment Agency. 110 South Third.
WANTED Tie chopper in virgin timber. Phoee 15c. 10 miles hauling 20c.
Address Charles Clay, Jemea Springs. N.

M.

WANTED Young man for traveling circulation work. Must be good aales.
msn.
Circulation
Manager Morning
Journal.

Female,
W a it reus, apply at Prcsby
tei'lan Sanitarium.
WANTED Cook amTkitchen maid,
ply llll South Edith.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Must stay nights. 420 North Fourth.
WANTED
Girl for. general housework.
S24 North Fifth.
Phone 6S4-Call
afternoons.
WANTKD
Competent girl for general
housework. Good home. 506 North
Tenth. (Luna Boulevard).
WANTED First class family cook. Mum
be neat and clean. $60.00 a month.
Address R, care Journal.
SECRETARIAL Studies. Hoard, room,
tuition may be earned. Catalog free.
Mackay Business College. I. us Angeles.
Male nm! Female.
E.N HULL
In the ONLY school In the
Southwest which GIVES Individual In
struction In all Commercial Branches,
The Western School for Private Secretaries, phone 001 J.
WANTED
Young men and women
prepare for positions In our DAY or
NIGHT SCHOOL,
Thorough courses are
at your disposal. Each student received
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION,
thus assuring rapid - progress. Albuquerque Bus- tip"sit cltv hall
In., c'lleeWAN TEL

LOST AND FOUND.
Cameo pin and coat belt. Howard,
Addrfps Box i!7 car Journal.
LOST In front of post office a pair large
rim tortnlge hell Rlasses. I. e want if re
turned. M. MnndeH's store.
LOST Gold
wrist watch with link
bracelet; namo on back. Finder please
return to mi Norllr Mxth. reward.
VILti the person who took Turquoise
ring from the ladles wnsh room at
Elka club return to Mrs. Charles White
and receive revard. 104 North Eighth,
LOST Between Mr.irity and Mountain,
tth
package containing man's suit
Odd Fellows receipts in pocket.
T. J. FoRle, Albuquerque, N. M.,
31 South Proa d way.
LOST Between Bouih Broadway
and
Kouth Second utreet. 1 brown leather
purse, containing about $5.00 in money
and valuable papers. Please return to
418
South (Second, Apartment 10 and
ref1v reward.

LUST

DRESSMAKING.
SI'WINO by day. Si
hone 14.10-FASHIONABLE (lOWNS and ladles' tailoring;. SIS South Walter. phonelW-J- .
Phone
HEMSTITCHING and pleatlnu.
5K1-room 8 Mellnl building. Myrtle
Slevert. Ten cents yard.
HEMSTITCHING, 10 cents per yard, at
Rose
Madame
shop
Dressmaking
cafeteria.
State hotel, over Bis.cy'
PLEATING, accordion, aide and bon
219 Norm
N.
mall orders.
Crane,
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814
HEMSTITCHING dons promptly in the
best possible manner, price lOo per
Singer
yard. 117 Gold, phone 187-Vi chine rvmnsnv
Sivin

MATTRESSRENOJAjnNGun.
MAfTESSESSrfremade,
Furniture repairing.
Rtt- - cleaning.
J?hone
ding company.

and
Awning work.
Ervln Bed-

$3.50

S36--

FINDS NEW USE FOR
ABANDONED RAILWAYS
Bangor, Maine, Dec. 25.

An

en-

terprising native of the state of
Maine has solved the problem of
what to do with an abandoned
railroad.
Some months ago the
Bangor ana Aroostook railroad
discontinued service, over its
branch running from BrownsIron Works.
ville to Katahdin
Ills opportunity.
Henry Green
He started with a small automobile and an idea. Thn idea was
to fit the car with flange wheels
and make it rui, on the unused
He rented the'
rails. It worked.
whole branch line from the railroad company at $100 a month and
Now traffic is
started business.
so brisk that h Is usinsr a trailer
behind his car.
There Is some doubt ns to how
n
railroad will work In
this
midwinter, but the proprietor lias
attached some sawed off brooms
to the front wr.eels as a miniature
rotary snow plow. He thinks this
will take care of snow tip to a
depth of a foot. If it gets deeper
the passengers will have to help
shovel away the finrts.
Years ago there was a flourishing business In the mining and
smelting of iron at Kataham Iron
works. When it was finally abandoned as unprofitable the place
became a sportsmen's resort.
le

sv

one-ma-

TRACTORS ARE BEING
USED IN ALASKA FOR
ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Anchorage,

Alaska,

Dec. 25.

.es.

lull RENT Bungalow, modern, fur- nlshed, 1610 East Gold.
OR RENT Five-roohouse, unfurnished. Pturges Cafe.
I'JK KENT Ftfur-romodern huuee.
unfurnished.
Phone K92-J- .
Full lili.vr Three-roohoufc, furnished. Call lies south Walter.
FUR Rb'NT Three room furnished
houto
H3.00
1:107 South Edith.
FOR RENT Fhe-l'oonimSenf"unf ui
nlehed housenqulre 1510 South High.
FOR hENT Furnished house, modern!
V'" Maruotl- - l'hne

J

Tractors which once drrtgged guns
over the battlefields of France are
now being used In Alaska for road
construction and transportation.
A largo number of tractors were
brought to Alaska for use on the
government railroad which is near-in- g
Their work on
completion.
the railroad over, they are now
bring results bclns put to ctbci, tasks.

FOR KENT Too mnitri,
houses In the Highlands. Inquire 224
South Edith
FOR KENT New rite room modern
house In Highlands. Reasonable ratea.
Phone H52.JI.
FURNISHED
cottage
with
sleeping porch. Phone 21S3-or call
1?03 Knet Copper.
FOR RENTTwo furnished, houses" hi
good location. See Mount. 115 South
Second phone 487.
FOR
RENT Flve room
unrurnieried
bungalow. Good location. ICS. per
month. Phone J713-W- .
FOR ItKNT Flve-romodorn fur- noiieu nousn.
Largs yard.
liurngs.
Call 0.'):, South Ttrnndway.
For r'hnt- - F
om furnished ho
an modern, basement, garage, oil llilll
Fast Silver, phone
LIST your vacant houses with 'he CLy
Realty Co., for nromDt and erfieint
service. 207 West
oh, me (1(17.
FOR
five-rooRENT Modern
house
and
garage.
Unfurnished
except
Rear of lot. ;ia
North Fifth.
"5
ll"
FOR KENT Five-roomodern!"-finlshed hoii3e jalth glassed-isleeping
porch. , rhone 1478-R- .
Call 120 North

(d.

Mulberry.

THREE AND FIVE-ROOcozv. modern, furnished
cottnge.
University
Heights. Rents very reasonable.
Call
210 Columbia.
FOR
"fuRENT Five-roonicely
rnished home In Fourth ward,
on corner, 140.00 per month. McMUllon & Wood,
206 West Oold.
FO Yl rrENT Furn lshed moder- n- thrco
room
cottage, also furnished two-roocottage, glassed sleeping porch.
613 East Pacific.
FOR RENT Foui-roo- jn
furv lshed hoi,fe.
Modern except heat. J10.00
No sick,
no children.
815 North
Fourteenth.
Pnone.

10S9--

FURNISHED
BUNGALOWS
Stosm
heated and electric lighted without
extra charge, 100 per month. St. John's
Sanatorium, phone 491.
FOR RENT Nifty
modern
newly furnished bungalow, close In,
garage, hardwood floors, Areola heat,
etc., vacant January 1, Phone S05-.FOR

RENT

outage

Two-roo-

wTTh

sleeping porch, garage, electric light.
Lot fenced.
1007 South
city water.
High. Inquire 1011 South High. (15
Per month.
FOtt RENT Furnished buiipaluw. modern, facing University campus. Phone
or call 30 to 12 week days. Sunday 3 to
5
p. m.
Phone 881-Call at 1524
Fast Central.
FOIt RENT Unfurnishfd
815
house,
South A mo. Has sleeping porch. Gas.
eljrtricity and water, also garage,
$45.00 per month.
Get key from Chas.
.
Znpf, rorner Second ond Oold.
FOR HKNT
Six rooms, completely fur-

Three-rooFOR bALU
atucco iouse,
100x14 2, on corner; barraln for quick
snle.
Apply 1600 South Walter.
FOR SALE By osvner, suburban borne,

four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit
Post- ees, grape arbor.
nffloo hoi 21S. cliy.
FOR HALE
In desirable location, two
houses, at ore building, net Income 150
,1 month,
price $il,k"0,
cash, Lal- nn-- e
terms. Phone 1771-- J or 8S9.
FOR small Investment, one of best buys
in lowlands, yield about 25
net, be-tsacrificed ns owner must leave city.
Apply "12 West Lead.
fl
Foil QUICK SALE Two small
close
In Highlands:
house,
M7i0.cn.
Renting for f 12.60. C. IS.
!U'6 North Third.
FOR SALE Five-rooCultfornia bun-iKa
modern except heat. 2lM blocks
from ItoblnBon park. Lawn, trees, flow- Terms.
Phone 1713-Fur SALE A
brick, Just
modern, Including heat.
completed,
Fine location. Priced to sell and worth
the money See Mount, 115 South Second, pbonp 4tii.
YOH SALE New,
four rooms, bath,
frl'M'jilnff
porch, breakfast nook, built-i- n
features, basement, corner lot, Fourth
McMilllou &
Terms.
ward, in, 100.
Wood, snit West Gold.
brick
FOR
SALE Beautiful
picssed
five rooms, sleeping porch
buniratow,
and double pressed brick garage Ideal
borne rear shops.
For particulars in- nulre 700 South Third.
FOR SALE
Corner lot, Thirteenth and
Slate, paving now to this corner, half
nnare to street car. Cozy, livable
garnire built. Water, lights, "Ink,
702 North Thirteenth:
toilet.
F Ht SaTb" J(V OWN Kir Four-rooboose at 415 North Sixth.
Splendid
locution for restdrnce and business.
Fine Income property. Owner leaving.
3100. See
Price, cusOi, Jisoo, Terms
party St 411) North Sixth.
bilck.
Dy owner;
Ft dt SALE
423
South Seventh, corner lot, sidehouse,
basement,
chicken
walks, garage,
hot wntr heat, bath room, large closets,
und
sleeping porches.
lnrge front back
Plvne 618. or any real estate dealer In

Keleher, Realtor

D.
410.

FOR

RENT- -

Apartments,

Rent-Room-

with Board

s

0 DOlJBO a r5Xn L 0 O j 1,
montlr. sail South Purtli.
1

5 35.o

o""a

BOARD

AND ROOM ill modern home,
705 West New York.
86FOU HUNT
Nice room and sleeping
410
porch with board, steam beat.
West Gold. Phone 2327-IFIRST CLASS table board, home cook-Ins- ;,
Ratea by meal or week. 110
South Arno.
Phone 1T27-ROOM AND HOARD
Oood meals with
50.

tray service

and nurse care.

Apply

:Q7 North Hlith. phone 1749-FOR RUNT Nicely furnished
room
suitable for one or two with board.
MSWest Fruit, phone 1472-SOUTH sleeping
porch bedroom and
board fr- - lady. In new house, llot
water beat. IS 8 Kast Central.
ROOMS In cottages or main building,
low rates, steam bent. Excellent meals.
St. John's Sanatorium, phone 401.
MRS. L. J. KUMMEL has opened her
house at 2?2 West Silver and Is ready

to accommodate roomers and boarders.
JAMESON'S RANCH The place to get
transwell! two miles from town;
portation to and from town; good tiome
Phone 223S-cooking.
ROOM AND BOARD for two; private
entrance to bath from sleeping porch
and room. Porch southeast exposure.
818 South Arno. Phono l.'45-TABLE HOARD Can accommodate two
or three persona for
by the
Mrs.
week; rooms across the street.
Fleming. 105 South Cedar, phone 1578-litfRGLUND'S Private Tubercular Sanatorium Steam heated rooms. Excellent meals. Night and day purses. Medical and trav aervlco free. $50 and up.
1418 South Edith,
Phone 1365-MRS. MARSHALL'S private home for
tubercular patients, sleepinu porch,
rooms, furnace heat, large lobby with
fireplace, tray service or table board;
surse attendance.
Rates $50 00 and up.
Call 1107 North Twelfth, pl.one lltil-.- r.
MIRAMONTES ON THE MESA
All rooms with glassed-i- n
porches, furnace heat If desired. Nursing care and
minutes from city.
tray service. Only
and we
Ratea $65 to $90. rhone 8400-J- 1
will call for yon.

FOR SALE

Lands.

Cheap, or Hade for smaller
realty or business to. mt, jesu, soou.
4240 or 6640 acre! fine farming and
Brazing land In New Mexico. Fine toll,
fine water, fine climate, very few hard
winds. Adjoins mountains. Near good
railroad town, liny, grain, potatoes, corn,
beeta, beans, peas, pumpkins, etc., grown.
An Ideal place for a floe stock ranch
at lesa than value. Walter Wluslow'
Smith. Formlngton. N. M.
'OR SALE

FOR SALE

Real Estate.

FOR SALE Two lots n North Seventh
street. Easy terms. Waggener, 805
North First. Phone .ITS.

WELL CONTRACTOR.
WELLS DRILLED, driven and lepaired,
pumps, tanks, towera. J. F. Wnlklng.
423 West Marble, phone 1452--

TYPEWRITERS.
TVi'hJWIil I EKa All makes overhauled
Ribbons for every ma and repaired.
chine.
Albuaiieroua
Typewrl'r ExI
choose, phene 903 J, 1:2 South Fuuiili.

Pecnd

.

FOR RENT Furnished apartment with
large Fileoplng porch. Close in. 207
North Fifth.
liKATED furnished apartment, close in,
roasonatile. Olldorsleeva Electrio Co.,
707-phf
FOR RENT Furnished
steam heated
apartment.
Albuquorque Hotel,
North Second.
FOR RENT Four rooms and bath
213
South Sixth. Inquire
ftavny Hotel off ce.
furnished apartFOR RENT Two-rooment. Also one large sleeping room.
514 North W. Iter.
Two
FOR RENT
nicely furnished
housekeeping rooms, Very close In.
321 South Broadway.
Two rooms and sleeping porch furnished, modern, $"0, 1001 East Central,
phone 1H2-Inquire 410 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Clean, furnished apartment, two small rooms and kitchenette. Ground floor. 415'West Lead.
Two-rooAPARTMENTS
LINCOLN
cottage, sleeping porch completely furS12
nished, steam boated apartments.
South Third.
FOU RENT A now sunny apartment
consisting of three rooms and private
bath, furnished for light housekeeping.
4it South Seventh.
FOR RENT Threo rooms and sleeping
porch furnished for housekeeping. 100
North Edith. $30.00. Phone 1246-- J or
call r,0!u; Enst Central.

:',.

FOR SALE

McMilllon & Wood, Realtors
205 W. Gold.
Insurance. Loans

OR

iSALE
West Gold,
'RY NODDY'S

I

Miscellaneous.
n

Acorn runge.

ROOFINO

EXPERT guaranteed work. Phone 1834-J- .
FOR SALE Two pool table aniTTce
box. No. 1 condition. 119 North First.
fui: SALE Five ten-rodry goods
counters.
store. 10a
Apply Kahu'a
North First.
DOCTORS.
ATTENTION Tycos Sthyg:
mom.mometer, almost new.
Bargain.
r, 0r
Call
2o.
GENUINE MEXIi AN CHILI cull earn'.;,
40c a quart, 2i 0 a pint.
Delivered.
Phone 171U-FOR SA LF. Fine eating apples, box
1.2:
51. CO and $1.73.
Red quinces
So lb.
Phono HHli-J- .
FOR SA LE Cheap, n, trip.,
Hair Clippers. Tip Top Barber Shop.
JiJ Snnth Second.
ASBESTOS

ROOF

WAN 1 ED

Lumber Co,
Albuquerque.

Miscellaneous

$J.00o. First
WANTED TO BORROW
mortgage on new residence property.
Phone 101
TltANSP'ER and scavenger work done.
reasonable rates, E. a. Griffith. 72$
tf.isf Iron, phone 1970-MAX BAHUAIN
STORE, at Jib South
First, will pay the highest prtcea for
your second-banclothing, shoes ana
Phone 859.
furniture.
WANTED
Money to loan on first mortThe security of the principal
gagee.
our first consideration.
J. D. Keleher,
211 West Gold, phone 410.
WANTED Furniture . Will pay good
cash price for ivme used furniture,
heating stove,
alsj range or cook stove, 834-Ice box, oil stove. Phone

A

good,
cottage,

Phone

m

Third

frame,

$2000

We

ward, electric lights, city water, big lot, splendid chicken
houses, $100 cash and $23
monthly.
rooms,
$2200 Frame, three
bath, all furnished, close to
street car line, Highlands,
$200 down, $25 monthly.
$30 00 A splendid
cottage, S
rooms and glassed-i- n
ilcep-In- g
porch, modern, located
in Highlands, excellent fur-

niture.

$4000

New

bunga-

five-roo-

low, all built-i- n
features, Areola heat, oak floors, breakfast nook, very attractive,
$Tu0
balance
ensh,
monthly, Fourtlt ward.

Real Estate
409

.
FOR

REAL,
South

113

new, three-rootwo
large
porches, plastered, lot B0.x
112. well built, South Highlands, only $100 down.

$1S00

ESTATE.
Third Stmt,

X4

PHONE 520
guarantee odorlesn

clean-

ing and pressing, $1.25
We Call for and Deliver

Meyer & Meyer, Tailors
111

West Central

TO LOAN

$2t000
S

per cent, 3 years, quarterly in
terest, improved real estato. Apply

City Realty Co,

$50

Exchange

New Mexico.

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurants,

FOR SALE

PAKTI3

r0o cleaninu

McKinley Lan'd '&

lit

MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
Phone 241.1-RFOR SAL1') Select genuine Is'avajo ruga.
41.' 3
West Copper.
FOR SALI'l Rowo velvet evening dress!
cheap, Pirono 12,"i-,FOR SALE A baiRaln. Tvtatiogany case
Pl"Q. tlotl.OO. Phone IPS.
rirsi'i violin, bargain.
C16
Apply
.
ouoin v Hirer, pnone 1040-.FOR SALE Fox Radiant base burner
stove. t.2 North Thirteenth.

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

pplendid

n

FOR RENT

I'

A Better Grade

OPPORTUNITIES

Desirable apartment, 3 rooms and
sleeping porch, modern, gas and
lights furnished, on paved street,
dose Hi, Highlands,
$25
per
month.
J. 1 GILIi REALTY CO.
Phone 770,
323 V. Central

.,

$10.00 Per Load

211 W. Gold. Corner

lot 00x142 In Fourth Twird,
location, 51,000.
Five-roobungalow, in Fourth
ward, yard, shade, garage, ftouth
iront, iiirnisiifu reauy 10 move
into; $ 1,200; eapy terms.
Xcw five rooms and sleoplng
porch; In Heights; bath, oak
east
floors,
furnished,
front,
leased to good tenants for six
terms.
months; $2,600;

10110

Best material made for
leaks
In roofs. 110 South Oak, stopping
TYPEWRITERS, all nmn.s. (It, and up,
$3 per month. Albuqueroue Typewriter
Exchange. 122 South Fourth.
FOR SALE Ladles' Hi size dark blue
Trlcollne suit, very reasonable.
Inquire rear 302 South Broadway.
HICKS' DAIRY
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
pints. 8c; Quarts, the. Phon 738.
APPLKS of several varieties, on display and for salo at Urown'B Transfer, llfi West Sliver.
and
lam balk Used tr.i,'t..n,
with gang pb'ws. Hardware
ft
Korher
J
Cnmnunv
Department
town.
hAAOPHONKH
and all band Instruments,
new or used; private or class InstrucWANTED Position
tions on abnve. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. H02-the day.
WANTKD
Housework,
by
FORD TOt'RINU BCID1', Hood lop, gas
Phone .tf4&.
Taupe and hot plate, new and used
WANT to do washings. 91.00 per dozen. auto
radiators. 322 North Third, phono
Phnnp 23f!?-M- .
819-CLEvMNti PArElt Kiiisomlning. Joho FOR SALE Blue coat with Kray fur
i.iof1m-nphone ft34-J- .
collar and culfs, silk lined. G"d conWANTKD
POSITION
Uookkoepins dition and not worn by slclc. Call eveclerk, 30 ynrs experience in the east. nt, gs, 411 Ea"t Iron.
Address A, 724 East Central.
aul'T SPOTS
He. and arch cushions
AMEHICAN WOMAN wunU olfico rooms
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
or building to clean evenings.
Any troubles. $1. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
Box P, care P. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West central.
kind cf Janitresg work.
Joiirn.il.
from rattling,
STOPThose windows
out sand, dus- - and cold air by
for house cleaning
CALL HUTCHINSON
a.id wall cleaning, floor waxing, paint-In- c. Installing Peace Metal Weather Ktrlps.
R. P. Thomas. 1008 For- kalsnmlnlng, and chimney sweeping. Phone 1742-Odd Job Man, phona 2082-J- .
re.ter.
emnnw
WOMAN COOK with buy 14,
ROMli BEAUTY AI'PLF.S, In two eiat-ranch by
at $1.25 and il.SO ner box. Also Wine- plnyfd, wants work
school
Now cooking for
sap, Cano, Staymon Wlnesap and other
January 1st
L'4f pupils.
Oood conk, good references, winter varieties at $I.7S and $2.00. O. 13.
address Children! Cook, Crown Point, Clsrk. Phone 2405-RNew Mexlio.
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
READY FOR UNCLE BAM?
dressing. Kffectu Autu Enamel. Vals-DaworValsoar Enamel on automobiles.
I can eliminate your bookkeeping
Homestead
Cottage paint.
ries, prepare your Income .tax return; Plymouth
Floor
In
many other
Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Satond probably help you
LeathWill Kladlv call If you drop a isfaction assured. Thoa F. Keleher- Ui'7-.ways.
l
er ro. 4'IH West femrnt iilionline to P. O. Box 24?.

nished, furnace, between Tenth and FOR HKNT
State Hotel
Apartments.
S0.
Eleventh on TIJerns avenue.
Fourth nnd Central.
modern, furnace, ftus, unfurnished,
FOR
Small
RENT
S42.50. Three rooms, unfurnished, 120.00.
apartment. $16.00.
1R25 S'oith HlElT, phone 1768-Three rooms, furnished.
Highlands,
$20.00, Seven business storerooms for FOR RENT Apartment furnished comrent. Real Estate Exchange, oa West
plete. 215 North Seventh. Phone 314.
Copper.
three-rooFurnished
FOR RENT
apartment, also four room. 1104 North

For

I'liono 2

As Long As It Lasts

COMPAVT
228 W. Gold.

SlIEIXKY-imAf-

$500 to Loan

Franklin & Co,, Realtors
Insurance,

$500

12

$1350

Special to The Journal.

,

'

tral.

Political Action Should Not
Become Dominant Purpose of Organized Labor,
Hay$ Declares

.

Rentals

Loans

j

each siile, completely
furnished,
rented for ISO, per monlh; Kust Cenon

ARE E

k

A REAL HOME FOR SALE
modorn adobe, :arge
rooms, veranda on front and
side, corner lo,t, ea.t front, garage; located on N. Eleventh
St. This is a real home and
must bo eeen to be appreciated.
The price la right. Call us up
and we will show it to you.
A. L. MARTIN ro.
Six-roo- m

A. FLE1ISCKI1EE, Reciter

II

MARTIN'S SPECIAL FOR
THIS WEEK

SALE

MPOO
Two family house, whKe
3 rooms, bat!, & glassed sleeping

Realtor

.Phono

CASH

$500

Buys a
shingle bungalow.
close In on South Waiter. Another:
$700 cash buys
pressed
brick, modern, close In, South
rent.
like
balance
Edith,
ACKEltSON AND GRIFFITH

KINGSBURY'S KOLUMN
'
CLOSE IN

Elf HSElEiTS

CLASSITI-Ero.Al-

lIkiSii
'

D.
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ALBUQUERQUE

itRALTOIlS

207 W. Gold.

rhone

687,

West Copper

A REAL BUY
South Highlands, 4 new houses;
on corner lots, renting for over
FOR JRENTRoorns.
$40 monthly.
All for $1,800;
RENT Room.
120 Soli 1 Walter.
$500 cash; cn quick sale.
Can'
71

FOR
EN'T Front bedroom, close lu.
410 West Marquette.
FOR HF.t T Furnished rooms, 218 South

Walter. Phone
GRAYSTONE rooms.
Sis!, West Gold,
Mrs. E. I'.ulrlt.
ph"ne 210-FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
bousekeeplng. 815 South JThlrd.
FOR RENT Fu Ish edsl eeplnsr room,
709 F.sst Central. Phono 2225-FOL RE.S"l Furnished oi.ns; sleeping
porch; no children. 110 South Oak.
FOR RENT Bedroom and kitchenette.
Price reasonable. 419 South Seventh.
FOIt RENT Two large sunny separate
rooms. iinfurnlhed.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping and
housekeeping rooms. 121 !4 North Third.
FOR RENT Two bedrooms, upstairs.
Newly furnished, In Fourth ward. 613
West Marquetto.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room
In modern home.
Mrs. Fred Hamm,
3 North Second.
II RATED furnished
rooms, close lui
reasonable.
Gllderslceve Electric Co.,
phone 797-FOR RENT Furnished
houselight
keeping room for lady only. $10.00 a
month. 405 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nice room adjoining bath
for well man. Private home. Outside
210 North Walter.
entrance.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater. 21HJ West Central,
FOP. REN'r
Newly decorated furnished
room nnd private bath. Private outside entrance.
301 South Walter.
FOR RP;NT
One room ana kitchen, furnished for housekeeping, steam heat.
1724
West C?ntra, phone 252.
FOR RENT Two large sunny rooms,
completely furnished for housekeeping.
Modern conveniences. 0M West Coal.
ELOIN HOTEL Sleeping rooma and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month. R02U West Central.
LARGE . WELL
FURNISHED front
room with sleeping porch, Bteam heat,
bath and phone; centrally located. C21
Wen Coal.
FOR RENT Nice bed room; private en
trance; adjoining bathroom; with private family; gentleman employed, 604
West Marble.
FOR RENT One large well furnished
housekeeping room, with porch, ground
No sick, no children.
floo;'. close In,
313 West Iron.
FOR RENT Two well furnished housekeeping rooms, with gas and sink in
kitchen, ground floor and porch. Close
lo sos w iron.
10S7--

beat it?

you

Realty Sales Company

111 S. Second.

l'hone

''

6491

AUTOMOBILES.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. o.
K. Sheet Metal Works, 817 N, ThlrJ.
FOR

PALE

5

Ford touring

Llg'-- t
11H West

HulcS.
Gold.

100 1

Btiya buick FOUR. Worth,
Perfect condition. Call 21(
Columbia.
FOR SALE Five passenger Paige, good
condition, at a bargain. Call at $05
North Broadway or l'hone 1092-J- ,
ask
for Colhy.
FOR SALE 1920 Dort, Liberty motor,
Al condition. Price $530.00. F. U
Smith. Presty terlan Sanatorium.
FOR SALE
Ford sedan. 1321 modal. lit
good condition. $.13.0 If taken at once.
21.",
West
Central. Phone 1S64-- J.
'i
Inquire
SAVE 60 to 76 per cent on used parts,
difetc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West Cop-p- .r
$250,000
$800.00.

FOR SALE

Overland Touring Car,,A-- l
condition. $175.00. Goo,, tires and ae'.f
All complete. 607;, West Central.
THE WORLD OWES YOU A CAR,

stsrter.

it be a ITnbbs Quality. Ask yoo
friend how we served him both 04
quality ond terms.
IIOBHS MOTOR CO.
You know whero.
WE maintain
a large stock of used
cars at nil times. Our prices ara tha
We will make a reasonable allowest.
lowance for any car you wish to trade
In regardless of condition and will ar
range terms to meet the customer. Mc5
Wast
intosh Auto Company,
Cooper, phone 562.
"NOTICE TO (ill OWNERS We can,
take that lak out of your leaky radiator.
New Ford Honeycomb radiators.
BeBt make $15.00. We have tm largeet
stock new and used radiators In tha
Overlands. Chevroletst
state. Dodges.
Hudsons, olo. Have large shipment new
cores for different makes Just arrived.
Auto
We weld anything.
We fix
ni.
Radiator Works, S2i North Third, phone!
Let

no-.r-

.

FOR SALE

Ranches.

SALE Flvo miles n ,rth of cltyi
acres good orchard, grapea and
chicken proposition, M" feet on Highland,
road and 070 feet on Oeuna road. Corner property. Terms if desired. Apply
o n Prt.her 10
nth Third
FOR
6

9xlJ RUGS CLEANED $2.00
Mattresses renovated, $3 60 up. Furniture
rpaired, packed. Awning work. Porch
Ervin Bedding Co.
curtains. Ph. 890-FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s.
KODAK FINISHING 8 TIMES A DAI
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
satlslactlon
guaranteco. FAT turkeys and fresh eggs. Phone
Remember,
2I04-JI
rollable estab
Send your finta
ITOKvrVS.
Return
lished firm.
postoge pi" "
FOR SALE Nice, fine young turkeys. WILSON AND
,
Hnnia. inc..
Hanna
mall orders.
1970-Box
204.
Phone
Attnrneya,
rvows.
Commercial Photographers.
Rooms 1$, 17 and 19 Cromwell Building;
FOU SALE Range raised com fed tur
Phone 115J-J- .
CARPENTERING.
keys, l'hone 2409-Jmilk and graiu fed
PHVXH'UNM
4M
FOR ODD JOBS and contiac work, call FOR SALE Choice 1S70-r(iK4NB.
Phone
107B-turkeys.
DR. 8. I.. 1U KTIIN,
FOR SALE Nice bunch laying R. L
ROOFS repaired or put on new. reasonDl.ca.ee of the Stomach
hens, cheap. 718 South Arno.
Suite S. Burnett Building
able. George Waters, phone I'OHQ-"SUNSET RANCH
cUcimln-Ing- .
PAINTING, paperhanglng and 1072-Rllll. MARt.AKI.T CART WRIGHT,
.
Turkeya and chickens, range grown and
Free estimate. IHmno
Residence VI 23 East Central
corn fed. Phone 2416-.7Phone 671.
75 SOU need a carpenter, call 1965-J- .
Let
No Job too largo or too email.
PERSONAL.
DK. 8. V. CLARKE.
us give you estlmato!
Eye. Ltir Nose and Throat
SANATORIUM
BARBER. Have
NEW WORK or repairs. Roofs, floor- SUTZEN
Phone Itt
Bamett Building
car. Call 2080-322
Reasonable.
Office Hours
ing and windows.
KICK if you don't get your Denver Post.
North Broadway, Phone 1952-to 12 a. m. and 2 to 5 p. m.
I
Phono 97S-CARp'eNTERINU All classes. Guaranteed work. Ask my customers. II. K. WANTED Return railroad ticket, nortu-W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
enre Journal.
or east.
Jolmson. 618 .lolin, phone 17f,5-fraction Limited to
. ENCHILADAS, chile con carne and
PA1.NTJ J. paperhanglng and Italsomm-lng. riUNAKY lI!iASF.9
BUSINESS CHANCES.
tamales nt 218'j West Silver, from 10 GEMTO
All work guaranteed. George C
AND DISEASES OF THK 6RIN
North Eighth.
1410
phone n. in. till 11 P. in. every day.
FOR SALE Hotel, tnenty rooma. pool Morris.
In Cocutactton.
fVaa.emiaa
Jjilion.tory
MRS. FRED OILMAN
Millinery. Huts
hall and bar; good lease. $13 South 8896-Band Bide Phono 886.
made to order. Remodeling a pedal-ty- . Citizen
First.
CONTRACTING end Building for small
adobe or frame houses, estimate tree.
Lady Lula Shop, over Woolwortlrs
brick building,
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
guaranteed and reasonablu. ft ore.
215 South First; location good for any All work
2407-Rrhone
kind of business.
f iceTtooms. Diseases of the tCre. Glass- - Fitted
low
prices
my
tu
WANT
Investigate
you
Office removed to II N. BacWILL LEASE grocery r ore. Will sell I
on any Ulna or a ouuuing uruiioiii" - FOR RENT Office space, or drsk room. on d at Ground floor. Pbone) $4J,
and truck. "Phone
stock, fixtures
207 "Vest Oold.
uungayou have In view. A. K. Palmer,
SO t North Peconfl.
9S9-.
,,.
.
lo
Bininer, out i. no,
FOU RENT Office and desk space,
DR. W. T. MURPHEY
FOR RENT OR LEASE The Mondragon
quire 817 West Gold.
SALE Furniture.
Hotel at Bernalillo, New Mexico. Best
FOR
RENT Office rooms Korber build- Practice Limited to Tuberculosis,
FOR
business property In Bernalillo. Inquire
and
repaired. Culled for
Bartiott r.ulldlnB Phons 838.
nt Mondragon Hotel, Bernalillo, New FURNITURE Phono
ing. Korber & Co.. auto dept.
J972-delivered.
Mexico.
FOIt RENT Store or office space. 211 Hours: 10 to 12 a.m.; 8 to S p.m.
four-rooa
of
Furnlturo
Foil
SALE
Electric fo.
East Central.
FOR SALaI OK TRADE A rooming
.
"CHlROPRACTORSr
hortse, half price. Phone 1912-Whouso, sixteen rooms. A sure money
FOR RENT Store room or office at
Awning work.
maker.
Well - locuted, very reasonably FURNITURE repairing.
402 West E. If. CARMliV.
Third.
116
at
South
Apply
S96-lirvin
Phone
Seccurtains.
Porch
Sales
South
Co.,
RealtyIll
Central
priced.
Clilronrnctle
ond.
Phone Iifi9.
Bedding company.
Room ID N T A rm Ho Bldg.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
FOR SALE Second hand furniture store, FOR SALE Very nice buffet, 4 bed,
also trnnsfcr business 1u connection In
ranch
spring and mattress. Mrs. Zapf, 1021 FOR SALE OR TRADE
Excellent oppor- W e st New York.
best business eeotlon.
ftve miles southwest Albuquerque for
reaman.
business
Rent
live
for
care
Cook
Journal.
Bex
tunity
3,
FOR SALE
aluves, buby tarriage, grocery. Address
conaUK Address P. O. Hux 207, Silver
tea wago.i, sectional bookcase, Morris
rltv. N. M.
clialr, rugs, and full line of used furni
ture Murpliy Furnlturo company, i.o
MONEY TO LOAN.
Sooih Flrnt.
,
diaMONEY
LOAN
On
watcbea,
iu
FOR SAjLE Uvestock.
monds, guna and everything valuable
Mr. B. Marcus. 213 South First.
FOR"sA LEKabbl'taamPhutchea.
718
West Lead.
MCNEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good jewelry; !lbe.a). reliable, con
two bed
FOR SALIC Cheap, wo heifers, one
Well located In University Heights; has living-roofldenilal. Gottlieb Jewelr Co.. 106 N. 1st.
Will be
Holsteln and one Jersey.
rooms, glassed sleeping porch, bath, breakfast room, baseJ. B. Nlpp Stock Farm.
WE HAVE $1,000. $1,000, $2,000 and one fresh soon.
ment. Areola heat, oak floors, front and tack porch, also gaJ421-Rlarger amount to loan on close In bus' Pnone
rage. Owner anxious to sell at once.
McMilllon
Iness njid residence property.
FOR SALE Two young milch cows,
Wood. 20 West Cold.
fresh. Cash, terms or trade for old
or
furniture, stoves,
anything, Waggener,
FOR RENT Storerooms.
905 North First. Phone .173.
z6xlue
WILL arrange to suit tenant
FOR RENT Ranches.
foot brick building; good condition.
'
313 West Gold
KEALTOR.
Phone 110.
,
Santa Fa shops; reasonable FOR KENT Ten acrra la ulfalfa, thivo
oppoilt
L. Human. 10$
terms. See or wilt
acres
for
Will
and
garden
pasture.
Ilelshls
Office,
Company.
City
Development
a
N
University
M
Worth Flr.r
IhnniiiTone.
build house for tVe right party. Jesse
rtsullu. Hodges, S24.W'ost Gold,
Jotunul Want AUs.

t

FORRENTOf

ADOBE STUCCO

yVm. J. Leverett'

i
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Tajre Eigli?'
tmsmsssmBsasmmBm

flext Monday

Hew

"ears Bay

Our store will be closed but a c will take imcntory and we
want to make that job as light and iniekly dor. as possible.
until
Therefore, commencing this morning and continuing
Saturday night

EMPIRE

at

vol can bcy liioir i.itMn: (.i;oci:kii;s

woMr.ni'i'ii saaim; pkhfs

Five-roo-

o

not buy newspaper spaces to proclaim this sale in
headlines
wi;h a Ions list of prices. But when you
glaring
pale. Is
come in you will quickly sec that this
worth the attention of every household In .Albuquerque.
AYe

gtaers

WOOD
THAT IS

Phono

Phone 28
WARD'S CASH STORE
Orders Delivered for 10c
B08 West Central.

North Fourth Street.
431

Mtsa-l-

V.

Drive It Yourself New Ford
and Dodge's, Coupes and Sedan
ALBUQUERQUE
DRIVERLESS CAU CO.
Cars Delivered.

"Nrfiirii.trn-iir--

Albuquerque's
Finest

Always
Wortii

Theater

While

J'

Fuel Co.

900 N.

IN

fkws'-Tcp- ks

iuft

ig

I have a vacant lot on
Central avenue which can
be entered from the rear
and which I am willing
to let for parking priviSee S. Kahn at
leges.
109 North First Street.

AT

Wednesday, Dec. 27
Sercnaders
Moonlight

The Best Fuel

and Jeff"

.mi

Masquerade
Dance

Corner North First Street and
Marble Avenue.

Cerrillos Lump
Cerrillos Egg
Gallup Lump
Gallup Egg
Anthracite, Coke

Superior Lump'

.j:JV'....wr.(lj....,.:r..;..jt..J..-.t-tllljf- l

lice had not located him up to a
late our last nij;ht.
I
K. 1'. Hubbard and wife of Ama,
Texas, arc spending the Christ- mas holidays In the city. The
PHONE 251
The fire department answered n are guests at the Combs.
call turned in from box 33, at
1102 North First Street
Dr.
l'.urth Btrect and Lead avenue, at
osteopath Violet-ra:&5Wast nightThey found it to treatments. Armlin ltldg Ph. 741.
L. J. MILLER, Pres.
le a false alarm.
Mrs. Helen Russell, sister of Mrs.
Factory wood, run truck load,
Ilahn Coal company.
XVilllam A. Harrison of 124 South five dollars.
Judith street, arrived Sunday from Phone !H Adv.
California, where she has been for
the past four months. She stopped
ANNOUNCEMENT
5Ljt...,,.r.....i.1;,il.rjllfcAi.y
over to spend the holidays with
her sister and will continue her
The Kniu'hts of O'llumhus will
trip to her home at Kansas City, hold regular meeting Tuesday
Jo., tomorrow.
evening nt S o'clock in St. Marv's
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F. Pan-ke- y hall.
Adv.
of Santa Ke are spending the
Christmas season here. They aro
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
jfcuests at the Alvarado.
AVord has
been received that
jTrs. Kuby Eert Burt, wife of
SANDOVAI.
Couccpclon SanCharles Burt, died recently at Long doval, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jlcach, California. Charles Hurl Itodolfo Sandoval, died yesterday
was well known here, having been morning at their residence.
422
a newspaper man in Albuquerque West Pacific avenue, after a brief
illness. She is survived by her
Xor a number of years.
Vena Vastine Erown of New York parents and onP brother. Funeral
Crol-- i
City 'is stopping over in Albuuuur-Qu- e arrangements arc; pending.
for tho holidays.
She is a lott Is In char';".
at
the
Alvarado.
guest
RA11R.WMNO
Km nk ftir elnn
Tho station master's office at the
Santa Fe depot will be closed lor infant son of Mr. and Airs. Silvano
died
jesv-rdaa short time, while the office is Sarraclno,
morning
their residence at Atrisco. He
being retloored with concrete. A at
is survived by his parents and one
b,;.
office
will
estabtemporary
sister. Til,, funn-.iwas held at 2
lished in the baggage room.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. (jaunt are o clock yesterday afternoon from
the
!'"rial was at
guests at the Alvarado. They aro Atriscoresidence.
i.'rollott was in
cemetery,
here during tho
visiting friends
charge.
holidays.
11. Shaw, Santa
Fe brakeman
HOUSE ROOMS
from Helen, arrived last night to BITTNER
receive treatment fur blood poison S!IJ1 South First.
Phone 5SI-which has affected his hand,
(.'. II CONNER. M
infection duo to an Injury.
I), o.
Miss Ollie Russell is here to
Osteopathic Specialist.
Tel. 7(11.. I. 3S5-spend tho holidays with her sis- Stern Hldg.
ter, Mrs. William A. Harrison ot
Mrs. F. W. 1 enncnt. Public Slen.
124 South Edith street. Miss Russell's home is In Kansas City, Mis- ographcr. 313 . Oold; phone 110.
Adv.
souri, and the came here from
that point. She will return after
Hi:. I It AN K K. MacCltACKFN.
a brief visit here.
II. MacCKACKFN
Helen Jacobs is spending the 1)1!. DAISY
Osteopathic Physicians.
holidays here. She is a guest at
W.
500
Central. Ph. Office 89-the Alvarado.
J
Hcsiilcnce
Mra. Aniceto C. Aheyta came to
Adv.
Albuquerque Saturday From Socorro. She will spend the holiday
season with Mr. and Mrs. A. Jl.
Armljo of 714 South Fourth street.
J- AV. AVard of S23 South Fourth
To replace that broken window
Btreet reported to the police last
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
night that his bicycle had been
Phono 421. 423 North First.
e
stolen from 523 AVest Copper
at B:30 p. m. yesterday.
AV.
J. Todd, Jr., of Canadian,
.Texas, is In. Albuquerque to spend
1 WO-PNT 8 1 ITS
the holidays with friends here. He
is a cuest at tho Alvav.irlo.
The police were notified yester- $30.00
clay that a typewriter had been
BOOTH
H SPITZMCSSEH
stolen from the recory of tho SaPhono
115 S. SoconC
7SI.
cred Heart church. The typewriter
.was t he property of Father Juan
N. Cordova, S. J., pastor of the
church. It Is a Corona machine
end the keys are in the French
alphabet. It Is the only machine
of the sort in Albuquerque.
Plumbing and Heating.
Frank Petroni of 714 Kent aveRepair Work My Long Suit.
nue reported to the police last
Phono 201.
night that his Ford touring car
had been stolon between 7 p. m.
8
m.
and p.
from First street and
Tijeras avenue-Mr- .
and Mrs. D. AV. Ttiekev and
wife ot Santa. Fe are spendhi ! tno
Christmas
holidays In Albuquerque. They are guests at the Combs.
ON STOCK OF
Sheriff Tondre of Ens Lunas
I n
phoned the Albuquerque
police
yesterday to be on the lookout for WM (New Mlcxlcx) Corporation)
a young man named Fredrico
Co.
Eurnham. Sheriff Tondre said
the man hod stolen $120, a gold
(Arizona ( orporatlon)
AddrcAK
ring with stone settings, and an
BOX H-overcoat from his employer in
JOUHNAli
was
believed
to
Eelen and.
hav
started for Albuquerque. Tho po

AZTEC FUEL CO.

LOCAL ITEMS

Mn-ra-

The Best Service

Truck Delivery Where Desired

Gallup Lump
Omera Egg
Furnace Coal

6

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES
fri

Face Brick
Common Ericl; Fire Clay
Lath
Metal
Fireplace Tile
Flue Lining
Mortar Colors
Floor Tile
Sewer Pipe
Wall Hoard
Carey Hoofing
Beds
Murphy
Lime
Plaster
Cement
Tel. 1253--

fay.

And a good

KiliW

FOR PARKING

P. O. Sorenson Co.

99

224

PRIVILEGES

Fire Erlck

Norma Talmadge
"Fox

Tlione

BRICK

J. SELZNICK PRESENTS

"NEW MOON

V

DAZZLING GOWNS!

V

Finnan Iladdie No. 1.
Fresh Baltimore Oysters.

TODAY AND TOMORROW
LEWIS

and Elaqkburn
Phono 388-VFirst.

SEE GLORIA'S LATEST

Phono
308 S. Second.
Fresh fish received daily.
Delivery to all parts of town.
Smoked fish.
H83-A-

Ford

BIG DOUBLE BILL!

-

City Fish Market

GALLUP COAL

STARTING TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY
Send your personal laundry to us.
Our prices are lower and
we know you will be
pleased with our work.
Let us call for your
Bundle.

Central

,

.4i;ii,j;ij'iii;,i,i,f

3 DAYS

Economy Laundry

RENTACAR

WOOD

Direct from forest to your f ire- place; logs and chunks and stove
kindl'wood, any length desired;
ing.Tijeras phono- M01-U-West. Gold.
City office, 218i
Phone 060.
,

i

Installed, Fired and Tested.
Quick Service. Reasonable Prices
TIIAXTON SUPPLY COMPANY
Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies
1111

T rflittiA. Jl

1h

will

Areola Heating Plants;

DYEI5S AND MATTERS
HCG CXKAMXO
Phone 453. Cor. Bib unci Gold

South Second Street
a family shop because it
save you u0 per cent of
your shoo repairing:
Men's Half Soles, Sew ed .. ?1. 00
Ladies' Half Soles, Sewed. .75
(iood year Rubber Heels. . .40
Wo uso high grade,
leather,
and the workmanship is first
we
1'i
over
have
because
class
years experience in the largest
shoemakers shop in the world. J
312

modern house, furnace heat, garage, completely
furnished.
Call 1875--

Daily local freighters to Derna-lilland long trips a specialty
Phono 371.
Si!3 S. Second

nacrifrai

AMERICAN SHOE SHOP

FOR RENT

Guy's Transfer

December 26, 1922.

QildedQae' JF

CEDAR AND PINON WOOD AND KINDLING

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE

y

-

it

We will be closed Sunday and Monday for
Christmas, and you should order now.

A

that reveals the

a

sen- -

I

sational secrets of a Paris dancer.
LaAishly produced by the man Avho
made "Beyond the Rocks." David
i'owcu ana waiter niers in me

.'

Cast.

91

w

love-dram-

nFirYin a rcrTMH

TODAY, TOMORROW AND THURSDAY

PSWARNER BROS.

I'
i

SXV

:

j.
j
i a

'

j

AvjA

fl

yaJWnoiWl
(?kluiV J

frM5Df
JESSE.

TO

A Sam Wood Production

tiwiiiwiMraiidtiif

vI

J

$

f

also

Cliarles Lhapim
houlder Arms"
CHAPLIN'S BIGGEST COMEDY SUCCESS!
you haven't seen this big comedy don't miss it! If you have come
.
and laugh again!
'
REGULAR PRICES
.
.

.

21
Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

inrniw

human interest drama
with comedy and pathos
in profusion
thrilling
scenes, beautiful romance,
lovable characters.
Enacted by a distinguished supporting cast
including Niles Welch,
Ruth Renick, Russell
Simpson, Richard Tucker
and Eulalie Jensen.

Pat, the Plumber

KMake Me an Offer

Atti

Uty blectric

Fancy Walnut Size.
For Satisfaction and Economy.

S9.75 Per Ten
We Are Exclusive Agents.

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
Phone 35.

Prompt Truck Delivery.

Complete line of Lumber and Building Materials.

HOTEL STOCK
We offer cash 60c share
We will sell 70c share

Western Mortgage
Company
Investment. Dealers

Let us Inspect your power boiler
before it develops disastrous defects.
Estimates given by our
boiler experts.
Nt:W MEXICO STEEL CO., Inc.
' H.
Louis Hahn, Mgr.
Phone 2023-- J
Kes. 1947-,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
' ATTENTION

HOLIDAY BALL
WEDNESDAY EVENING
IN COLOMBO HALL
Visiting Knights especially invited.
Admission by Traveling Card. Informal.
.

Prompt Delivery
Phone

FOK RENT
2
sleeping porches,
modern, completely furnished
home, furnace heat, Fourth
ward; will lease for 6 months
to responsible tenant; possession January 1; tent $100 per
month.
Address
K A AV,
Morning Journal.

STEAM BOILERS

Liberty Coal Yard
Gallup Lump
Gallup Egg
Cedar Wood
Pinon Wood

J,

Mot CMI

,

Coal Supply and Lumber Co., Inc.

raaucifv.fi

Itcnily-to-Wc-

01

Phone 4 or 5.

in uwmu i iWy

A wonderful compelling

FItOM CAR

l- - T,OADI?fG

1,

in

ave-riu-

MM

.$13.25
.$11.75

Hand-Mad-

Let Us Send a Man

SUGARITE COAL

Gallup Lump Coal.
Dawson Lump Coal.

Shades made to order.
e
(A'lctor Luxor
Cloths)
KIrsh Curtain Rods
415 North Sixth
Pbone 18ID-.-

SSJ--

li

Mil

279

ADDED ATTRACTION

"THE SKIPPER'S SERMON"
A Tvo-Pa-

Albuquerque-Sant- a

'

Fe

,

TWICE DAILY, STAR STAGE
rt

Comedy

PRICES:

MATINEE Adults, 25c; Children, 1 Oc.
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.

LEAVE

7:30
8:00
8:00
4:00

lbujuerque
llbuquerqu
4anta F

tents

'

4tmta Fa
Santa Fa
tlbuquerqua

a.
p,
a.
p.

m
in.
m.
m.

Fancy (Champion and Black Ben) . , .'.$1.75'
No. 2 1.
.....$1.40
Also Comb Honey, crate...
$4.25
Phone or write today to

Coufeelluner.

La Salle Ranch, Bernalillo, N. M.
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Why should you buy them at '$2.25 or $2.50 when
you can have them direct from the producers as

I'liuna fiS.
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